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2021 Gardening Guide

~ OUR PROMISE TO YOU ~

WELCOME GARDENERS
Inside this edition is a selection of our most popular vegetable,
flower and herb varieties along with all sorts of excellent garden
accessories to aid in your growing success. We invite you to
flip through this Gardening Guide to plan for next season and
remember we have more seed varieties and larger package sizes
on our website at www.StokeSeeds.com.
This year’s feature pages touch on growing vegetables, flowers
and herbs within a small footprint. We are suggesting many
variety solutions adaptable to your gardening space. Whether
you live in an urban setting and are limited to a sunny condo
window or small balcony or have a small rural yard we are
suggesting variety solutions for a few applications. As always
we love to share customer favourites and easy to grow
varieties for gardening beginners.

All seed is tested for germination and vigor each year,
before we sell it. We maintain our own seed testing
department to ensure that only seeds of high germination
will be supplied to our customers. If you are unhappy
with your purchase from Stokes Seeds for any reason, give
us a chance to make it right. Call us at 1-800-396-9238
and ask for our Customer Service department.
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Enjoy browsing and have a great summer
gardening!

5th Generation Owner

If you'd rather the Commercial Growers Guide that lists all of our varieties,
please view it online at www.StokeSeeds.com

4 EASY WAYS TO ORDER

ONLINE
www.StokeSeeds.com
All products in this catalogue
are available to order on our
fully secure website, available
24 hours a day.

PHONE

1-800-396-9238
Monday - Friday 8-6 EST
Saturday 8-4:30 EST
Extended Hours Dec.-May
Monday - Friday 8-8 EST
Saturday 8-4:30 EST
French language customer service available.
(Credit card and account orders only.)

24-HOUR FAX
1-800-272-5560
Complete and fax a copy
of your order form.

MAIL
Complete order form
and mail to:
PO Box 10 Thorold ON L2V 5E9

(Credit card and account
orders only.)

CATALOGUE SYMBOL KEY

UT
Vegetable & Flower of Merit New This
Year
Merit badges represent varieties that are

selected for their outstanding quality and
dependable performance during trials held by
Stokes in the Northeast U.S., Midwest U.S.,
and Canada.

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Untreated Seed

Staff Pick

Customer Favorite

Some people prefer
Untreated Seed for their
needs. We have a selection
of untreated varieties
available.

Many of “The Folks
at Stokes” are home
gardeners and we
have noted their
favoured varieties.

Our Customer Service values
and compiles customer
testimonials and shares
results from our survey, which
we are now sharing with you.

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

HOT NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2021
CLEMENTINE
(CAULIFLOWER)
70-75 days. With an eyecatching and distinct deep
orange curd color this unique
variety boasts a strong,
healthy and vigorous plant.
An ideal variety for most
temperate growing locations.

SHOCK WAVETM
PURPLE TIE DYE
(PETUNIA)
Spreading petunia. Masses of
small 1.5 in/4 cm purple and
white flowers, on lush plants
that reach a garden height of
7-10 in/17-25 cm, spreading
3 ft/90 cm.

Item# 97M
Packet (25 seeds) $7.75
1,000 seeds
$191.36

Item# P1212M
20 pellets
100 pellets

LUMINUS
(BRUSSELS
SPROUTS)

NONSTOP SUNSET
(BEGONIA)

$12.05
$38.40

120 days. Produces nicely
shaped, large, uniform
buttons on an upright plant.
An early-maturing variety
known for it’s classic taste.

This series produces 100%
double flowers, 3.5 in/9 cm
across on 12 in/31 cm plants.
Use for sales of 4 in/10 cm
pots in late summer or spring
as a bedding plant.

Item# 44M
Packet (50 seeds) $5.50
1,000 seeds
$48.57

Item# P719V
Pkt. (50 pellets)
250 pellets

COURIER
(MELON)

SRIRACHATM ROSE
(CUPHEA)

85 days. Excellent yield,
eating quality, superior taste
and sugar content with few
culls. Strong vines produce
uniform, slight oval fruit.
Exterior is golden tan and
well netted.

(14-18 in/35.5-45.5 cm)
Compact, well-branched plants
produce rose colored blooms.
Sun loving and suitable for
containers, this plant also
attracts pollinators.

Item# 194E
Packet (25 seeds) $6.75
250 seeds
$35.05

Item# 913F
Pkt. (25 seeds)
250 seeds

$5.95
$21.90

$9.95
$91.35

KOZY COATS®
Frost protection for an earlier growing season. Give your vegetables and garden blooms
a jump start by guarding them against the outdoor elements as early as March.
Whether it’s tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers or melons, Kozy Coats® are the secret to
enjoying your heat loving plants early every year. Reusable water filled tee-pees store
heat during the day and protect your plants at night.
New red color enhances photosynthesis for stockier plants; new plastic lip at top allows
for quicker, easier filling with water.
Three gallons (12 litres) of water in the tubes stores heat and even acts as an igloo when
temperatures plunge 12 degrees below freezing!

Item# MT310

10 pack

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

$34.95 ea.

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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SMALL
SPACE
GARDENING
You don't need a lot of space to grow fresh vegetables, flowers or herbs. Depending
on your situation you may not even have a garden. This showcase of seed varieties are
unique, not easily available locally and are compact or dwarf varieties that produce
smaller fruit, perfect for small space applications

BALCONY
GARDENING
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Having a sufficiently sized, well-draining container, dirt, water and
sun, you can grow some tasty selections and beautiful flower planters.

PATIO BABY
(EGGPLANT)

SORBET XP MIX
(VIOLA)

16 in/41 cm. Dwarf upright
bushy plant produces high yields
of 3 in/7.5 cm tear-drop shaped
black smooth skin fruit very early
in the season.

(6-8 in/15-20 cm) Mounded plants
in a mixture of colors. Plants cover
the soil at flowering, with more
blooms on every plant and less
stretching

Item# UT152S
Packet (10 seeds)
500 seeds

Item# 1987Z
Packet (20 seeds)
500 seeds

$5.25
$95.75

$2.95
$26.80

EVERLEAF EMERALD
TOWERS (BASIL)

POT N' PATIO MIX
(ASTER)

Compact 18-24 in/46-61 cm
plant perfect for in ground or
containers. Robust flavor perfect
for pesto.

(6 in/16 cm) Dark green, bushy,
uniform, dwarf plants produce
fully double, rounded 2.5 in/7 cm
blooms in blue, pink, scarlet and
white.

Item# 159N
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds

Item# 628M
Packet (25 seeds)
500 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

$3.50
$14.45

$2.50
$24.00

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

CONDO
GARDENING

Green up your space with a windowsill garden of tasty herbs.
Be sure to not overcrowd, pinch back frequently and enjoy.

MARTINA GENOVESE
(BASIL)

SIMPLY HERBS
CURLED (PARSLEY)

70 days. O basilicum, dwarf
14 in/35 cm bushy Genovese
type leaf with very intense
aromatic flavor - for 10 in/
25 cm pots.

28 days. 15-18 in/38-46 cm dark
green, mounded, curled parsley
perfect for containers.

Item# 159K
Packet (250 seeds)
oz/28 g

Item# P166C
Packet (25 pellets)
250 pellets

$3.50
$9.90

$3.50
$20.25

CUSTOMER FAVOURITES

CARILLON (BEET)

BENARY’S GIANT
MIX (ZINNIA)

GOLDFINGER
(CARROT)

Item# 35F
1,000 seeds
10,000 seeds

Item# 1455
Packet (25 seeds)
100 seeds

Item# 91H
1,000 seeds
25,000 seeds

$2.04
$10.20

$2.95
$7.20

IDEAL SELECT MIX
(DIANTHUS)
$4.85
$73.75

Item# 881M
Packet (30 seeds)
$3.75
250 seeds
$17.60

MARKETMORE 76
(CUCUMBER)

CHANTILLY MIX
(SNAPDRAGON)

CHAMPION (RADISH)

WALTHAM
BUTTERNUT (SQUASH)

Item# 137C
Pkt (100 seeds)
oz/28 g

Item# 440A
Packet (50 seeds)
$2.50
500 seeds
$14.15

Item# 273A
Pkt (600 seeds)
1/4 lb/113 g

Item# 306A
Packet (25 seeds)
oz/28 g

$3.50
$8.55

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

$4.00
$12.75

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$3.50
$6.80
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SMALL YARD PICKS
We have taken out the guess
work to make sure your
small space garden is
a success with the following
suggested varieties.
PURPLE FINGERS
(EGGPLANT)

CALIFORNIA WONDER
(PEPPER)

65 days. Classic miniature slim
Italian long purple eggplant with
a green calyx. Bitter free white
flesh is firm and delicious.

72 days. O/P. The standard early
strain for north-eastern bedding
plant growers.

Item# 152P
Packet (50 seeds)
1/2 oz/14 g

Item# 258
Packet (25 seeds)
1/2 oz/14 g

$5.25
$20.55

BLACK BEAUTY
(SQUASH)

BUSH BEEFSTEAK
(TOMATO)

60 days. High yields of straight
dark green, smooth zucchini fruit
average 8 in/21 cm in length.
Bush type plant. AAS Winner.

62 days. Tomatoes for bedding
plant sales in short season areas.
Large 8 oz/227 g in weight, are
rich red, with solid interiors.

Item# 298Q
Packet (20 seeds)
oz/28 g

Item# 351
Packet (200 seeds)
1/2 oz/14 g

$3.50
$9.65

56 days. Excellent early vigor,
double podded which should
provide a very high early yield.
Plants are easy to cultivate.
Item# 236B
2 oz/56 g
1/2 lb/227 g

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

$4.25
$8.80

SEYCHELLES
(BEAN)

JUMPSTART
(PEA)
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$4.00
$16.65

$3.05
$5.40

55 days. Dark green 5-6 in/
13-15 cm, uniform, straight
stringless pods with excellent flavor.
Produces high yields in multiple
picks in the garden or containers.
Item# 9C
Packet (25 seeds)
2 oz/56 g

$3.10
$9.00

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

VERTICAL
GARDENING

You can gain lots of garden space by training vine plants to grow
up, instead of out and fill in with your favourites.
JEWEL MIX
(NASTURTIUM)

BLUE LAKE (BEAN)
55 days. A straight, stringless,
unusually smooth, dark green
bean. Pods are round, tender and
meaty, 6-7 in/15-18 cm in length,
on vigorous plants.
Item# 9
2 0z/56 g
1/2 lb/227 g

(12 in/30 cm) This dwarf, nontrailing Nasturtium has double
flowers in a mix of gold, orange,
red and yellow. Plants are easy to
grow and long-blooming.
Item# 1128A
Packet (25 seeds)
oz/28 g

$3.10
$5.80

$2.75
$6.85

SNACKABELLE RED
(PEPPER)

ALATA SUZIE MIX
(THUNBERGIA)

70-75 days. Mini 2-2.25 in/56 cm sweet bell pepper. Rich,
sweet flavor that’s great for fresh
eating green to red. Excellent for
grilling and stuffing.

Contains 3 basic colors - orange,
white and yellow in plain and
bicolor (with black eye) forms.

Item# UT262Z
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds

Item# 1350B
Packet (10 seeds)
100 seeds

$7.25
$58.20

REGATTA SKY BLUE
(LOBELIA)

KOLIBRI (SPINACH)
45 days. Semi savoy hybrid with
very dark oval savoyed leaves and
an upright easy to harvest plant.
Suitable for Spring, Summer or
Fall production.
Item# 286K
1,000 seeds
5,000 seeds

TIDY TREATS
(TOMATO)

FLAMENCO
(MARIGOLD)

Item# UT394R
Packet (10 seeds) $5.25
500 seeds
$49.10

Item# D1074Z
Packet (25 seeds)
1,000 seeds
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(8 in/20 cm) Masses of bright
blue blooms tumble over the
sides of hanging baskets in a
neat, rounded habit. Full
sun or part shade.
Item# P1040F
Packet (50 seeds)
1,000 seeds

$2.58
$6.30

$2.50
$13.18

$3.25
$18.40

$2.75
$19.34

BODIAM (BEET)

SONATA MIX
(COSMOS)

Item# 271B
1,000 seeds
5,000 seeds

Item# 834D
Packet (25 seeds)
$2.95
250 seeds
$22.45

$5.47
$12.95

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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VERSATILE
All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please visit
our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

SWEET BASIL

EVERLEAF EMERALD
TOWERS BASIL
The first basil bred for season-long
performance, flowers up to 8 weeks
later than standard varieties. Compact
18-24 in/46-61 cm plant perfect for in
ground or containers. Robust flavor
perfect for pesto.
Item# 159N
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds

$3.50
$14.45

Basil Pesto
Credit: cookieandkate.com
Recipe yields 1 cup pesto.
Ingredients:
• ⅓ cup raw pine nuts, almonds,
walnuts or pecans
• 2 cups packed fresh basil leaves
• ¼ cup grated Parmesan cheese
• 1 tbsp. lemon juice
• 2 cloves garlic, roughly chopped
• ½ tsp. fine sea salt
• ½ cup extra-virgin olive oil
Toast the nuts or seeds for extra flavor over medium
heat, stirring frequently, 3 to 5 minutes. Cool.
Combine the basil, cooled nuts/seeds, Parmesan,
lemon juice, garlic and salt in a food processor or
blender. With the machine running, slowly drizzle
in the olive oil. Enjoy!
Store leftover pesto in the refrigerator, covered,
for up to 1 week. Freezes well.

85 days. Annual. Mature leaves have a sweet
mild taste and smell.
Item# 159
Packet (250 seeds)

$3.00

GENOVESE BASIL
88 days. Annual. Subtle peppery flavor. Used in
pesto sauces.
Item# 159D
Packet (250 seeds)

$3.00

ELIDIA BASIL
80 days. Annual. Very large dark green glossy
leaves. Suitable for pots.
Item# 163L
Packet (500 seeds)		

$3.75

ELEONORA DM BASIL
65 days. Perfect pesto basil with a hint of
spiciness. Great for containers.
Item# 163N
Packet (500 seeds)

$3.75

DILL DUKAT
70 days. Annual. Use leaves for soups, stalks and
seeds for pickling.
Item# 158
Packet (300 seeds)

$3.00

LAVENDER

What is an herb?
/'h3:bz/
Any plant with leaves, seeds, or
flowers used for flavoring, food,
medicine, or perfume. In the case
of medicinal use, any parts of the
plant might be considered as "herbs",
including leaves, roots, flowers,
seeds, root bark and inner bark.
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Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

90 days. Perennial. Used as a fragrant cut flower
or dried.
Item# 165B
Packet (100 seeds)

$3.25

LAVANCE DEEP
PURPLE LAVENDER (PERENNIAL)
(10 in/25 cm) Blooms first year. Deep purpleblue. Strong branching and highly scented.
Item# 165D
100 seeds

$12.65

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

HERBS
Larger Seed Quantities Available Online!

THYME

ROSEMARY

85 days. Perennial. Aromatic
foliage used for flavoring.

85 days. Perennial. Use leaf tips
to flavor meats and sauces.

Item# 164
Packet (300 seeds)

Item# 156A
Packet (150 seeds)

$3.75

ARUGULA ASTRO
31-52 days depending on use. Hardy
Annual. Small 1 in/2.5cm flowers
to add peppery flavor to salads.
Item# 164F
Pkt (500 seeds)

$3.50

$5.00

SAGE
75 days. Hardy Annual. Leaves
are used to flavor meats and sauces.
Item# 161
Packet (40 seeds)

$3.75

CORIANDER LEISURE

OREGANO

47 days. Annual. Known as cilantro.
Chop into curries or chutney.

90 days. Perennial. Used fresh or
dried in sauces and soups.

Item# 163D
Packet (250 seeds)

Item# 158A
Packet (190 seeds)

$3.00

$4.25

CORIANDER CRUISER

STEVIA

48 days. The large dark green leaves
have good flavor and aroma.

Sweet herb used as an alternative
to sugar. Use fresh or dried.

Item# 163R
Packet (250 seeds)

Item# 160D
Packet (25 seeds)

$3.00

LEMON BALM
Perennial. Heart shaped leaves,
lemon fragrance. Attracts bees.
Tea works well at calming nerves.
Item# 164A
Packet (70 seeds)

$3.50

LEMON GRASS
A culinary herb that gives off a
pleasant lemon scent and mild
taste. Attracts pollinators.
Item# 165L
Packet (25 seeds)

$8.75

$6.75

SPEARMINT
80 days. Perennial. Plant used as
oil, young leaves for jellies.
Item# 157A
Packet (250 seeds)

$4.00

CHIVES
80 days. Perennial. Finely chop
tops for flavoring dishes.
Item# 157
Packet (300 seeds)

$3.50

ANTARES FENNEL

CHAMOMILE

68 days. Annual. Uniform, pure
white, round bulbs with dark green
fern-like foliage. AAS Winner.

80 days. Annual. This apple scented
plant's flowers are dried for tea.

Item# 160T
Packet (25 seeds)

Item# 155D
Packet (600 seeds)

$3.50

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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$4.50

VEGETABLE INDEX

Asian Vegetables........................................................... 20
Asparagus........................................................................ 9
Beans.......................................................................... 9-11
Beets............................................................................. 12
Broccoli.......................................................................... 14
Brussels Sprouts............................................................. 13
Cabbage................................................................... 16-18
Cantaloupe.................................................................... 33
Carrot....................................................................... 22-23
Cauliflower.................................................................... 15
Celeriac......................................................................... 23
Celery............................................................................ 23
Chicory.......................................................................... 19
Collards......................................................................... 19
Corn......................................................................... 24-26
Corn - Ornamental/popcorn.......................................... 27
Cress............................................................................. 19
Cucumber................................................................. 28-29

Eggplant........................................................................ 21
Gourds.......................................................................... 41
Herbs............................................................................ 6-7
Honeydew Melon.......................................................... 33
Kale............................................................................... 32
Kohlrabi......................................................................... 32
Leek.............................................................................. 32
Lettuce..................................................................... 30-31
Muskmelon................................................................... 33
Okra.............................................................................. 32
Onion............................................................................ 35
Parsley........................................................................... 36
Parsnip.......................................................................... 36
Peas............................................................................... 37
Peppers.................................................................... 38-39
Peppers - hot................................................................. 39
Pumpkin................................................................... 40-41
Radicchio....................................................................... 19

Radish........................................................................... 34
Rutabaga (Swede Turnip).............................................. 34
Snow Peas..................................................................... 37
Spinach.......................................................................... 42
Squash...................................................................... 42-43
Swiss Chard................................................................... 13
Tomatillo....................................................................... 44
Tomato..................................................................... 44-47
Tomato - Greenhouse.................................................... 46
Summer Turnip.............................................................. 43
Watermelon.................................................................. 33
Zucchini......................................................................... 42

FLOWER INDEX
ANNUALS
Ageratum....................................................................... 51
Alyssum.......................................................................... 50
Amaranthus.................................................................... 51
Angelonia....................................................................... 50
Aster............................................................................... 51
Bacopa........................................................................... 52
Bean (Orn. Climber) ..................................................... 52
Begonia ........................................................................ 52
Cabbage, Flowering........................................................ 57
Calendula....................................................................... 53
Carnation....................................................................... 53
Celosia............................................................................ 53
Centaurea....................................................................... 54
Chrysanthemum............................................................. 53
Cleome (Spider Flower).................................................. 54
Cobaea........................................................................... 54
Coleus............................................................................ 55
Cosmos.......................................................................... 54

Heliotrope...................................................................... 57
Hollyhock (Annual)......................................................... 60

PERENNIALS & BIENNIALS

Impatiens........................................................................ 59

Biennial listings denoted with (Bi).

Kale, Flowering............................................................... 57
Lavatera (Mallow).......................................................... 60
Lavander........................................................................ 60
Lobelia............................................................................ 58
Marigold......................................................................... 61
Matthiola (Evening Scented Stock)................................. 60
Mimosa.......................................................................... 60
Morning Glory (Ipomea)................................................. 60
Nasturtium..................................................................... 62
Nicotiana (Flowering Tobacco)........................................ 62

Chrysanthemum Zone 4-9.............................................. 71
Delphinium Zone 3-8...................................................... 70
Echinacea (Rudbeckia) Zone 3-8.................................... 70
Foxglove (Digitalis) (Bi) Zone 4-8................................... 70

Osteospermum............................................................... 62
Pansy/Viola.................................................................... 63
Petunia......................................................................64-65
Portulaca........................................................................ 62

Gaillardia Zone 2-10...................................................... 71
Hollyhock (Althaea) (Bi) Zone 2-9.................................. 70

Rudbeckia (Gloriosa Daisy)............................................. 66
Salvia.............................................................................. 66
Sanvitalia........................................................................ 66
Snapdragons................................................................... 67
Statice............................................................................ 66
Stocks............................................................................. 67
Strawberry...................................................................... 68
Succulents...................................................................... 69
Sweet Pea....................................................................... 67

Lupins Zone 6-8............................................................ 70

Gazania.......................................................................... 56
Geranium....................................................................... 57
Gomphrena.................................................................... 56
Gypsophila (Baby's Breath)............................................. 56

Thunbergia..................................................................... 68
Tithonia.......................................................................... 68

Perovskia (Russian Sage) Zone 4a................................... 71

Verbena.......................................................................... 68
Vinca.............................................................................. 68

Rudbeckia (Fulgida/Hirta) Zone 3-7................................ 70

Helianthus (Sunflower)................................................... 58
Helichrysum (Strawflower).............................................. 57

Wildflowers.................................................................... 69

Dahlia............................................................................. 55
Dianthus......................................................................... 55
Dusty Miller.................................................................... 56
Euphorbia....................................................................... 56

Zinnia............................................................................. 69

Monarda (Bee Balm) Zone 4-8....................................... 70
Ornamental Grass (Perennial)......................................... 71

Sweet William (Barbatus) (Bi) Zone 4-7......................... 71

PLEASE READ THIS LIVE PRODUCT WARRANTY BEFORE ORDERING OUR SEED
NOTE: Seed is a live product which depends on many important related grower skills such as proper planting time, seed depth, type of soil, irrigation, proper use of fertilizers, weed controls, fungicides, insecticides,
disease free soil, and reasonable weather conditions during the growing period. These factors are totally out of the seedsman’s control and are the growers responsibility and risk. Our seed cannot be unconditionally
guaranteed to perform properly - regardless of weather conditions or the growers methods or mistakes.

NOTICE TO BUYER - STOKES WARRANTY AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Stokes Seeds Ltd., and/or Stokes Seeds Inc., and/or Semences Stokes Ltée., and their suppliers, (herein after collectively referred to as the vendor “Stokes”) warrants that the seed it sells conforms to the label
description as required by Provincial and/or State and Federal Seed Laws. Stokes limits its warranty to the full amount of the purchase price of such seeds. STOKES MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES
OR CONDITIONS EXPRESS OR IMPLIED OF THE MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE OF THE SEED SOLD BY IT OR THE CROPS GROWN FROM SUCH SEEDS. It is
recognized that a mistake or human error can be made in the production, processing or packaging of such seed, therefore, in any event, direct or consequential on account of any negligence whatsoever - IF A
BREACH OF WARRANTY, CONDITION OR CONTRACT OCCURS WITH RESPECT TO SUCH SEEDS - THAT IN NO CASE SHALL STOKES BE LIABLE FOR MORE THAN THE PRICE ACTUALLY INVOICED AND/OR
PAID FOR SUCH SEEDS BY THE PURCHASER TO THE VENDOR AND/OR THE VENDOR’S AGENT. As a condition to any liability, Stokes must receive notice by registered mail of any claim that the seed is defective
within 30 days after the defect in the seed became apparent. Stokes has based the prices of its seeds on this limited warranty and limited liability and these prices would be much higher if further liability coverage
were required. These warranties and limitations of liability may not be altered or amended except by an instrument in writing executed by duly authorized officers of Stokes and stamped with the company seal. By
acceptance of such seeds, the Purchaser of such seeds acknowledges that this limited warranty and disclaimer herein before described, are conditions of sale and that they constitute the entire agreement between
the Vendor and the Purchaser regarding warranty and/or any other liability or conditions.
IF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY AND GUARANTEE IS NOT ACCEPTABLE TO THE PURCHASER AS A CONDITION OF SALE - THEN THE PURCHASER MUST NOT PLANT THE SEEDS AND MUST RETURN THE SEEDS
IN THEIR ORIGINAL UNOPENED PACKAGE, and the purchase funds shall be refunded.

NOTICE: ARBITRATION / CONCILIATION / MEDIATION REQUIRED BY SEVERAL STATES
Under the seed laws of several states, arbitration, mediation or conciliation is required as a prerequisite to maintaining a legal action based upon the failure of seed to which this notice is attached to produce as
represented. The consumer shall file a complaint (sworn for AL, AR, CO, FL, IN, MN, MS, SC, TX, WA; signed only CA, GA, ID, MT, ND, NV, RI, SD) along with the required filing fee (where applicable) with the
Commissioner/Director/Secretary of Agriculture, Seed Commissioner, or Chief Agricultural Officer within such time as to permit inspection of the crops, plants or trees by the designated agency and the seedsman
from whom the seed was purchased. A copy of the complaint shall be sent to the seller by certified or registered mail or as otherwise provided by state statute.
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Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

POLE, SOY & FAVA BEANS
Pole Beans: One of the nice things about pole beans is that you can grow a lot of beans in very little space. They will only grow vertically up poles
or trellises. They seem to grow faster up vertical strings than poles. Two ounces of seed planted in 50 ft/15 m of 36 in/91 cm spaced hills will
produce about 25 lbs/11 kg of beans. For additional cultural information and variety details, please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

SCARLET RUNNER
65 days. Brilliant scarlet
flowers on 10-12 ft/3-3.5 m
vines to cover arbors and
fences. 6 in/15 cm tender
green beans are excellent when
cooked. Black seed.
Item# 28
2 oz/56 g
1/2 lb/227 g

KENTUCKY
WONDER WAX
61 days. Old Homestead. An
old favorite. The butter-yellow
pods are 8 in/20 cm long, oval,
meaty and tender. Harvest till
frost. Brown seed.

Item# 27
$4.90 2 oz/56 g
$9.30 1/2 lb/227 g

SEYCHELLES

55 days. A straight, stringless,
bean. Famous for its freezing
and canning qualities. Pods
are round, tender and meaty,
6-7 in/15-18 cm in length, on
vigorous, heavy yielding plants.

55 days. Dark green 5-6 in/
13-15 cm, uniform, straight
stringless pods with excellent
flavor. High yields. Can grow
up to 6 ft/1.8 m and should
be staked. AAS Winner.

Item# 9
$3.10 2 oz/56 g
$5.90 1/2 lb/227 g

Item# 9C
$3.10 Pkt. (25 seeds)
$5.80 2 oz/56 g

$3.10
$9.00

MILLENNIUM

ASPARAGUS
Asparagus is a perennial vegetable. Select a well drained site
where it will not interfere with annual crops. Plants should
not be harvested until the second year. A 50 ft/15 m row
containing 35 plants should yield about 20-25 lbs/10-12 kg of
spears by the third year. Sow as early as possible.

Millennium spears are very uniform
and have a very high “Rutin”
content, which is believed to have
anti-inflammatory properties.
Item# 1A
Packet (10 seeds)
250 seeds

$6.00
$40.00

BROAD WINDSOR
LONG POD

BROAD/FAVA BEAN
1 lb/454 g will plant approximately 75 ft/23 m of row. Extra
large lima-like beans love cold soil and must be planted early
in the spring - late April or May, so that plants will mature in
early summer when the days and nights are still cool. 2 oz/56 g
contains approx 35-40 seeds.

65 days. Fava beans are one of the
oldest known cultivated plants.
Broad, 8 in/20 cm light green pods
have 6-7 large, greenish white seeds.
Item# 30
2 oz/56 g

BESWEET 2001

SOY BUSH BEAN
Sow about the same time as you would lima beans (June 1st15th) depending on your latitude. Harvest green pods like
limas for cooking. Roast dried beans like peanuts. Average
protein value is twice that of lima beans with less cholesterol.
Plant fresh seed each spring for best germination.

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

BLUE LAKE

$3.70

94 days. Plants average 24 in/61 cm
and produce extra large greenish
yellow beans. One of the best flavored
edible soy beans.
Item# 11C
Packet (25 seeds)
2 oz/56 g

Find Hundreds More Options at www.StokeSeeds.com

$3.10
$5.50
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LIMA, GREEN & WAX
2 oz/57 g sows 18 ft/6 m of row. Sow every 10 days - from May 20th (use treated seed for early sowings)
providing the soil temperature is 60°F/16°C until July 30th. Untreated seed should not be
planted until ground temperature reaches an average daytime temperature of
65°F/18°C. Seed must not touch concentrated fertilizer.

CUSTOMER
FAVORITE

PROVIDER

STRIKE
54 days. Vigorous upright
plant produces round medium
BUSH BLUE LAKE 274
green, straight, stringless 5 in/
55 days. These dwarf bushy plants produce heavy yields of dark 13 cm round pods. A crisp
green round pods averaging 6 in/15 cm in length. Tender and and tender, high yielding bean.
crisp with a unique flavor. Low fiber. Resistant to bean common Great for canning. Resistant
to bean common mosaic virus.
mosaic virus. White seed.
White seed.
Item# 9B
2 oz/56 g
1/2 lb/227 g

Item# 20
$2.85 250 seeds
$5.40 1,000 seeds

While similar in many ways,
there are a few differences
between pole and bush
beans. The main being, pole
beans will grow upward and
require a pole or trellis for
support. Bush beans do not,
but take up more room in
your garden to produce
a similar yield.
Pole beans will continue to
produce more beans as you
pick them, but with bush
beans they will produce
most of their fruit at once
and then be finished
for the year.
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GREENCROP
55 days. Clusters of 8 in/
20 cm flat podded snap beans
are very tender and have an
excellent flavor. High yielding
variety. Resistant to bean
common mosaic virus.
UT

Untreated, order UT23.

Item# 23
2 oz/56 g
1/2 lb/227 g

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

FORDHOOK
BUSH 242

Untreated, order UT18B.
$2.50
$4.75

Ideas
From Our
Experts

UT

70 days. Standard bush lima.
Tolerant to heat, pods 3 1/2 4 in./10 cm long, well filled,
and uniform, with 3 or 4 thick
beans per pod. Excellent flavor.
White seed. Untreated seed.

Item# UT2
$2.50 2 oz/56 g
$4.75 1/2 lb/227 g

UT

Item# 18B
$7.20 2 oz/56 g
$14.90 1/2 lb/227 g

LIMA

Pole vs.
Bush Beans

52 days. Standard variety for
cool soil, early or late sowings.
Medium green 6 in/15 cm
round pods, bean clusters are
easy to pick.Black seed.

$3.65
$6.90

Go ahead: gamble. Early
beans are worth the risk.
It’s true that beans hate
frost. But a “cheater”
row of beans planted a
couple of weeks before
the last spring frost date
is worth the risk. If they
aren’t nipped by frost,
you’ve moved ahead
your bean harvest. If they
do get hit by frost, you’ve
lost nothing more than
a few seeds and can
replant.
- Steven Biggs

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

BEANS BUSH
All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please
visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

PIKE

UT

55 days. Dark green 5.25 in/
13.5 cm 3 sieve very straight
and slim pods. High yielding
erect plants provide excellent
machine harvest ability.

GOLD MINE

ROCDOR

53 days. Wax Bean Bush.
Medium sized plant with 5 in/
13 cm smooth, straight pods.
High yields, 4-5 seeds per bean.
Resistant to bean common
mosaic virus. White seed.

50-53 days. High class, extra-long 6.75 in/17 cm straight,
deep yellow coloured wax bean. Harvest young for best quality.
Germinates well in cool soil. Resistant to bean common mosaic
virus. Black seed.
Larger Seed
UT
Untreated, order UT7.
Quantities
Available
Online!

UT

Item# UT20E
250 seeds
1,000 seeds

Untreated, order UT10A.

Item# 10A
$9.35 250 seeds
$19.28 1,000 seeds

Item# 7
$7.85 250 seeds
$16.19 1,000 seeds

$11.40
$23.51

ROMANO & NOVELTY

GOLD DUST

ROMA II

56 days. Quality pods set high
on upright plants. Round butter
yellow pods average 5.25 in/13.5
cm in length and contain more
medium size beans. Resistant
to bean common mosaic virus.
White seed.

58 days. Romano. Medium
green flat, wide 6 in/15 cm
stringless pods are known for
their distinctive robust flavor.
Good disease resistance.
Freezes well. White seed.

Item# 10H
250 seeds
1,000 seeds

Item# 1G
$7.85 2 oz/56 g
$16.19 1/2 lb/227 g

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

BROAD WINDSOR
LONG POD
65 days. Broad, 8 in/20 cm light
green pods contain 6 or 7 large,
greenish white seeds. Upright,
24 in/60 cm plants. Use for
dried shell beans, fresh market
or freezing.

Item# 30
$3.10 2 oz/56 g
$5.80 1/2 lb/227 g

Look for the

UT

FRENCH

HORTICULTURAL BUSH
68 days. Although this strain
produces lots of runners, it
is not usually staked. The
attractive pods are 6-8 in/1520 cm long and nearly straight.

Item# 6
$3.70 2 oz/56 g
$7.00 1/2 lb/227 g

symbol to discover our Untreated Seed

$3.95
$7.45
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BRIGHTEN UP YOUR
Since pests and diseases are not major concerns, beets are relatively easy to grow, and can be cropped in succession every 2 weeks. Frost will
not harm the seed or young plants but mid-summer hot months cause them to be stringy. Although average soil will grow excellent beets, the
best crops thrive in slightly acidic (pH 6.5) rich sandy loam.

Roasting Beets
Credit: spendwithpennies.com

Ingredients:
• 6 fresh beets
• 1 tablespoon olive oil
• salt and pepper to taste
Instructions:
Preheat oven to 375°F. Wash
and cut off beet top and bottom.
Cut in half and toss with olive oil,
salt and pepper. Wrap in tinfoil,
topped with a piece of parchment
paper and seal beets. Roast for
1 ½ hours or till tender. Using
paper towels, rub the beets to
remove the skins. Serve warm
with butter or chilled in salads.

CARILLON RZ

RUBY QUEEN

60 days. This extra-long cigar
shaped open pollinated beet is
12 in/30.5 cm long and
5.5 in/14 cm wide. It's internal
colour is dark red without
white rings makes beautiful
slices. Stores well.

60 days. Open pollinated. Top
canning variety. An attractive,
smooth, uniform beet. Early,
round roots with small crowns
and fine tap roots. Deep red
interiors.

59 days. Open pollinated.
Smooth globe shape with
excellent colour under
normal weather conditions,
green leaves with maroon
tinge. Excellent for canning.

Item# 35F
1,000 seeds
10,000 seeds

Item# UT38
Pkt (150 seeds)
oz/28 g

Item# 34A
Packet (150 seeds) $4.00
oz/28 g
$5.30

$2.04
$10.20

UT

$3.75
$6.40

DETROIT SUPREME

ZEPPO RZ

SOLO

RED ACE

MERLIN

50 days. Fast growing smooth,
round fruit with deep red
interior colour with some
expression of white rings and
taproot. Fresh market type with
long, strong foliage.

50 days. Round dark red roots
have good interior colour, and
are very sweet (12-15% brix
(soluable sugars)) with dark
green 14 in/36 cm tops.
Good disease resistance.

53 days. Full globe shape,
extremely smooth exteriors
with deep red interiors. Shorter
14 in/36 cm tops are green
with some red tinges.
An unusual, delicious,
honey-sweet flavored beet.

55 days. Uniform round
beet, dark red interior with
very smooth skin. Erect, dark
green tops are 15-17 in/
38-43 cm. Excellent taste very high sugar content.

Item# 32H
1,000 seeds
10,000 seeds

Item# 32D
1,000 seeds
10,000 seeds

Item# 32
1,000 seeds
10,000 seeds

Item# 32B
1,000 seeds
10,000 seeds
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$2.99
$14.90

$5.21
$26.00

We're Here to Help, Call us!: 1-800-396-9238

$4.25
$21.10

$3.42
$17.00

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

WORLD WITH BEETS & CHARD
Chard: Pkt. sows 15-25 ft/5-8 m of row; oz/28 g sows 100 ft/31m of row; leaves are cooked like spinach,
mid ribs like asparagus and outer leaf stalks make delicious fritters. Plants withstand hot weather,
are easy to grow and suitable for freezing. Seed size varies. Sprouts: Sow outdoors
May 10th-25th. Harvest after moderate frost for sweet taste.

CELEBRATION

BRIGHT LIGHTS

SILVERADO

55 days. Semi savoy dark green
glossy leaves with vibrant
multicoloured petioles which
include red, yellow, pink,
orange and white colours on
highly uniform plants which
average 20 in/51 cm in height.

55 days. A blend of unique
Swiss Chard colours including
yellow, gold, pink, crimson,
orange, purple, white, green
and white stripe. Mature plants
average 20 in/51 cm. Green
savoyed leaves.

55 days. More compact 16 in/41 cm plant with dark green,
deeply savoyed, glossy leaves and broad white stems. Slow to
bolt. Extremely healthy and versatile as it can be eaten
hot or cold.

Item# 41J
Item# 41F
Item# 41B
Packet (150 seeds) $5.00 Packet (150 seeds) $5.00 Packet (150 seeds)
1,000 seeds
$11.17 1,000 seeds
$12.38 oz/28 g

$3.25
$3.75

BRUSSELS SPROUTS

BURPEE’S RHUBARB
CHARD
60 days. Deep crimson stalks
with glossy green savoyed
leaves. Pick from late spring
till late fall. Eat like spinach
or beet greens.
Item# 40
Packet (150 seeds)
oz/28 g

JADE CROSS

GUSTUS

CONFIDANT

95 days. Early maturing. Deep
green firm oval sprouts are
spaced closely on medium
sized plants.

117 days. Dark green, round/
globe shaped sprout. Averages
1.25 in/3 cm in size. Excellent
choice for Canada and
Northeastern USA.

130 days. High-quality dark
green round 1.2 in/3 cm
sprout with high yields and
ring counts between 16-19.
Perfect for mid-early planting.

Item# 45
$3.75 Packet (50 seeds)
$5.90 1,000 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 44G
$3.75 Packet (50 seeds)
$15.56 1,000 seeds

Item# 44K
$5.50 Packet (50 seeds)
$45.39 1,000 seeds

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$5.50
$41.21
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BROCCOLI

Broccoli
Caesar Salad
Ingredients:
• 2 oil-packed anchovy
fillets (optional)
• 1 garlic clove, thinly sliced
• 1/4 cup fresh lemon juice
• 2 tsp. Dijon mustard
• Kosher salt
• 1 large egg yolk or 2 Tbsp. mayo
• 1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
• 3 Tbsp. grated Parmesan
• 2 medium heads of broccoli (1 1/2 lb.)
• 2 cups of savoy or Napa cabbage
• Finely grated lemon zest
• Freshly cracked black pepper

5,000 plants per oz/28 g; Broccoli matures quickly, therefore early (sow indoors March – April) and late crops
(sow outdoors in May) are possible. Sow seed indoors in flats from March to early April. Set plants outdoors in
late April or early May. Broccoli needs water once a week, but will die if roots are flooded for 24 hours.

Preparation:
1. Mash anchovies and garlic until
a smooth paste forms. Transfer to a
large bowl and whisk in lemon juice,
mustard, and a big pinch of salt.
Add egg yolk (or mayonnaise) and
whisk until smooth. Gradually add oil,
whisking constantly until emulsified.
Whisk in 3 Tbsp. grated Parmesan.
2. Cut broccoli into bite-sized pieces
and thinly slice cabbage crosswise,
then toss broccoli and cabbage with
the dressing to evenly coat; season
with salt. Let sit 10 minutes.
3. Top salad with shaved Parmesan,
some lemon zest, and a few healthy
grinds of pepper.

ASPABROC

UT

50-60 days from transplant.
Resembles broccoli raab
with an asparagus-like, mild
tasting stem. Plants produce
3-5 shoots in 10 days and
continues to produce heads for
4 weeks. Untreated seed only.
Item# UT48L
Packet (75 seeds)
1,000 seeds
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EASTERN MAGIC

GYPSY

EASTERN CROWN

103 days. This multi-use
broccoli is high-domed, has an
exceptional blue-green colour
and good heat tolerance.
Performs well under long days
and moderate heat.

97 days. Smooth 6 in/15 cm
dome heads with good
holding ability in warm
weather. Medium size beads
on uniform plants.

98 days. Compact plant with
blue-green domed heads and
small bead size. Performs well
in long day length moderate
heat and is perfect for East
Coast growing conditions.

Item# 51V
Packet (75 seeds)
1,000 seeds

Item# 50R
$4.25 Packet (75 seeds)
$19.73 1,000 seeds

Item# 50S
$4.25 Packet (75 seeds)
$14.56 1,000 seeds

$5.00
$20.97

GREEN MAGIC

EMERALD PRIDE

ITALIAN SPROUTING

90 days. Early type. Medium
sized semi-dome dark green
heads with medium small
beads, good uniformity and
holding ability during summer.
Tolerant to Downy Mildew.

95 days. Main season type.
Dark green stems and very
good heat tolerance. Nice head
shaped with medium beads.
Tolerant to Downy Mildew.

80 days. Calabrese. Open
pollinated. Produces heavy
yields of large central heads
and medium sized delicious
side shoots. Buds early
in the season. Untreated
seed only.

Item# 50M
$7.50 Packet (75 seeds)
$72.52 1,000 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 50J
$4.25 Packet (75 seeds)
$15.71 1,000 seeds

Item# UT53
$4.25 Packet (250 seeds)
$14.88 oz/28 g

UT

$3.50
$6.15

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

& CAULIFLOWER
Cauliflower likes fertile, organically enriched loam, that is fairly well limed with a pH of 6 to
7. All maturity dates mentioned are the number of days from transplanting (4 or 5 weeks old)
plants into the field until heads are harvested. Make several small sowings to stretch harvest
window. Wrap leaves around mature heads to prevent yellowing.

WHITE SAILS

FREEDOM CMS

SNOW CROWN

ORBIT

68 days. Late main season, selfwrap type. Extra-large
7.5 in/19 cm heads are very
deep and dome shaped.
Excellent heavy self-wrap
leaves.

66 days. Excellent weight,
density and colour. Beautiful
self-wrap. Snow white heads
are very uniform to harvest.
Less “fuzz” in extreme weather.

48 days. Well rounded, solid
white heads average about
2 lbs/1 kg a piece and measure
up to 7.5 in/19 cm across.
Plants are vigorous and
extremely uniform.

76 days. Romanesco type.
Unique looking heads are
covered with many pointed,
spiralling, lime green
pinnacles. Heads remain green
when cooked and have a mild
nutty taste.

Item# 95E
Packet (25 seeds)
1,000 seeds

Item# 95A
$4.25 Packet (25 seeds)
$30.34 1,000 seeds

Item# 97C
$6.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$80.25 1,000 seeds

Item# 51T
$7.50
$3.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$104.93
$26.41 250 seeds

TWISTER

DEPURPLE

CHEDDAR

VITAVERDE

75-80 days. Heads are tight,
heavy and bright white with
a fabulous spiraling internal
wrap. Very uniform harvests.
Well adapted to most areas.
Prefers heavy soil.

65 days. Brilliant violet purple
6-7 in/15-18 cm heads have
attractive white florette stems
when cut. Tastes excellent raw
and holds its colour when
cooked. Some heat tolerance.

68 days. A novelty great tasting
type with an attractive orange
curd. Medium sized plant with
smooth dome shaped head.
Leave curds uncovered for a
more intense orange colour.

76 days. Strong vigorous fast
growing upright plant. Curd is
heavy and good quality. Space
plants like regular cauliflower
for good curd leaf cover.

Item# 96A
Packet (25 seeds)
1,000 seeds

Item# 51Y
$5.25 Packet (25 seeds)
$36.92 250 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 51J
$7.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$66.05 250 seeds

Item# 51X
$7.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$59.10 1,000 seeds

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$7.00
$60.85
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Cabbage
Fun Facts!
• Cabbage

has been
cultivated for thousands
of years dating back to
the ancient Greeks.

A CABBAGE FOR ALL
Cabbage is considered to be a cool weather crop. Maturity dates are based from the time
transplants are put in the ground until harvest. From seed add about 6 weeks.
Keep well fed and watered during the entire growing season.

There are many different
types in this brassica
family, from the wellknown green round
headed varieties,
to Savoy and Napa types.
• The first round-headed

cabbages appeared in
14th-century England.

They became more and
more popular as cuisine
throughout Europe. The
first cabbage in America
was brought by a French
explorer Jacques Cartier on
his third voyage 1541-1542.
• Cabbages

are prepared
many different ways for
eating.

FAST VANTAGE

CHARMANT

GREGORIAN

60 days. Great tasting, early
variety in the Headstart class
with improved uniformity in
cool or high heat conditions.
Medium green, high quality
round heads average 2.5 lbs/
1 kg and have no Yellows
tolerance.

65 days. Early season type.
Dark green large upright plant
habit with high yields.
Dense heads form slowly for
extended cutting periods.

59 days. Excellent cabbage
flavor produced from the solid
round heads that average
7 in/18 cm - 3.5 lb/1.5 kg.
Nice green wrapper leaves.
High yields.

Item# 60D
Item# 61N
Item# 68E
Packet (100 seeds) $4.25 Packet (100 seeds) $4.25 Packet (100 seeds) $4.25
$11.71 1,000 seeds
$13.19
1,000 seeds
$11.71 1,000 seeds

They can be pickled,
fermented (for dishes such
as sauerkraut), steamed,
stewed, sautéed, braised,
or eaten raw. Some
types are best for making
cabbage rolls and others
in stir fries or salads.
• Cabbage is an excellent

source of vitamin K,
vitamin C and vitamin B6.

It is also a very good source
of manganese, dietary
fiber, potassium, vitamin
B1, folate and copper.
Additionally, cabbage is
a good source of choline,
phosphorus, vitamin B2,
magnesium, calcium,
selenium, iron, pantothenic
acid, protein and niacin.
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EARLY THUNDER

BLUE DYNASTY

BLUE VANTAGE

74 days. Plants are blue/
green in colour, medium size,
upright and slow bolting.
Nice round heads with a mild
texture and taste.

75 days. Mid season type.
Excellent blue/green cabbage
with very uniform round heads
with good wrapper leaves.
Average weight 3-4 lbs/1.4-2 kg.

76 days. Mid season type.
Medium frame, blue-green
6.5 in/16 cm round head.
Heads have good wrappers
and average 3-4 lbs/1.2 kg.

Item# 61S
Item# 61E
Item# 61M
Packet (100 seeds) $4.25 Packet (100 seeds) $4.00 Packet (100 seeds)
1,000 seeds
$12.28 1,000 seeds
$11.39 1,000 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

$3.50
$9.46

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

SEASONS & CLIMATES
Larger Seed Quantities
Available Online!

All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please
visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

RED DYNASTY

RED JEWEL

ADAPTOR

O-S CROSS

76 days. An excellent oval/
round, red cabbage that is
medium sized 3.25 - 5lbs/
1.5-2.25 kg heads have very
uniform plants.

75 days. This variety is a highyielding red cabbage type with
deep red, medium-large heads
that have short cores.
No tolerance to Fusarium,
some Tip Burn tolerance.

95 days. Late season, blue
green, high yielding cabbage.
Round 6-8 in/15-20 cm heads,
interiors are very solid with
short cores and can be used for
high quality cabbage roll leaves
or coleslaw.

80 days. Flat, medium green
heads average 5 lbs/2.5 kg or
larger. Large thin veined leaves
are easily rolled for Cabbage
Roll production. Plants are
heat tolerant. Harvest in late
September.

Item# 61Z
Item# 77B
Item# 77J
Item# 71Z
Packet (100 seeds) $5.50 Packet (100 seeds) $5.00 Packet (100 seeds) $5.50 Packet (100 seeds) $3.50
$20.57 1,000 seeds
1,000 seeds
$18.79 1,000 seeds
$17.79 1,000 seeds
$14.17

STORAGE CABBAGE

MULTIKEEPER

DECURION

MUCSUMA

RESIMA

86 days. Multi disease tolerant
short term storage type with
excellent quality heads and
good flavor.

110 days. Early main season
blue/green very solid compact
3-11 lb/1.5-5 kg round head
is easy to harvest. Excellent
solid white interiors and good
long storage exterior colour.

125 days. High yield potential.
Extra- large green heads
average between 6-11 lbs/35 kg. Large frame plants
are upright, heads are very
dense with long term storage
capability.

120 days. Very dark red,
round, 5-6.5 lb/2-3 kg waxy
heads have outstanding
internal qualities. Heads are
very uniform with compact
interiors and short cores.
Flexible head sizes are possible
with different plant densities.

Item# 55A
Packet (100 seeds)
1,000 seeds

Item# 68P
Item# 68Q
Item# 77U
$4.00 Packet (100 seeds) $7.25 Packet (100 seeds) $4.00 Packet (100 seeds) $5.00
$9.15 1,000 seeds
$31.74 1,000 seeds
$26.02 1,000 seeds
$23.08

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Find Hundreds More Options at www.StokeSeeds.com
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CHINESE CABBAGE

Kimchi
A traditional
fermented Korean
vegetable side dish.
Courtesy of Epicurious.com
UT

Late August sowings will produce “greens” until freezing weather arrives. Used in salad and as a fresh
vegetable, Chinese Cabbage is sweeter tasting than regular cabbage. oz/28 g yields about 3,000 plants.
For additional cultural information and variety details, please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

Makes enough for a 1 gal. jar.
Ingredients
• 1 cup plus 1 tablespoon coarse sea salt.
• 1/2 gallon water
• 2 heads Napa cabbage, cut into
quarters or 2-inch wedges.
• 1 bulb garlic, cloves separated, peeled.
• 1 (2-inch) piece of ginger root.
• 1/4 cup fish sauce
• 1 Asian Daikon radish, peeled, grated.
• 1 bunch of green onions, cut into
1-inch lengths.
• 1/2 cup Korean chili powder.
Dissolve salt in water. Soak cabbage in the
salt water for 3 to 4 hours. Combine garlic,
ginger, and fish sauce in food processor
until finely minced. In large bowl, combine
radish, green onions, mustard greens, garlic
mixture, chili powder, 1 tablespoon salt
and optional sugar. Toss thoroughly. (Wear
rubber gloves to avoid chili burn.) Remove
cabbage from water and rinse thoroughly
and squeeze out water well.
Take cabbage and stuff radish mixture
between leaves, working from outside in.
Divide cabbage among 4 (1-quart) jars or
1-gallon jar, pressing down firmly to remove
any air bubbles. Let sit for 2 to 3 days in a
cool place before serving. Remove kimchi
from jar and slice into 1-inch-length pieces.
Sprinkle with a little bit of sesame oil and
sesame seeds. Refrigerate after opening. Good
to eat for up to about 3 weeks, after that it
can get too fermented.

BLUES

YUKI

GREEN ROCKET

57 days. Michihli type. Heads
average 10 in/25 cm and are
barrel-shaped. Average 3.5
- 4.5 lbs/1.8-2 kg. Use for
spring or fall harvests.

70 days. Medium sized slow
bolting Napa type cabbage for
fall production. Well folded,
darker bright green, barrel
shaped heads have prominent
white ribs.

70 days. Cylindrical Michihli
type. Very tall cabbage with
bright green heads that weigh
about 4.5 lb/2 kg. Crisp leaves.
Recommended for fall harvest.
Tolerant to hot and cold
weather.

Item# 76J
Packet (100 seeds)
1,000 seeds

Item# 76M
$3.50 Packet (100 seeds)
$5.06 1,000 seeds

Item# 76P
$3.50 Packet (100 seeds)
$8.65 1,000 seeds

$3.50
$4.48

SAVOY CABBAGE

What is
Savoyed?
sa·voyed
\se'vōid/
Throughout our cabbage pages
and those of other leafy greens,
you will notice some varieties
are indicated as being savoyed.
But what does this mean?
Savoyed simply means that
the leaves of the plant are
curled and wrinkled.
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MAURICE
125-130 days. Nicely savoyed
cabbage with finely blistered
outer leaves, dark green
external colour and yellow
interior. Tall, upright habit,
Round 26-5.5 lb/1.2-2.5 kg
compact and dense heads.
Frost hardy.

SAVOY ACE
IMPROVED
75 days. Darker deep green
colour than the original, is
tolerant to cold. Nice globe
shape for early fall harvests.

SERPENTINE
85 days. Dark blue/green,
finely savoyed 3.5-4 lb/1.82 kg solid, uniform, rounded
heads with good leaf cover.

Item# 66H
Item# 62C
Item# 65S
Packet (100 seeds) $4.00 Packet (100 seeds) $4.50 Packet (100 seeds) $5.50
$17.71 1,000 seeds
1,000 seeds
$22.19 1,000 seeds
$22.19

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

CRESS, COLLARDS & RADICCHIO
Radicchio is a beautiful red and white gourmet salad vegetable. Heads are softball to bowling ball size. Leaves are slightly bitter like endive,
but sweeten slightly with cooler day temperatures. Should always be direct seeded about the same time as fall lettuce (June 20th-July 5th).
Harvest just before frost. All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

WATERCRESS

FINE CURLED

TOP BUNCH 2.0

PRESTO

50 days. Broadleaf. A popular
favorite for garnishing salads,
watercress with a piquant
flavor. Should be grown in a
real moist, shady spot as it is
usually propagated along
river banks.

10 days. This peppergrass
cress is easy to grow and can
be harvested two weeks after
planting. Its peppery taste is
splendid to garnish
sandwiches and salads.

70 days. The new generation
of Top Bunch! Earlier and
more uniform than OP’s with
vigorous, rapid regrowth.
Wavy, lightly savoyed leaves.

75 days. Improved Chioggia
type Radicchio. Large heads,
averaging 8 in/20 cm across
with a weight of 14 oz/400 gr.
Dark red heads have white
veins, flat/globe in shape. Use
for summer or fall harvests.

Item# 78C
Item# 78
Packet (150 seeds) $3.00 Packet (150 seeds)
oz/28 g
$28.90 oz/28 g

Item# 78R
Item# 417G
$3.00 Packet (100 seeds) $5.25 Packet (100 seeds) $4.65
$52.35 1/4 oz/7 g
$55.50
$5.45 oz/28 g

CHICORY
1 pkt. of seed sows 30 ft/9 m of row at the rate of 2-3 per in/25 mm; oz./28 gr sows 250 ft/76 m; Sow Witloof strain indoors in May; tops
grow rapidly and resemble smooth dandelion leaves. Leaf stalks may be used for greens. The Witloof type may also be forced again during
the winter. For additional cultural information and variety details, please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

WITLOOF
BRUXELLES
110 days. French Endive root type. Leaf stalks are very
uniform, medium width,
nicely shaped and excellent
tasting. Can be eaten raw or
cooked.

Item# 416C
Pkt. (1,000 seeds) $3.50
oz/28 g
$11.75

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

CICORIA CATALOGNA
65 days. Dark green leaves
12 in/31 cm long and 3 in/
8 cm wide are deeply notched,
with light green petioles. Both
leaves and tender stalks are
harvested in the spring.

Item# 417A
Packet (1,000 seeds) $3.75
oz/28 g
$12.45

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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ASIAN VEGETABLES
Use these popular Asian vegetables for stir fries, steaming, curries, pickling and even salad mixes! A full list of varieties can be discovered on
our website. All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

TOY CHOY

GUY LON

ORIENT WONDER

MEI QING CHOI

30 days. Mini baby Pak
Choi. Unique tiny 5 in/13 cm
erect plants with white petioles
and dark green leaves. Performs
well in dense plantings and
heat. Tender leaves with
excellent flavor.

(Kailaan) Sometimes called
Chinese kale, is grown during
cooler weather. Sturdy green
stems, large flat leaves and
loose buds that do not form a
head. Sow in Spring or Fall.

78 days. Asian Pole bean.
Extra-long 18 in/46 cm,
slender dark green, smooth
pods provide lots of tender,
stringless, richly flavored beans.
Long harvest window in cool,
dry climates.

45 days. Green stemmed spoon
shaped Shanghai Pak Choi that
has a good tolerance to bolting.
Better tasting than white types.
Upright compact plants can be
spaced 5 in/13 cm apart.

Item# 423D
Packet (100 seeds)
1,000 seeds

Item# 422C
Item# 423C
$3.50 Packet (100 seeds) $3.50 Packet (10 seeds)
$5.67 oz/28 g
$20.55 oz/28 g

Item# 422S
$5.25 Packet (100 seeds)
$30.10 1,000 seeds

$3.50
$7.80

WHITE TROPICAL

MIZUNA EARLY

LITTLE SWEETIE

JOI CHOI

Beautiful thick, crisp and pure
white petioles are a striking
contrast to the smooth,
rounded deep-green leaves.
Performs well in warmer
climates. Eat raw in salads
or cooked in soups.

40 days. Japanese green with
broad, serrated leaves and white
ribs. Vigorous plant with good
cold tolerance. Light green
leaves are very juicy, tender and
have a nice flavor

60 days. Our earliest, dwarf
bush, stringless version of the
“snow pea” family. Compact
vines average 16 in/41 cm with
4.5x0.75 in/11.5x2 cm pods.
Harvest young. Heat tolerant.

45 days. Fine, spoon shaped
stalks, ivory white stems and
dark green leaves. Some cold
tolerance.

Item# 423J
Packet (100 seeds)
oz/ 28 gr
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Item# 422Q
$5.25 Packet (100 seeds)
$9.40 oz/28 g

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 231A
$3.50 2 oz/56 g
$6.30 1/2 lb/227 g

Item# 422T
$2.45 Packet (100 seeds)
$4.30 1,000 seeds

$3.50
$7.80

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

EGGPLANT
All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please
visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

NIGHT SHADOW

SHOYA LONG

PURPLE FINGERS

75 days. Large 9 in/23 cm
teardrop, glossy black eggplant.
The fruit remain very firm
at maturity.

60 days. Long slim Japanese
type. Extra-long 10-13 in/
25-33 cm purplish-black fruit
with a purple calyx. Vigorous,
upright plants produce a large
quantity of quality eggplant.

65 days. Open pollinated. Miniature slim long purple eggplant
with a green calyx that grows in clusters. The bitter free white
flesh is firm and delicious. Harvest 4 in/10 cm young sweet
fruit, discard large overripe fruit.

Item# 150D
Packet (50 seeds)
500 seeds

Item# 150T
Item# 152P
$5.50 Packet (50 seeds)
$4.25 Packet (50 seeds)
$133.70 1/2 oz/14 g
$22.50 oz/28 g

SHOOTING
STARS STRIPED

PATIO BABY

UT

16 in/41 cm. Dwarf upright
bushy plant produces high
57 days. F1 hybrid. Vivid oval/
pear shaped purple eggplant with yields of 3 in/8 cm teardrop
shaped black smooth skin
delicate white stripes has good
tasting white flesh. Fruit average fruit very early in the season.
3-4 in/8-10 cm long and 2.5 in/ Untreated seed only.
6 cm thick at base. Harvest
young fruit for best flavor.
Item# 152T
Packet (50 seeds)
1/2 oz/14 g

Item# UT152S
$3.75 Packet (10 seeds)
$20.55 500 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

$5.25
$20.55

WHITE STAR

PICASSO

55 days. Glossy, classic
teardrop shape, white 4-5 in/
10-13 cm small fruit are
delicious young. Upright
plants provide good leaf
coverage.

65 days. F1 hybrid. High
yielding purple-black oval
shaped fruit with a firm
consistent shape and uniform
colour. High crown set and
longevity in the field in hot
conditions.

Item# 152W
$5.25 Packet (50 seeds)
$95.75 1/2 oz/14 g

Item# 151K
$6.25 Packet (50 seeds)
$41.15 500 seeds

Find Hundreds More Options at www.StokeSeeds.com

$5.25
$39.95
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YOUR EYES WON'T BELIEVE
1 pkt. will sow about 30 ft/9 m of row; oz/28 gr 250-300 ft/84 m; Crusted soils cause irregular germination which will cause wide variations
in the maturity. Forked roots are a sign of severe stress (lack of moisture). Make several sowings 7 days apart, to avoid weather stress problems
on your entire crop. For additional cultural information and variety details, please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

GOLDFINGER

BRILLYANCE

TOUCHON DELUXE

ORANGE BLAZE

56 days. Matures as a full
grown Amsterdam Nantes at
7-8 in/18-20 cm in length.
Dark orange uniform,
cylindrical roots taper to
blunt tips. Can be grown as a
baby carrot. Strong, medium
sized upright tops.

60 days. F1 hybrid. These
smooth, straight, cylindrical
Nantes carrots are very
uniform in shape and type.
They have clean rounded
shoulders and clean airy tops.

58 days. Open pollinated.
Early, uniform carrot with
extra length and exceptional
colour. Tops average 11-12 in/
28-30 cm in length. Interior
and exterior colours are
brilliant orange.

70 day. 9-10 in/23-25 cm
quality cello/jumbo with
smooth, cylindrical, vigorous
roots. Adaptability to muck,
mineral and deep peat soils.
Easy to harvest with high
yield potential.

Item# 91H
1,000 seeds
25,000 seeds

Item# 82L
$4.85 1,000 seeds
$73.75 25,000 seeds

Item# 82A
$4.58 Pkt. (1,500 seeds)
$69.50 oz/28 g

Item# 87Z
$3.50 1,000 seeds
$6.60 25,000 seeds

$4.85
$73.75

Spiced Carrot
Ribbon Salad
By Rachel Ray
Serves 4
Ingredients:
• 1 tsp. cumin seeds
• 4 tsp. olive oil
• 1/2 tsp. garam masala
• 2 1/2 tbsp. honey
• 1 tbsp. fresh lemon juice
• 2 lb. multicoloured carrots, shaved
into ribbons with vegetable peeler
• 1/2 cup chopped fresh cilantro
Preparation:
In small saucepan, toast cumin
seeds in oil over medium until
fragrant, 1 to 2 minutes. Stir in
garam masala, then honey and
lemon juice; season dressing. In
large bowl, toss carrot ribbons,
dressing, and cilantro; season.
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ROMANCE

BOLERO

SUGARSNAX 54

60 days. Very uniform,
smooth, cylindrical, medium
orange roots average 8 in/
20 cm in length. Outstanding
orange interiors with an
excellent taste.

56-66 days. Early season
Nantes type is sweet and crunchy.
Med-long, uniform, cylindrical
7-8 in/18-20 cm blunt tip
roots with heavy, tall tops at
15 in/38 cm. Stores well.

63 days. Nantes x Imperator
type. Cylindrical, 8 - 10 in/2025 cm in length, blunt tips,
very smooth deep orange. Has
high brix (soluable sugars).

UT

Item# 90R
1,000 seeds
25,000 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Untreated, order UT79D.

Item# 79D
$4.58 1,000 seeds
$69.50 25,000 seeds

UT

Untreated, order UT89J.

Item# 89J
$3.88 1,000 seeds
$59.00 25,000 seeds

$3.68
$56.00

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

OUR CARROT SELECTION
Thousands
of vegetable
varieties online!

www.StokeSeeds.com

ROYAL CHANTENAY

SNOW MAN

YELLOWBUNCH

PURPLE ELITE

60 days. Open pollinated.
Broad and block Chantenay
type. Good variety for heavy
or shallow soils. 5-6 in/1315 cm with good red-orange
colour throughout with great
taste and texture.

63 days. Bright white
Imperator type. Smooth skin,
uniform shape and good sweet
flavor with a 8-10 in/20-25 cm
root length.

63 days. Bright yellow
Imperator shaped 8.5-9 in/2123 cm, mild sweet tasting root.
Great for slicing, juicing and
cut and peel.

60 days. F1 hybrid. Unique
medium purple exterior and
interior colour, tapered roots
are 8 in/20 cm long with very
strong tops.

Item# 91
Pkt. (1,500 seeds)
oz/28 g

Item# 83S
Packet (250 seeds)
1,000 seeds

$3.50
$8.05

Item# 82Y
$4.00 Packet (250 seeds)
$9.69 1,000 seeds

Item# 89P
$3.10 1,000 seeds
$8.70 25,000 seeds

$8.89
$135.25

CELERY/CELERIAC

DANVERS 126

ACHIEVE

65 days. Open pollinated.
Excellent interior colour and
uniformity. Roots are broad,
tapered and slightly stumped.
Tops are large and strong.
Outstanding on heavier soils.

72 days. Strong 9 in/23 cm
roots have good crack tolerance
and extra strong tops. Upright
tops have some disease
tolerance.

Item# 83
1,000 seeds
25,000 seeds

Item# 86B
$1.35 1,000 seeds
$20.82 25,000 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

UTAH 52-70 R
IMPROVED

GIANT PRAGUE

98 days. Dark green plants
are very uniform and provide
excellent yields. Tolerance to
both bolting and Fusarium
Yellows.

Item# 99D
$3.61 Packet (100 seeds)
$54.75 1,000 seeds

110 days. An elite European
strain. Generally known as
turnip rooted celery. The root
or knob is the edible portion
and is delicious served raw
or cooked.

Item# 94A
$4.50 Pkt. (1,000 seeds)
$8.30 oz/28 g

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$3.00
$7.70
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THE WORLD’S
SWEETEST CORN

Gourmet SweetTM Brand corn offers a sweeter taste, better tenderness, a stronger plant and good
seed vigor compared to other leading sweet corn varieties.

T HE WORLD’S SWEETEST COR N

TM

AWESOME XR

XTH2074

274A

AMERICAN DREAM

76 days. Bicolor sh2.
Outstanding rust tolerant corn
with good husk cover and great
yield potential. Nice bicolor
contrast. Strong single ear
plant with, long dark green flag
leaves. Very easy to pick the
well filled ears. Great taste!

74 days. Bicolor sh2. Dark
green husks, nice kernel
contrast, cylindrical 8 in/
20 cm ear, 16-20 straight rows,
blunt tips. Good tip fill and
husk cover. Snaps easy.
Great taste.

74 days. Bicolor sh2 ears
average 8.25 in/21 cm with
18-20 brightly coloured straight
rows of kernels, dark green
ear. Moderately susceptible to
Stewart’s Wilt and Rust.

77 days. Medium length bicolor
sh2 7.75 in/19.5 cm cylindrical
blunt tipped ear. Excellent tip fill,
good kernel contrast and 16-18
rows tender, sweet kernels with
excellent eating quality. AAS
Winner. Untreated seed only.

Item# 123C
250 seeds
1,000 seeds

Item# 122S
250 seeds
1,000 seeds

$13.70
$28.12

UT

Untreated, order UT121N.

Item# 121N
$10.40 250 seeds
$21.35 1,000 seeds

Item# UT123L
$12.25 250 seeds
$25.20 1,000 seeds

UT

$12.90
$26.48

YELLOW & WHITE

SEMINOLE SWEET XR XTH1673

VISION MXR

FREEDOM MXR

80 days. Bicolor sh2. High
quality shipper that combines
high yields with superior flavor.
Dark green husk package and
good husk protection to go
along with a clean, strong plant
and excellent kernel flavor.

75 days. Yellow sh2. Large, thick,
ear averages 8 in/20 cm with
blunt, rounded tips. Medium
yellow refined kernels, 16-18
straight rows. Extra tender kernels
have an excellent sweetness.

73 days. White sh2. Widely
adapted with great 7.5-8 in/
19-20 cm ear appearance and
high yield potential. Great
disease resistances.

Item# 123X
250 seeds
1,000 seeds
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75 days. Yellow sh2. Good
cold soil vigor with excellent
sweet corn flavor. Ears average
8.25 in/21 cm, 14-18 rows of
kernels, nice yellow colour, very
dark green husks. Some SW
and Rust tolerances. Isolate.

Item# 122P
$11.00 250 seeds
$22.61 1,000 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

UT

Untreated, order UT123D.

Item# 123D
$11.65 250 seeds
$23.94 1,000 seeds

Item# 123Q
$12.55 250 seeds
$25.80 1,000 seeds

$13.20
$27.05

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

SUGARY ENHANCED
SWEET CORN

Differences in
Corn Types:
Simplified

All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please visit our website:
www.StokeSeeds.com.

COLOROW TSW®

NAVAJO

67/74 days. SE. Yellow. Great
corn with an extra high sugar
taste. A uniform 74 in/1.9 m
clean plant with large 8.5 in/
21 cm ears of 16-18 rows
of golden kernels.

67 days. SE. Bicolor. Large 8 in/20 cm with
16 rows of kernels, blunt tips, good tip cover,
outstanding taste and tenderness. Mild tolerance
to SW and Rust. Widely adapted.

Item# 107R
250 seeds
1,000 seeds

Sh2 Super
Sweet
Crisp textured Super Sweets
or shrunken 2 gene corn are
divided into 2 classes: the
regular sh2 types and the
new three way cross types,
which have better cold soil
vigor. Super Sweets can
be grown with other sh2
hybrids, but must be isolated
from all other types of corn
of a minimum of 30 rows.
Their ultra-sweet flavor lasts
up to 10 days in the fridge.
The name derives from the
shrunken, shriveled appearance of the dried kernel
which is low in starch.

Thousands of vegetable varieties
online! www.StokeSeeds.com

Item# 112R
$6.15 250 seeds
$12.59 1,000 seeds

$9.60
$19.71

SE Sugary
Enhanced
Sugary Enhanced corn is
high in sugar and has very
tender kernels. With proper
refrigeration this corn will
maintain its sweet taste and
fresh creamy texture for
up to a week. Chief advantages over sh2’s are SE’s
have better early seed vigor,
they do not require isolation,
and possess darker, fresher
green husks.

SY Synergistic
TRINITY

LUSCIOUS TSW®

DELECTABLE

59/66 days. SE. Bicolor. 72 in/
183 cm plants with large, early
8 in/20 cm ears, 14 rows of
kernels, with good tip cover
and ears are filled to the
tip. Good cold soil vigor.
Great taste.

73 days. SE. Bicolor. Extralarge cylindrical blunt 8.58.75 in/22-23 cm, 16-18 row
ears. Easy to pick, waist high
ears have good tip fill and
cover. Great taste, very tender!

82 days. SE. Bicolor. Popular
extra large 9 in/23 cm ear with
16-18 rows. Plants set large
single cobs waist high.
Dark green husks provide
fair cover and flags.

Item# 114B
2 oz/56 g
1/2 lb/227 g

Item# 118K
$9.65 250 seeds
$18.95 1,000 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 113W
$6.75 1/2 lb/227 g
$13.86 5 lb/2.25 kg

Synergistic corn cobs combine differing genetics on
the same ear. They contain
about 45% sh2 kernels and
55% SE kernels which produces an exceptional sweet
and creamy corn. These
synergistic types are less
sensitive to cold weather
and do not need isolation
from other corn types.

$17.80
$106.25

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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HYBRID SWEET CORN
Corn is a tough plant, and will survive in many types of soil. Weather and fertilizer play a large part in the shape, and length of the cob.
To assure a continuous supply of fresh corn throughout the season, sow every week from early May till July 1st.

The Three
Sisters
By Steven Biggs
Corn is the nitrogen-guzzling
glutton of the vegetable garden.
It is what is often called a “heavy
feeder.”
Crop rotation is one way to
deal with nutrient guzzlers such
as corn. Rotate ravenous corn
with crops that replenish the
soil. For example, the roots of
“legumes” such as beans and
peas work with bacteria that
capture nitrogen from the air.
Some of this captured nitrogen
feeds the legume plants, while
some is released into the soil.

TEMPTRESS

TENDERFOOT

ESSENCE

70 days. QuadSweet™ brand
with high eating quality. Early,
sweet bicolor with strong
emergence and vigor. This large,
8 in/20 cm long, 16 row corn
has good snap and ear height.
Sturdy, clean 6.5 ft/2 m plant.

70 days. Extra-large 8-8.5
in/20-22 cm by 1.9 in/4.8 cm
diameter bicolor with 16+
row average. Great texture
and flavor for this early corn.

79 days. One of our best
eating synergystics. Refined,
very tender bicolor ears
average 8.5 x 2 in/21 x 5 cm
in size, 14-16 rows of kernels
fill to the tip have nice flags
and are strong tall plants.

Item# 115P
250 seeds
1,000 seeds

Item# 117E
$11.20 250 seeds
$23.36 1,000 seeds

Item# 120T
$11.00 250 seeds
$22.92 1,000 seeds

Companion planting is another
way to deal with heavy feeders.
In Native North American
agricultural tradition, the
companion planting trio of the
“Three Sisters” spoon-feeds
nitrogen-hungry corn plants.
The Three Sisters are corn,
beans, and squash. Tall corn
plants support vining bean
plants, making a perfect
climbing pole. Beans, in turn,
help to anchor tall corn plants
during heavy winds. More
importantly, they feed the soil
with the nitrogen captured from
the air. Down below, sprawling
squash plants, with their large
leaves, shade out would-be
weeds and minimize the loss
of moisture from the soil.

SIX BASIC
SEED PLATES
For use with the Earthway
Precision Seeder (A022). Six
basic seed plates included are:
Bean, Beet, Carrot, Corn, Pea,
Radish.

A026

EARTHWAY
PRECISION® SEEDER

$39.99 ea.

FIVE OPTIONAL
SEED PLATES

Opens garden soil, spaces, plants
and covers seed firmly in one
operation. Comes with six basic
seed plates (A026). Bean, beet,
carrot, corn, pea and radish.
Fert-A-Ply Applicator (A024).

Use with Earthway Precision
Seeder (A022). Five plates
included: Broccoli, Cucumber,
Light Carro, Lima Bean and
Popcorn.
Optional seed plates.

A022
$199.79 ea.
A024 Fert-a-ply $99.99 ea.
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$11.45
$23.84

We're Here to Help, Call us!: 1-800-396-9238

A023

$39.79 ea.

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

ORNAMENTAL & POPCORN
Popcorn: The kids will take a special interest in the garden the day you plant popcorn seed! Sow
same as sweet corn. Harvest in late Aug. or Sept. when small plump ears are about
5 in/13 cm long. Let the cobs dry (unhusked) in the basement for about a week, then remove
the husks and strip the dried kernels from the cob. Isolate from Sweet corn.

CHERRY BERRY

UT

98 days. Stalks average
5-6 ft/1.5-2 m in height and
have upright attractive red
streaked leaves. Husk colours
are a blend of beige, burgundy
and red. Yields well. Untreated
seed.
Item# 392Q
Packet (25 seeds)
1/2 lb/227 g

UT

105 days. Blend of sky blue
and violet blue kernels, 4 in/
10 cm long. Plant in four rows
or more for best pollnation.
Untreated seed.

ROBUST 128-YH
HYBRID

UT

110 days. Hulless yellow
hybrid for short season areas.
Tall, well-rooted plants with
7.5 in/19 cm double ears.
Great flavor. Isolate from
sweet corn. Untreated seed.

Item# 392J
$3.50 250 seeds
$29.50 1,000 seeds

CUTIE POPS

107 days. Extra long 9 in/
23 cm ears with glossy flint
kernels that are breathtakingly
beautiful in colour. Sturdy
plants are wind tolerant and
produce very high yields of
large, uniform ears.

100 days. Multicoloured
miniature popcorn. Use as a
4 in/10 cm Indian corn for
dried bouquets or harvest
tiny rainbow coloured seeds
for miniature popcorn.
Untreated seed.

Item# 392B
$3.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$17.60 1/2 lb/227 g

ROBUST 98114W
HYBRID

UT

UT

108 days. Plants are high
yielding and have large
7.75 in/19 cm ears. Kernels are
deep, pure white with excellent
eating quality. Isolate from
sweet corn. Untreated seed.

Item# 392K
$3.15 250 seeds
$6.57 1,000 seeds

GORGEOUS INDIAN

Item# 396H
$3.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$19.15 1/2 lb/227 g

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

UT

85 days. A Native Indian
decorative flour corn. Ears
average 7 in/18 cm in length,
multicoloured kernels contain
white starch which produces
corn flour and hominy. Bred
for short season, cold soil areas.
Untreated seed.

Item# 392G
$3.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$27.45 1/2 lb/227 g

SHADES OF BLUE

Item# 392N
Packet (25 seeds)
1/2 lb/227 g

PAINTED MOUNTAIN

$3.70
$7.69

EARTH TONES DENT UT
85 days. An earlier blend of
pastel shades of brown, gold,
mauve, pink, green and blue
corn. Large 9 in/22 cm ears,
kernels are not shiny. For
decorations, ground into
flour or use for bird feed.
Untreated seed.

Item# 396C
$3.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$17.70 1/2 lb/227 g

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$3.50
$16.70
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Ideas
From Our
Experts
Grow lots of cucumber in a
small space by choosing
the cucumber type and growing
technique that best suits
your garden.

SLICING AND
Cucumbers like a long, warm growing season of at least 50 days or more. Sow indoors, about 4 to 5
weeks before your last spring frost or sow outdoors in warm soil at least 2 weeks after last spring frost.

Cucumbers come in vining and
bush types. Bush-type
cucumbers stay in a relatively
small space. They don’t send
out long vines, making them a
good choice for small gardens
and containers.
Vining-type cucumbers send
out long vines that, if left to their
own devices, sprawl around the
garden, taking up a fairly big
area. While growing them this
way is very simple, it takes too
much space in a small garden.
But it’s possible to fit viningtype cucumbers into small
gardens by growing them
vertically instead of allowing
them to sprawl. Grow vining
cucumbers up a fence or trellis.

PATIO SNACKER

UT

60 days. Regular size 8 in/
20 cm slicer produces short
3 ft/90 cm vines! Excellent
size for short trellised
containers. Dark green
fruit have good flavor,
texture and non bitter skin.
Untreated seed only.
Item# UT141F
Packet (30 seeds)
250 seeds

TALLADEGA

SLICE MORE

55 days. Gynoecious. High
yielding, continuous setting
slicing type with very dark
green smooth fruit, no ridging,
few spines and very little
“yellow belly”.

62 days. F1 hybrid.
Parthenocarpic female crossed
with a pollen bearing male.
Bush burpless slicer type with
an excellent dark green colour,
very straight 8 in/22 cm fruit and
exceptional taste. Excellent yields.
A popular home garden variety.

Item# 146J
$7.50 Packet (50 seeds)
$26.00 250 seeds

Item# 138S
$4.00 Packet (30 seeds)
$10.70 250 seeds

$3.25
$7.55

Better yet, get two crops from
the same patch of ground by
making an A-frame with the
cucumber vines growing up the
frame, and a shade-tolerant
plant such as lettuce
underneath. (Greens such as
lettuce, spinach, and chard
do very well in such a shaded
location in the heat of summer.)
Gardeners with compost piles
might consider growing
cucumbers on the pile.
Compost piles often represent
unused growing space. Throw
a layer of soil a few inches
deep on top of the pile, and
then sow cucumbers atop it.
They can grow on top of the
pile, while the material below
decomposes into compost.
- Steven Biggs
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PERSEUS

MARKETMORE 76

58 days. Open pollinated. This
50 days. Gynoecious. Great
tasting cucumber with a much slender slicer produces 9 in/
23 cm long, dark green,
smaller, shorter and thinner
uniform fruit with few yellow
shape. Dark green fruit with
bellies at harvest. Good yields
very smooth no-peel skin is
very sweet, tender, bitter free and excellent flavor.
(burpless) and seedless.
UT
Untreated, order UT137C.
Item# 146P
Packet (30 seeds)
250 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 137C
$4.00 Packet (100 seeds)
$7.70 oz/28 g

STONEWALL
55 days. F1 hybrid. Gynoecious.
Top performer for highest
number of fruit, shape, size, fruit
quality and storage ability. Very
straight dark green fruit.
UT

Untreated, order UT147L.

Item# 147L
$3.50 Packet (50 seeds)
$8.55 250 seeds

$4.00
$9.85

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

PICKLING CUCUMBERS

Cold Cucumber
Soup with
Yogurt and Dill

All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please visit our
website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

Credit: foodandwine.com
Yield: Makes 5 cups
Ingredients:

TASTY GREEN

CROSS COUNTRY

58 days. Monoecious. This extra 51 days. Gynoecious. This extra-long pickling cucumber bears a
early, heavy yielding, burpless dark green colour from end to end, with an outstanding interior
cucumber should be trellised. quality. A semi-bush type which allows for planting densly.
Dark green fruit can be grown
in a greenhouse (with bees to
Larger Seed Quantities
pollinate) or outdoors. Harvest
Available Online!
young for best quality.
Item# 145D
Packet (30 seeds)
250 seeds

$4.50
$18.05

Item# 145B
Packet (50 seeds)
500 seeds

PICKLING

$4.00
$10.95

ENGLISH TELEGRAPH BUSH PICKLE

EUREKA

63 days. Open pollinated.
Superb flavored cucumbers
average 15-18 in/38-46 cm in
length, are slim, straight and
symmetrical. Fruit are non
bitter and dark green in colour.

56 days. Monoecious. Very
dark green, white spine, late
fruit have a small seed cavity
and indeterminant strong
plants.

UT

45 days. Our best bush type
for container cultures, confined
growing areas or miniature
gardens. Fruit averages 4-5 in/
10-12 cm in length.

Untreated, order UT144A.

Item# 144A
Item# 141G
Item# UT146C
Packet (100 seeds) $7.25 Packet (100 seeds) $5.75 Packet (50 seeds)
oz/28 g
$46.50 oz/28 g
$12.95 500 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

UT

• 2 large European cucumbers
(2 1/4 pounds), halved and
seeded—1/2 cup finely diced,
the rest coarsely chopped
• 1 1/2 cups plain Greek yogurt
• 3 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
• 1 small shallot, chopped
• 1 garlic clove
• 1/3 cup loosely packed dill
• 1/4 cup loosely packed flat-leaf
parsley leaves
• 2 tablespoons loosely packed
tarragon leaves
• 1/4 cup olive oil, plus more for
drizzling
• Salt
• Fresh ground white pepper
• 1/2 red onion, finely chopped
Blend all ingredients until smooth.
Season with salt and white pepper,
cover and refrigerate for at least 8
hours or overnight.
Garnish with the finely diced cucumber,
red onion and a drizzle of olive oil
and serve.

PIONEER
51 days. Gynoecious.
Heavy yields of uniform
pickles, with black spines,
on medium-sized vines.
Fruit will turn from green to
golden yellow, indicating the
cucumber has passed its prime.

Item# 141
$5.00 Packet (50 seeds)
$23.00 oz/28 g

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$4.00
$9.80
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JUMPSTART YOUR SALADS WITH
Most types of lettuce prefer cooler growing temperatures and do poorly or bolt in the summer heat. Since lettuce is about 95% water, plants
require lots of moisture. Suggest you start head lettuce indoors for best results. Leaf or cos lettuce do
better in warmer climates; sow indoors or outdoors in cool days. All lettuces are open pollinated.

MILD MESCLUN MIX

SIMPLY SALADTM
20 days. This mix includes red ALFRESCO MIX
and green Salad Bowls, red and
green Rapids, red and green
Cos, plus Pak Choi, Hon Tsai
Tai, kale and brassica greens.

Item# 185M
Pkt. (1,200 seeds)
1/2 oz/14 g

(8-12 in/20-30 cm) Contains
red and green leaf lettuces
with arugula, endive and
radicchio which gives a true
Mediterranean flavor.
Pelleted seed.

SIMPLY SALADTM
GLOBAL GOURMET
MIX
(8-12 in/20-30 cm) Red and
green leaf lettuces and Asian
greens make a nice mix of
flavors, great in salads
or stir-fry. Pelleted seed.

GREEN SALAD BOWL
48 days. Each plant makes
a decorative rosette of wavy
rounded notched, tender leaves.
Best loose-leaf lettuce, as it
holds flavor and its fine texture
in the heat. Slow to bolt.

Item# 179B
Item# P185X
Item# P185Z
$5.50 Packet (25 pellets) $7.50 Packet (25 pellets) $7.50 Packet (600 seeds) $4.25
$12.60 250 pellets
$10.40
$48.45 250 pellets
$48.45 1/2 oz/14 g

Stagger
Planting
/'stæg /
e

Plant seed in beds every
two weeks throughout the
growing season and to
harvest pick the mature
outside leaves leaving the
less mature center room
to grow. This way, you will
have a continuous supply
of lettuce from late spring
through late fall. You also
will not end up with an
overabundance of lettuce
that will need to be picked
and eaten at the same time.
Harvest continuously as
overgrown lettuce leaf will
be bitter and tough.
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RED SALAD BOWL

NEW RED FIRE

GREEN TOWERS M.I.

51 days. Atractive, deeply
lobed oakleaf type with pure
red tender leaves. Holds flavor
and fine texture in the heat.

43 days. Standard looseleaf
red. Medium dark red fall
colour during short day length.
Excellent tolerance to bolting,
bright red colour under longer
day lengths.

74 days. Popular Romaine
with extra large upright,
dark green heads that are less
cupped at the top than other
Cos types. Crisp, savoyed dark
green leaves with smooth ribs.
Pelleted seed.

Item# 179C
Item# 185F
Packet (600 seeds) $4.25 1,000 seeds
1/2 oz/14 g
$10.70 10,000 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# P171G
$2.40 1,000 pellets
$19.50 10,000 pellets

$6.96
$61.60

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

OUR LETTUCE SELECTION
All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please
visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

ODYSSEY

BUTTERCRUNCH

HOJA VERDE

62 days. Uniform, early, dark
green Butterhead/Boston type
with excellent tip burn and
bolting tolerances. Pelleted
seed.

60 days. Medium green, long
standing Summer Bibb type.
Vigorous heads grow into
10 in/25 cm plants. Crisp,
thick leaves are sweet and
tender.

55 days. A Batavia type lettuce that is an excellent
source of high quality medium dark green leaf lettuce for
Spring or Fall cutting. A consistent performer under different
weather conditions with a high tolerance to bolting.

Item# P172J
1,000 pellets
10,000 pellets

Item# 172
Packet (600 seeds)
oz/28 g

$6.77
$59.90

Item# P173H
$3.50 1,000 pellets
$6.05 10,000 pellets

ARROYO

MIGHTY JOE

74 days. Tall upright Romaine
88 days. Iceburg type. Plants
are vigorous and have excellent with darker green savoyed
texture. Very uniform, round leaves. Plant has tight V shaped
internodes that cup slowly. Great
heads with good leaf cover
and exceptional head weight. for summer heat production and
fresh market. Excellent tolerance
Pelleted seed.
to heat. Pelleted seed.
Item# P176F
1,000 pellets
10,000 pellets

Item# P172R
$6.77 1,000 pellets
$59.90 10,000 pellets

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

$5.27
$46.60

GRAND RAPIDS TBR

SKYPHOS

45 days. This leaf lettuce is
light green with crisp, wellbunched with very frilled
leaves. Resistant to heat.

47 days. Beautiful large
dark red butterheads have
contrasting green centers.
Plants are also tolerant to
bolting and have excellent
texture and flavor.
Pelleted Seed.

Item# 185C
$7.51 1,000 seeds
$66.40 10,000 seeds

Item# P173S
$1.63 Packet (25 pellets) $4.50
$14.40 250 pellets
$23.38

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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NUTRITIOUS, DELICIOUS! KALE
The ideal plant to grow, germinates in a wide range of temperatures. Plants are hardy to near freezing temperatures if protected
from winds. Harvest in 60 – 90 days so late summer planting for fall harvest an option. Harvest early for milder taste.
For additional cultural information and variety details, please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

BLACK MAGIC

REDBOR

VATES BLUE CURLED

55 days. Open pollinated.
Dark black/green heavily
savoyed, narrow, well textured
16 in/41 cm leaves with white
ribs. Plants have an improved
bolting resistance and an
excellent tolerance to cold
weather.

55 days. F1 hybrid. Fine
curled, tall 24-26 in/61-66 cm
plant that turns from green
with pink veins to a striking
dark maroon as it matures.
Colour enhanced when the
season turns cooler.

56 days. Open pollinated.
A finely curled blue green kale.
It has a tall upright plant habit
with sturdy stems resulting in
easy harvesting. 14 in/
35.5 cm plant.

Item# 168F
1,000 seeds
5,000 seeds

DARKIBOR
55 days. F1 hybrid. 20 in/
51 cm. The triple curled, rich
blue/green colour leaves of this
top-quality Vates type plants
are juicy sweet and tender.
Easy to grow and is ideal for
multiple harvests.

Item# 168N
Item# UT168A
Item# 168L
$3.73 Packet (100 seeds) $5.50 Packet (120 seeds) $4.50 Packet (100 seeds) $5.50
$17.10 1,000 seeds
$60.22 1/4 lb/113 g
$18.00 1,000 seeds
$24.14

OKRA

A challenge to grow in cooler climate. Sow
indoors 4 – 5 weeks before transplant. Move
outdoors when night time temperatures above
13°C/55°F. Will stop growing in cold weather.

KOHLRABI

Plants prefer mild or cool weather. You can
direct sow in spring or fall. Leaves also go well
in salads for optimum taste. Harvest bulb when
it is about 2 inches wide. Will store in the fridge
for several months. We are predicting this to be
the next "in" root crop.

LEEK

Start seed 8 – 10 weeks before last spring frost.
Plant transplants roots deep or hill for blanching
effect. They require a lot of water and good weed
control as roots are shallow.
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UT

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

CLEMSON SPINELESS
54 days. Open pollinated. Dark green, fleshy,
tender, ridged spineless 5 in/13 cm pods.
Item# 226B
Packet (50 seeds)
1/4 lb/113 g

$3.00
$6.60

WINNER IMPROVED
57 days. This hybrid kohlrabi produces
smooth, light green bulbs weighing about 18
oz/510g. It’s a vigorous, upright plant. Bulbs
have a fresh, fruity taste. While the leaves are
still young and tender, they can be cooked like
kale or collard. High yielding.
Item# 169C
Packet (100 seeds)
1,000 seeds

$4.25
$13.93

TADORNA
108 days. Open pollinated. Nice long blue/
green shaft is easy to clean.
Item# 170T
Packet (25 seeds)
1,000 seeds

$4.25
$11.92

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

ENJOY REFRESHING MELON
Muskmelon and Cantaloupe: For short season areas, sow indoors from April 15th - May 15th. Seed will not germinate at lower soil temp.
Cantaloupes like warm sandy ground, and they will not tolerate a highly acidic soil (too much fertilizer). Clay soils are not recommended.
Melons must have full sun or the flesh colour will get pale.

PASSPORT

PRIMO

GODDESS

SUGAR CUBE

73 days. (Honeydew x Galia
type) Large early fruit average
5-6 lbs/2.6 kg, 6-7 in/1517 cm in diameter. High
sugar flavor, 12-13% Brix.

79 days. Very firm, large
8.25 lb/4 kg oval fruit. Smooth
and heavy netted with a small
seed cavity. High sugar taste
(12% Brix).

70 days. Very sweet, medium
orange fleshed large 4-6 lbs/
2-2.7 kg melons, with fine
netting and shallow sutures.
Excellent early yields with
good disease resistance.

80 days. Unique disease
tolerant melon! This is a small
1.8 lb/1 kg personal cannon
ball sized melon with a high
sugar taste (14% Brix). Deep
orange flesh, tight interior,
amazing taste.

Item# 194B
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds

Item# 196D
$6.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$34.10 250 seeds

Item# 195G
$5.00 Packet (25 seeds)
$23.25 250 seeds

Item# 195S
$7.00 Packet (25 seeds)
$46.35 250 seeds

$7.00
$48.75

WATERMELON

Watermelon: Sow indoors April 15th-May 1st, warm soil temperature
critical. Bottom heat source suggested. Black mulch or plastic keeps
weeds down and soil warm. Plants need consistent watering and room
for vines to roam.

SUGAR RUSH

SUGAR BABY

NEW YELLOW BABY

ROAD TRIP

73-75 days. 4-5 lb/1.8-2.25
kg fruit with sweet (15% brix)
orange flesh and a productive
plant habit. Flavor is similar to
that of Sugar Cube. Resistance
to PM 1,2 and Fusarium 0,1,2.

75 days. Open pollinated
Diploid Type. Productive,
popular small round ice box
type averaging 7 in/19 cm in
diameter. Crisp, red flesh is
sweet and flavorful.

75 days. Hybrid Diploid Type.
Globe shaped 7.75x
6.5 in/19x16 cm - 6 lb./2.7 kg
personal size melon with
tender, juicy 11-12% brix
sweetness.

85 days. Hybrid Triploid Type.
This fruit is oblong, 16-18 lb/
7.5-8 kg, and has a mottled
green uniform fruit with
firm bright red very sweet
flesh. Requires diploid pollen
producer, please see our
website.

Item# 195F
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds

Item# 387
$7.00 Packet (10 seeds)
$48.75 oz/28 g

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 387N
Item# 384Z
$4.00 Packet (10 seeds)
$6.25 10 seeds
$6.15 oz/28 g
$111.60

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$18.45
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RADISH &
Radishes are a quick growing, cool-season crop that provides quality root shape at growing temperatures of 50-60°F/10-18°C, during spring
and fall. Pkt. sows about a 40 ft/12 m row. Spacing of seed, proper moisture at the proper time will control the shape of the radish.
When stressed plants will bolt to seed.

Radish
Fun Fact!
Radishes are a fast-growing,
annual, cool-season crop.
They are grown for their
swollen tap-roots which can be
globular, tapering or cylindrical.
Both root and leafy tops can
be eaten and are eaten raw in
salads, tops sautéed and roots
roasted.
Radishes can be
useful as a companion
plant for many other
crops. This is probably
because their pungent odor
deters such insect pests as
aphids, cucumber beetles,
tomato hornworms, squash
bugs and ants.

CHAMPION

BODIAM

ROXANNE

20 days. Open pollinated.
These vigorous, large topped,
radishes are bright red, round
and are the size of a silver
dollar. The standard large
round type, used in spring
or fall.

F1 hybrid. Early round,
bright red uniform bulbs
with contrasting bright
white interiors. Strong leaf
attachment for ease of handling
and mechanical harvest. Good
tolerance to cracking. For
bunching and processing.

27 days. Great tasting radish
that stays firm and solid as
it matures. Use for AugustSeptember harvests. Creamy
white interiors. Untreated
seed only.

Item# 273A
Item# 271B
Packet (600 seeds) $4.00 1,000 seeds
1/4 lb/113 g
$12.75 5,000 seeds

Item# UT271A
$5.47 Packet (100 seeds)
$12.50 1,000 seeds

UT

$3.95
$7.03

RUTABAGA

Roasting
Radishes
Mellows the spice and turns
them into sweet, super juicy
little bites.
Method: Trim the top and
stem ends off and then slice
them in half. Toss with about
1 tablespoon of olive oil and
some salt and pepper.
Arrange them cut-side down on
heavy, darkest sheet pan

CHERRY BELLE

FRENCH BREAKFAST

THE LAURENTIAN

24 days. Open Pollinated.
Excellent for bunching.
Has a shorter top Not
recommended for late spring
sowings after May 10th.

25 days. Medium length
scarlet roots with a white tip.
An attractive gourmet variety.

90 days. The most popular
swede turnip or rutabaga
grown today. Laurentian has a
deep purplish top and smooth
root with yellow flesh.

(a cast iron skillet is also good)
and roast at 450°F for about
10 to 12 minutes. Enjoy!
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Item# 274
Packet (600 seeds)
1/4 lb/113 g

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 276
$4.00 Packet (600 seeds)
$9.50 1/4 lb/113 g

Item# 370
$3.00 Pkt. (1,000 seeds)
$6.45 oz/28 g

$5.25
$30.35

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

ONIONS
Direct sow onions Apr. 10th to May. As bulbs reach an acceptable size, pull plants or bend tops at the bulb neck. Pile in wind rows, so that
bulbs are cured by the sun for at least a week. This seals the bulb for storage. Varieties are to be used only for Northern USA and Canada.
Spanish onions – suggest sowing indoors for best results.

LASALLE
103 days. Large, dark bronze,
round globe shaped, high
yielding onion with small
neck. Excellent firmness and
skin retention after 8 months
storage. Resistant to pink root
and fusarium.

AILSA CRAIG
EXHIBITION
110 days. Open pollinated.
Huge, mild, round Spanish
onion with yellow-skins, and
unique sweet flavor. Bulbs
average 5 lbs/2.4 kg.

Item# 211L
Item# 205B
Packet (300 seeds) $5.25 Packet (300 seeds)
1,000 seeds
$10.85 1,000 seeds

SV4643NT

RIDGELINE

110 days. Large round bulb
has medium to dark red
exterior with good internal
colour. Medium storage
potential.

107 days. F1 hybrid. A long
day yellow storage onion with
excellent yield potential. Globe
shaped bulbs have brown
skin and are slow to bolt. Has
potential to produce jumbo
sized bulbs with good roots.

Item# 211R
Item# 203S
$3.50 Packet (300 seeds) $5.25 Packet (300 seeds) $5.25
$4.07 1,000 seeds
$13.64
$17.31 1,000 seeds

White Onions for Bunching: You can direct sow about 20 days before last spring frost. They require a lot of
water and good weed control as roots are shallow.

EVERGREEN WHITE
NEBUKA

WHITE SWEET
SPANISH

SOUTHPORT
WHITE GLOBE

70 days. Very hardy for over
wintering-sow in spring for
summer use or sow in fall for
over wintering. Little or
no bulb.

120 days. Makes a beautiful
globe shaped, white Spanish
onion from transplants. Plants
spaced 6 in/15 cm apart and
can also be sown thicker for
a nice dark green bunching
onion.

65 days. Used exclusively
for the production of green
bunching onions that are
mild and sweet.

Item# 216B
Packet (600 seeds)
oz/28 g

Item# 217
$4.25 Packet (600 seeds)
$7.95 oz/28 g

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 215A
$4.00 Packet (600 seeds)
$8.70 oz/28 g

GREEN BANNER
60 days. Strong dark tops with
very nice long white shafts.
This vigorous plant has a
strong root system with good
tolerance to extreme heat.

Item# 216D
$4.00 1,000 seeds
$7.65 10,000 seeds

Find Hundreds More Options at www.StokeSeeds.com

$2.78
$16.60
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PARSLEY & PARSNIP

History of
the pea
The earliest pea is thought
to have dated back to
4800BC to 4400BC in the
Nile Delta area. Early peas
have also been discovered
in Upper Egypt around
3800BC to 3600BC - some
of which were discovered
in Egyptian tombs. This has
led archeologists to suggest
the pea originally came from
the near east in countries
like Turkey, Jordan and
Syria with the vegetable's
popularity spreading from
there.
- The Telegraph

Parsnip, Yam
& Watercress
Chowder
Courtesy of Epicurious.com

Makes 4 to 6 servings.
Ingredients

Parsnip: Biennial in the North, frost improves taste. Direct sow in early to late spring in warm soil
temperatures. 21 days to germinate do not let soil dry out completely. Thin to 3 in/6 cm apart.
Parsley: Takes 5-6 weeks to emerge from the soil, avoid soil crusting.
Recommend chilling the seed overnight in a refrigerator before planting.

GIGANTE D'ITALIAN

DARKI

80 days. Extra large dark green, flat leaf parsley
with strong stems. Very aromatic with an
excellent rich, sweet flavor. Vigorous growth.

77 days. The most outstanding
strain in our trials. Leaves are
very dark green, very tight,
heavy and curled. Excellent
cold weather tolerance.

Item# 227R
Packet (500 seeds)
1/4 lb/113 g

Item# 227C
$3.50 Packet (500 seeds)
$14.55 1/4 lb/113 g

$3.50
$8.60

• 1/4 cup (1/2 stick) butter
• 4 cups 1/2-inch cubes peeled parsnips
• 1 1/2 cups chopped onion
• 3 cups low-salt chicken broth
• 1 cup chopped peeled Granny
Smith apple
• 1 1/2 cups 1/2-inch cubes peeled yam
• 1/8 teaspoon freshly ground nutmeg
• 1/4 cup whipping cream
• 4 cups watercress sprigs
(tops of 2 bunches)

Melt butter in heavy large pot over
medium heat. Add parsnips and onion.
Sauté until onion softens, about 5
minutes. Add 3 cups broth and apple.
Cover and simmer until parsnips are
tender, about 12 minutes. Puree 2 cups
parsnip mixture in blender until very
smooth. Return puree to pot. Add
yam cubes and nutmeg. Cover and
simmer until yam cubes are tender,
about 12 minutes. Mix in cream, then
watercress. Stir until watercress wilts,
about 2 minutes. Thin chowder with
more broth, if desired. Season to taste
with salt and pepper.
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VIKING

ALBION

GLADIATOR

120 days. Viking is early
maturing with vigorous foliage.
Its long roots are slender wedge
shaped that are well filled. The
root holds its weight down
resulting in a higher yield
potential and a more consistent
product for roasting.

110 days. Very white, conical
shaped, long tapered, firm
roots provide high yield
potential. Medium depth
crowns taper more gradually
to heavier tips and have good
white colour. Very sweet taste.

120 days. Large, refined
Hollow Crown shape, smooth
white skin, vigorous tops with
rounded shoulders. Excellent
taste, very sweet, stores
4-5 months.

Item# 243V

Packet (200 seeds)
1,000 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 243C
$3.50 Packet (200 seeds)
$5.13 1,000 seeds

Item# 243A
$3.50 Packet (200 seeds)
$4.87 1,000 seeds

$3.50
$4.87

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

GARDEN PEAS
Sow from mid April until mid May and early August for fall crops. Growers with limited
space can trellis plants on a fence. Peas have few enemies. Make successive
sowings every 2 weeks till May 20th. Will not germinate well in hot soil 86°F/30°C.
High temperatures or lack of rain will severely damage yield.

KNIGHT

SPRING

LINCOLN

BOLERO

57 days. Earliest large berry/
double podded pea. Extralarge pods 7-8 peas; 4 in/
10 cm pods. Very good
disease resistances.

52 days. Dark green, podded
early peas that average 3 in/
8 cm in length. The vines
grow 22 in/56 cm tall and
produce 6-7 medium sieve
size peas per pod.

65 days. Well-filled slender
3 in/8 cm pods average 8-9
small peas of exceptional
sweetness and flavor. Bushy
28 in/71 cm plants are
resistant to common wilt.

66 days. High yielding, high
sugar, medium size 3 in/8 cm
double podded (7-9 peas)
type. Bushy, 28 in/71 cm
vigorous vines with great
disease resistance.

UT

Item# 238A
2 oz/56 g
1/2 lb/227 g

Item# 236
$3.05 2 oz/56 g
$5.40 1/2 lb/227 g

Untreated, order UT234.

Item# 234
$4.25 2 oz/56 g
$7.55 1/2 lb/227g

Item# 234B
$3.05 2 oz/56 g
$5.40 1/2 lb/227g

$4.25
$7.55

JUMBO

LITTLE SWEETIE

OREGON GIANT

TENDER SWEET

71 days. Large podded fall
harvest type. Pods are about
5 in/13 cm long and are filled
with 8-10 large dark green peas
per pod. Vigorous 32 in/81 cm
plants should be trellised.

60 days. Our earliest, dwarf
bush, stringless version of the
“snow pea” family. Compact
vines average 16 in/41 cm with
4.5x0.75 in/11.5x2 cm pods.
Harvest young. Heat tolerant.

60 days. The first high sugar
snow pea! High yields of
extra-large 4.5x1 in/10x2.5 cm
medium green, flat pods. Vines
average 2.5 ft/76 cm and have
white flowers.

67 days. Stringless, fibreless
and double podded Sugar
Snap. Tender, very sweet pods
are medium sized 2.5 in/6 cm
in length. Determinate plants
spread or climb 18 in/46 cm.
UT

Item# 237F
2 oz/56 g
1/2 lb/227 g

Item# 231A
$3.05 2 oz/56 g
$5.40 1/2 lb/227 g

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 231C
$2.45 2 oz/56 g
$4.30 1/2 lb/227 g

Untreated, order UT232E.

Item# 232E
$2.45 2 oz/56 g
$4.30 1/2 lb/227 g

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$3.65
$6.45
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A WORLD

Spanish Quinoa
Stuffed Peppers
Credit: Minimalistbaker.com
ACTIVE TIME: 10 mins
TOTAL TIME: 75 mins

Ingredients:

Hybrid Sweet Pepper: Northern gardeners must sow indoors from Feb. to Mar. 15th. Germinate in Jiffy
mix then transplant seedlings into deep plastic trays with direct lighting when true leaves are about
0.4 in/10 mm in diameter. Well developed root systems are important to the success of the
young field transplant. Harvest is well worth the effort.

• 1 cup quinoa or rice (thoroughly
rinsed and drained)
• 2 scant cups vegetable stock (sub
water, but it will be less flavorful)
• 4 large red, yellow, or orange bell
peppers (halved, seeds removed)
• 1/2 cup salsa (plus more for serving)
• 1 Tbsp nutritional yeast (optional)
• 2 tsp cumin powder
• 1 1/2 tsp chili powder
• 1 1/2 tsp garlic powder
• 1 15-ounce can black beans
(drained // if unsalted, add 1/4 tsp
sea salt per can)
• 1 cup whole kernel corn (drained)

Directions:
Add quinoa and vegetable stock to
a saucepan and bring to a boil over
high heat. Once boiling, reduce heat,
cover, and simmer until all liquid is
absorbed and quinoa is fluffy - about
20 minutes.
Preheat oven to 375 degrees F (190 C)
and lightly grease a 9x13 baking dish
or rimmed baking sheet.

RED KNIGHT (X3R)

CURRIER

MECATE

72 days. Early maturing blocky
bell pepper with large to extralarge fruit that matures dark
green to bright red.

74 days. Extra large, blocky
dark green to red 4.5 in/
11 cm square four lobed
smooth high quality fruit.

75 days. Uniform, smooth,
medium to large blocky fruit,
matures green to yellow and
does not turn orange.

Item# 260F
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds

Item# 257C
$8.00 Packet (25 seeds)
$52.75 250 seeds

Item# 266Y
$7.25 Packet (25 seeds)
$50.89 250 seeds

$6.65
$49.20

Brush halved peppers with a neutral,
high heat oil, such as avocado oil or
refined coconut oil.
Add cooked quinoa to a large mixing
bowl and add remaining ingredients salsa through corn. Mix to thoroughly
combine then taste and adjust
seasonings accordingly, adding salt,
pepper, or more spices as desired.
Generously stuff halved peppers with
quinoa mixture until all peppers are
full, then cover the dish with foil.
Bake for 30 minutes covered. Then
remove foil, increase heat to 400
degrees F (204 C), and bake for another
15-20 minutes, or until peppers are soft
and slightly golden brown. For softer
peppers, bake 5-10 minutes more.
Serve with desired toppings (listed
above) or as is. Best when fresh,
though leftovers keep covered in the
refrigerator for 2-3 days. Reheat in
a 350-degree F (176 C) oven until
warmed through - about 20 minutes.
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SNACKABELLE RED

REVOLUTION

CALIFORNIA WONDER

70-75 days. Mini 2-2.25 in/
5-6 cm sweet bell pepper.
Rich, sweet flavor that's great
for fresh eating green to red.
Excellent for grilling and
stuffing

75 days. Extra large 4.5 x
4.5 in/11 x 11 cm uniform,
very firm dark green fruit,
maturing to dark red.

72 days. Open pollinated. The
standard early strain for many
years. Perfect for stuffing, this
blocky pepper is thick walled,
tender and flavorful. Matures
green to red.

Item# UT262Z
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 266G
$7.25 Packet (25 seeds)
$58.20 250 seeds

Item# 258
$7.25 Packet (25 seeds)
$59.40 1/2 oz/14 g

$4.00
$16.65

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

OF PEPPERS
Garden Myth: Growing hot peppers next to sweet peppers will not turn your sweet peppers hot. However if you save the seed,
the seeds you save may produce spoiled sweet peppers. All of our packets have detailed growing instructions,
or please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

SUPER RED PIMENTO SUPER SHEPHERD

DELIRIO

MARCATO

70 days. Open pollinated.
Huge 5.25 in/13.5 cm wide,
3.25 in/8 cm deep flat shaped
pimento with extra thick
sweet flesh. Ripens green
to red.

75 days. Blocky 4 lobe fruit
average 4.5 in/11 cm.
Mature from dark green
to tangerine orange.

70 days. Very sweet jumbo 2-3
lobed horn shaped fruit ripens
green to dark red. Erect plants
have good leaf cover protecting
the fruit.

68 days. Open pollinated. Our
most popular Sweet Tapered
Italian Type. Dark red 7.5 in/
19 cm early fruit have a very
thick juicy flesh. Great taste
due to high brix (soluble
sugars).

Item# 258A
Item# 262A
Item# 255N
Packet (100 seeds) $4.00 Packet (100 seeds) $4.00 Packet (25 seeds)
1/2 oz/14 g
$20.55 1/2 oz/14 g
$14.05 250 seeds

Item# 262M
$8.00 Packet (25 seeds)
$74.70 250 seeds

$8.00
$57.30

HOT PEPPERS

SUPER
HUNGARIAN HOT

JALAPENO M

70 days. Open pollinated.
Dark green, 3.5 in/9 cm long,
58 days. Extra early, 8 in/
20 cm tapered banana pepper. 1.5 in/4 cm bullet shaped fruit.
Fruit ripens light green, yellow Matures red. (6000 scoville)
and then red. (6000 scoville)

Item# 264S
Packet (25 seeds)
1/16 oz

HABANERO ORANGE

GHOST CHILE

95 days. Open pollinated.
Tapered lantern shaped,
1-1.5 in /2.5-4 cm peppers
must be grown in warm
moist conditions. Wrinkled
flesh ripens to golden-orange.
(200,000 scoville)

100 days. Certified as one of
the “World’s Hottest Peppers”
Handle with extreme caution.
Untreated seed only.
(1,000,000 scoville)

Item# 264B
Item# 263H
Item# UT265G
$7.50 Packet (100 seeds) $3.75 Packet (100 seeds) $4.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$23.30 oz/28 g
$15.30 oz/28 g
$45.25 250 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

UT

$8.75
$66.00
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PUMPKINS, LARGE & SMALL
Sizes and weights may vary according to your area and weather conditions. Sow May or early June to harvest before frost.
If you have wet, cold, clay, loam soil germinating any pumpkin or squash seed can be frustrating. If you face these
conditions use seed treated with a fungicide and wait until the soil warms up in June. Powdery Mildew can be a problem disease.

SMALL SUGAR

JACK BE LITTLE

LUMINA

BLANCO

115 days. Open pollinated.
The best tasting pie pumpkin.
Convenient size for household
use, averages 7 lbs/3 kg each.
Deep orange flesh.

95 days. Open pollinated.
Standard, dark mini orange,
2x3 in/5x8 cm pumpkin with
distinct orange tinged ribs.
Stores well.

100 days. A medium size white
pumpkin with bright orange
flesh. Shape and size vary from
globe to flat globe and 8-10 in/
20-25 cm, 10-15 lb/4.5-7 kg.
Harvest as soon as mature
to avoid yellowing.

105 days. Small sized PM
resistant 4-6 lb/2-2.75 kg white
with uniform flat globe shape,
medium ribs and long slim
handle that is well attached.
Harvest early and store inside
for best Halloween colour.

Item# 248
Packet (25 seeds)
oz/28 g

CINDERELLA'S
CARRIAGE

Item# 248E
$4.00 Packet (10 seeds)
$7.95 oz/28 g

UT

100 days. F1 hybrid. Large
flat/round 18-20 lb/8-9 kg
fruit average 15 in/38 cm in
size, are red/orange in colour
and have a nice nut flavored
flesh. Untreated Seed.
AAS Winner.
Item# UT246E
Packet (10 seeds)
oz/28 g
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Item# 248D
$4.25 Packet (10 seeds)
$15.30 oz/28 g

Item# 246H
$4.50 Packet (10 seeds)
$31.95 250 seeds

$6.25
$47.40

RHEA

CRONUS

HOWDEN

100 days. Dark orange flat/
round 20-30 lbs/9-13.5 kg
widely adapted, large pumpkin
with well-defined ribs, firm
dark green large handle.
Powdery Mildew tolerance.

100 days. Extra-large 2560 lbs/11-27 kg dark orange,
blocky-round pumpkin with
frim handle, well defined ribs
and a high yield potential.
Vigorous plant. Powdery
Mildew tolerance.

115 days. Open pollinated.
The uniform and round 25 lbs/
11 kg fruit has hard, ridged
orange skin that is solid
and thick.

Item# 247Z
$7.25 Packet (10 seeds)
$24.75 250 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 247W
$6.25 Packet (10 seeds)
$64.30 250 seeds

Item# 247H
$6.25 Packet (25 seeds)
$66.00 oz/28 g

$4.00
$7.45

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

WE HAVE THEM ALL!
Ornamental Gourds: Sow indoors Apr.15th; or outdoors June 10th. Size of seed varies by variety; sow at a depth about 3 times seed width.
Trellis vines on supports for straighter, cleaner fruit. Must be harvested a few days before first fall frost. In short season areas
use a row cover to extend the season. Gourds are not edible.

BIG MOOSE
110 days. Bright orange 50125 lbs/22-57 kg. A smaller
version of the Prizewinner type
with slight ribs and a vigorous
vine. O/P.
Item# 246A
Packet (5 seeds)
250 seeds

DILL’S ATLANTIC
GIANT
120 days. Open pollinated.
For World Record Pumpkin
contests. This mammoth
orange fruit can grow to
10 ft/3 m in circumference.

Item# 249C
$10.75 Packet (10 seeds)
$131.25 oz/28 g

A/ CASPERITA

JACK OFALL TRADES

90 days. White 1-1.5 lb/0.450.7 kg disk-shaped fruit

95 days. Semi-bush, very
uniform, 15-20 lb/7-9 kg,
bright orange, shallow rib
pumpkin with, a large dark
green stem. Perfect for carving,
but also tastes great in
pies and soups.

Item# 246W

B/ ORANGITA
80 days. F1 hybrid. Orange
1-1.5 lb/0.45-0.7 kg

Item# 246Y
$7.50
$25.70 Packet (10 seeds)

Item# 249L
Packet (25 seeds)
$5.25 250 seeds

$5.25
$29.30

DAISY MIX

MARTINHOUSE BOTTLE

Fruit in shades of green, orange,
yellow and white.

Bottle gourd with longer neck.
Perfect for making birdhouses.

Item# 951Y
Packet (25 seeds)

Item# 951R
Packet (1/8 oz)

$6.75

$4.25

GALAXY OF STARS

SMALL GOURDS MIX

Star shaped fruit in various striped
colours and bicolor patterns.

Ultimate mix of various shapes,
colours, textures perfect for décor.

Item# 951S
Packet (25 seeds)

Item# 952B
Packet (1/8 oz)

$7.50

$4.25

AUTUMN WINGS SMALL

LUNCH LADY

Unique winged swan/pear
bulb shape.

Many shapes, sizes and colours of
large hard-shell warted types.

Item# 951G
Packet (25 seeds)

$6.50

Item# 951N
Packet (25 seeds)

$6.50

SPECKLED SWAN

SMALL WARTED BLEND

Smooth skin with attractive dark
green/mottled cream pattern.

A superb all-warted mixture of
many shapes and colours.

Item# 951E
Packet (5 seeds)

Item# 952C
Packet (1/8 oz)

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

$4.25

Can’t Find it? Visit www.StokeSeeds.com for our Entire Inventory!

$4.25
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SUMMER SQUASH
For early crop sow seed indoors at room temperature in peat pots. For main crop sow outdoors
May 15th-July 4th. Seed will NOT sprout in cold, wet soil. For additional cultural information and
variety details, please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

SPINELESS
PERFECTION

BLACK BEAUTY

45 days. Summer squash. A
unique Spineless type with
rich green, cylindrical fruit
with refined flecking.
UT

Untreated, order UT296F.

Item# 296F
Packet (20 seeds)
250 seeds

60 days. Open pollinated.
Summer Squash. High yields
of straight dark green, smooth
zucchini fruit average 8 in/
20 cm in length. Bush type
plant with edible blossoms.

Item# 298Q
$5.75 Packet (20 seeds)
$48.30 oz/28 g

SPINACH

KOLIBRI
45 days. Semi savoy hybrid
with very dark oval savoyed
leaves and an upright easy
to harvest plant. Suitable
for Spring, Summer or Fall
production.
Item# 286K
1,000 seeds
5,000 seeds
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ISHTAR

45 days. Lebonese type
Summer Squash. Pale green
70 days. Harvest fruit 86 in/15 cm cylindrical fruit.
10 in/20-25 cm long. Cut in
half end to end, remove seeds, WMV and ZYMV tolerances.
add tsp. brown sugar and tbsp.
butter, microwave or cook till
tender. Spaghetti-like pulp.

Item# 305
$3.50 Packet (15 seeds)
$9.65 1 oz/28 g

Item# 298T
$3.50 Packet (15 seeds)
$6.20 250 seeds

$5.50
$25.10

Sowing depth depends on available soil moisture (deeper for dry soil). Spinach likes cool, medium
day lengths (10-12 hour days). Longer hotter days cause plants bolting to seed. Sow in spring or fall Apr.1st-15th or Aug 15th-Sept 1st, in the Northeast.

LONGSTANDING
BLOOMSDALE
48 days. O/P. Leaves are dark
green and the most crumpled
or savoyed of any variety.
UT

VEGETABLE
SPAGHETTI

Untreated, order UT290.

Item# 290
$2.58 oz/28 g
$6.30 1/4 lb/113 g

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

ESCALADE

MOUFLON

48 days. Plain leaf hybrid
with thick dark green smooth
oval leaves that have excellent
texture. Plants are very tolerant
to bolting.

52 days. Dark green, round
large, plain leaf variety with
uniform stem length ratio for
summer harvests.

Item# 286E
$4.25 1,000 seeds
$6.85 5,000 seeds

Item# 286M
$2.56 1,000 seeds
$6.25 5,000 seeds

$2.65
$6.50

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

& WINTER STORAGE TYPES
Sow outdoors June 1st. Allow winter squash to ripen thoroughly in the field, until shell is quite hard. Exposure to frost injures quality. Acorn
and Buttercup squash will only last about 4-8 weeks after harvest, Butternuts should keep 2-3 months. Delay harvest until a week before fall
frost for better taste. For additional cultural information and variety details, please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com

SWEET MAMA
75 days. A cupless-buttercup
hybrid. Medium sized 4 ft/
122 cm vines Green-grey
fruit average 2.5 lbs/1 kg
each. Stores 5 months.

WALTHAM
BUTTERNUT
82 days. Open pollinated.
A very uniform 8 in/20 cm
long squash with a thick tan
coloured fruit, with delicious
deep orange interiors.
UT

Item# 309
Packet (10 seeds)
oz/28 g

HONEYNUT

UT

85 days. One of the first small-fruited butternut types. Very
uniform 8 in/20 cm fruit are very sweet. Exceptional yields of
individual-size butternut squash. Untreated seed only.

Untreated, order UT306A.

Item# 306A
$5.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$50.15 oz/28 g

Item# UT306M
$3.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$6.80 250 seeds

$5.25
$15.00

SUMMER
TURNIP

BUTTERCUP

AUTUMN DELIGHT

STRIPETTI

90 days. The finest Buttercup
in our trials. Dark green with
great uniformity, deep orange
flesh, sweet and extra dry.
3-4 lbs./1-2 kg.

75 days. Semi bush, high
yielding acorn squash. Early
type with good size fruit and
good disease tolerance.

95 days. A F1 hybrid which
is a cross between Delicata
Sweet Potato and Vegetable
Spaghetti. Will store 3 months.

Item# 292
Packet (15 seeds)
oz/28 g

Item# 293G
$4.25 Packet (15 seeds)
$9.55 250 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 307A
$5.00 Packet (15 seeds)
$28.55 250 seeds

PURPLE TOP
WHITE GLOBE
60 days. Open pollinated.
A true turnip for early summer
harvesting. Produces round
roots about 4 in/10 cm in
diameter, purple shoulder,
white body. Tops suitable
for “greens”.

Item# 372
$3.95 Packet (350 seeds)
$18.25 oz/28 g

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$3.75
$7.70
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STAKING TOMATOES
Sow Feb.15th (early crops) and March 15th to April 1st (main crop). Seedlings require good direct lighting. Main crop sowing
suggested for beginners to avoid stretching. To increase fruit size, and control plant growth suckering is required.
Look for good disease tolerance. Most Heritage varieties are prone to blights.

SWEET MILLION

SWEET GOLD

60 days. Dark red 1 in/3 cm
sweet cherry style fruit. Good
crack tolerance.

60 days. Round golden yellow 60 days. Firm, round, orange
1 in/3 cm sweet cherry style
1 in/3 cm very sweet cherry
fruit. Good crack tolerance.
style tomato. Good crack
tolerance.

Item# 338
Packet (40 seeds)
500 seeds

Item# 338C
$5.75 Packet (10 seeds)
$27.15 500 seeds

SWEET ORANGE

Item# 338D
$5.25 Packet (10 seeds)
$27.15 500 seeds

TIDY TREATS

UT

55 days. F1 hybrid. Tons of
amazing cherry sized fruit
on a very compact plant!
Good in small space gardens
and containers, continues to
produce 0.75-1 in/2-3 cm fruit
all season. Untreated Seed.

Item# UT394R
$6.75 Packet (10 seeds)
$51.35 500 seeds

$5.25
$49.10

TOMATILLO

RED CANDY

SWEET HEARTS

SIQUEIROS

TAMAYO

64 days. Cylindrical small
grape shaped red fruit are very
sweet and uniform in size and
shape. High yields. Easy to
harvest.

60 days. Brilliant red, very
uniform, oval shaped, medium
sized grape tomato with
very impressive yields of full
clusters. Very sweet with
an excellent shelf-life.

75 days. Large dark green
fruit with a compact plant
habit and large vigorous vine.
Higher yields in fewer harvests.

85 days. This husk covered
fruit are 2.5 in/6 cm in size
and have a refreshing crisp
flavor. High yields. Used for
making green salsas.

Item# 330R
Item# 331S
Item# 397S
Packet (10 seeds)
$7.50 Packet (10 seeds)
$8.25 Packet (40 seeds)
500 seeds
$169.10 500 seeds
$243.55 500 seeds
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We're Here to Help, Call us!: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 397T
$5.75 Packet (40 seeds)
$91.45 500 seeds

$5.75
$79.29

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

BOTH SMALL & LARGE
All of our packets have detailed growing instructions,
or please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

More Tomato Varieties
Available Online!

ULTRASONIC

ULTRA GIRL

ULTRA SWEET

BIG BEEF

65 days. Large, 12 oz/340 g.,
tasty globe shaped tomato with
firm fruit at the ripe stage.
Semi-bush plant needs staking.

62 days. Ultimate early staking
tomato. Bright red fruit are
very firm, 7-9 oz/198-255 g
in weight, with a good
tolerance to cracking.

62 days. First early medium
sized beefsteak type with
10 oz/280 g bright red, firm
fruit with an outstanding acid/
sugar balance for superb flavor.
Needs staking.

73 days. Extra-large 10-12 oz/
280-340 g. globe shaped,
good tasting beefsteak tomato.
Needs staking. Good disease
tolerances.

Item# 333A
Packet (40 seeds)
1/16 oz.

Item# 347
$4.00 Packet (40 seeds)
$20.05 1/16 oz.

Item# 343A
$4.00 Packet (40 seeds)
$20.05 1/16 oz.

Item# 360A
$4.00 Packet (40 seeds)
$20.05 500 seeds

$5.75
$36.60

GLAMOUR

BETTER BOY

BEEFMASTER

LEMON BOY

75 days. Standard main season
variety with verticillium
tolerance. For bedding plant
sales. Round 6-8 oz/168-227 g
red fruit.

72 days. A standard large
16 oz/454 g fruited disease
resistant tomato. Good leaf
cover for southern climates.
Needs staking.

81 days. Standard extremely
large, oblate shaped 20 oz/
560 g Italian beefsteak, with
outstanding taste. Some disease
resistance. Needs staking.

72 days. Attractive, mild
flavored, lemon yellow tomato.
The deep globe fruit averages
7 oz/198 g in weight. High
yields.

Item# 320
Item# 342
Packet (200 seeds) $4.25 Packet (40 seeds)
1/2 oz/14 g
$10.95 500 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 360
$5.75 Packet (40 seeds)
$28.60 500 seeds

Item# 399A
$5.50 Packet (40 seeds)
$28.00 500 seeds

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$5.50
$37.40
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ROMA & PATIO TYPES
All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please visit our
website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

ROMA

SAN MARZANO

TUMBLER

75 days. Open pollinated.
Standard, thick-walled, egg
shaped, medium sized red
plum tomato. High yields.
Cook down for paste or
for sauces.

80 days. Open pollinated. An
elongated, flat-sided, bluntended, deep red fruit, 3 in/
8 cm long. It's thick and
meaty flesh is perfect for
cooking sauces and pastes.

48 days. A superior variety
that is very sweet and tasty,
for hanging baskets and
containers. Prolific plant habit
produces up to 6 lbs/2.7 kg of
cherry-type tomatoes 1.25/
3 cm in diameter.

Item# 400
Packet (200 seeds)
1/2 oz/14 g

Item# 392
Item# 336
$3.50 Packet (200 seeds) $3.50 Packet (20 seeds)
$9.00 1/2 oz/14 g
$13.85 500 seeds

CHOCOLATE
SPRINKLES

UT

70 days. Unique striped
bicolor crack resistant grape
shaped fruit with a high
sweetness. Indeterminate
plant must be staked.
Untreated seed only.

Item# UT338B
$9.25 Packet (10 seeds)
$61.90 500 seeds

$7.75
$98.15

HERITAGE AND BEEFSTEAK

GREENHOUSE

BRANDYWINE

BUSH BEEFSTEAK

BASKET VEE

COBRA

80 days. Favored, good tasting
heirloom variety. The pinkish
red, flat globe fruit is large 1016 oz/280-454 gr with some
stripes. Needs to be staked.

62 days. Compact, bushy
plants produce large clusters of
8 oz/227 g rich red fruit, with
solid interiors. High yields.

70 days. Open pollinated.
Best flavor of the early bush
beefsteak types. Large, 8.5 oz/
241 g fruit are very firm.

This large 8 oz/227 g firm,
beefsteak type provides a great
field ripened taste. Best tasting
greenhouse grown hybrid.
Good disease resistance.

Item# 351
Item# 373D
Packet (200 seeds) $5.00 Packet (200 seeds)
1/2 oz/14 g
$19.00 1/2 oz/14 g
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Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 326
Item# 406L
$4.25 Packet (200 seeds) $4.25 Packet (25 seeds) $14.75
$8.80 1/2 oz/14 g
$13.65 250 seeds
$122.30

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

BUSH TYPES
More Tomato Varieties Available Online!

RED SNAPPER

HY-BEEF 9904

70-75 days. Attractive deep
red, firm, globe shaped fruit
with good size. Plants are
medium tall with mid cover
and benefit from pruning.

70 days. A great tasting, scarlet 65 days. The best tasting 8.5 oz/241 g. smooth extra-large,
red, semi-seedless fruit that
very firm red tomato grows on compact bushy plants.
averages over 9 oz/255 g and Good disease resistances.
3.5 in/9 cm across. This main UT
Untreated, order UT332Y.
season jumbo has an amazing
firmness and beautiful smooth
appearance.

Item# 330F
Item# 332T
Packet (40 seeds) $10.65 Packet (40 seeds)
500 seeds
$110.25 500 seeds

RED MORNING

PRIMO RED

Item# 332Y
$7.00 Packet (40 seeds)
$18.75 500 seeds

CELEBRITY

70 days. Smooth, uniform,
70 days. Strong plants that
large 14 oz/396 g, high quality bear large 10 oz/283 g very
fruit. Medium size plants.
uniform disease resistant
tomatoes. Green shoulders
turn dark red at maturity.

Item# 333N
Packet (25 seeds)
500 seeds

Item# 332
$10.95 Packet (40 seeds)
$99.15 500 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

$10.65
$95.40

ROCKY TOP

RED BOUNTY

74 days. Very firm large fruits,
7.25 oz/205 g with superior
eating qualities. High yields
and good disease resistances.

74 days. Extra-large 10 oz/
283 g, uniform, smooth
globe shaped red fruit are very
firm. Great tasting fruit with
dark red beefsteak interiors.
Fruit sets well in hot weather.

Item# 324J
$7.00 Packet (40 seeds)
$35.50 500 seeds

Item# 333J
$9.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$66.85 500 seeds

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$10.95
$95.45
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2021 NEW VEGETABLES
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BETTY RZ
(BEET)

WEE WINGS
(GOURD)

50 days. Round, smooth
red roots with a small
crown and very healthy
leaves. Suitable for early
sowing.

Adorable mix of colourful,
winged, warted, and smooth
gourds. Sizes range 2-6 in/515 cm. Smallest mix on the
market! Perfect for tabletops
or other smaller displays.
Exclusive.

Item# 32J
1,000 seeds
10,000 seeds

Item# 951W
Packet (25 seeds) $6.50
250 seeds
$41.05

$4.11
$20.40

NANCY
(EGGPLANT)

JILL BE LITTLE
(PUMPKIN)

64 days. Mini eggplant,
with a deep metallic purple
colour. Nancy boasts high
yields with a nice compact
habitat, suitable for growing
on the patio or in pots. Great
for pickling or pan frying.

100 days. Beautiful dark
orange skin with deep sutures,
and uniform fruit make this
improved miniature pumpkin
perfect for fall decoration.
PVP. Size: 9 oz/0.25 kg

Item# 150N
Packet (50 seeds) $5.75
500 seeds
$111.10

Item# 245J
Packet (10 seeds) $4.25
oz/28 g
$20.85

FULL MOON
(MELON)

gremlins

82 days. Attractive with a
small cavity, and superior
eating quality. Produces
excellent high quality fruit
on a strong plant. Smooth,
creamy white exterior.
Size: 3.5-4.5 lb/1.5-2 kg

Item# 195L
Packet (25 seeds) $6.75
250 seeds
$36.10

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

(GOURD)

(SUPER FREAK™) These
"Freaks of Nature" are
beautiful. Large 5-7 in/1318 cm+ in size with various
solid and speckled vibrant
colours in a multitude of
desirable shapes; stars, wings,
acorns, mushrooms, necks
and more. Exclusive.
Item# 951T
Packet (25 seeds) $6.50
250 seeds
$52.34

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

(8-10 in/20-25 cm) Perfect
for containers, combinations
and mass plantings. This
long blooming annual’s large
blooms are stunning with a
purple center and white edges.

TUSCANY®
TWISTERTM
PURPLE SHADES
(VERBENA)
(8-10 in/20-25 cm) Naturally
compact, well branched
plants covered in rich purple
flowers. Plants reach a garden
height of 10 in/25 cm and
love the hot dry weather. For
pots, container gardening and
cutting.

Item# 1812B
Packet (30 seeds) $3.75
250 seeds
$19.60

Item# 1366N
Packet (25 seeds) $3.95
500 seeds
$23.00

LANCELOT
(SALVIA)

AMARILLO GOLD
(RUDBECKIA)

(36-42 in/91-107 cm)
A unique plant for borders.
Produces, silvery-white felted
leaves with lavender flowers.
Rosy-lavender bracts and a
pleasant sage fragrance.

(13 in/33 cm) Alluring huge
flowers on short stems. Very
well suited for pots, bedding
plants and bouquets. Coated
seed. AAS Winner.

Item# 1269B
Packet (10 seeds) $3.75
1,000 seeds
$262.96

Item# 1258L
Packet (25 seeds) $3.75
250 seeds
$39.55

EASY WAVE®
ROSE FUSION
(PETUNIA)

FOTOFINISHTM
MIX (PETUNIA)

Earlier to flower under short
daylength (12 hours or
less) which provides more
flowers in the paks during
spring sales. Plant habit is a
bit more mounded than the
Waves - with a mature height
of 8 in/20 cm and a spread
of 2 1/2 ft/76 cm.
Item# P1206F
20 pellets
100 pellets

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

$12.05
$38.40

(10-14 in/25-36 cm)
Extremely uniform, extraearly spreading series with
perfectly matched plant habit
and flower timing. Mounded
and branching habit is ideal
for high density growing.

Item# P1910
20 pellets
100 pellets

2021 NEW FLOWERS

VENTI PARFAITTM
BLUEBERRY EYE
(DIANTHUS)

$9.15
$25.50

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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FLOWERS
After seeing so many wonderful seasons come and go we’ve selected specific flower varieties to share with you.
Our top sellers, staff picks, along with the hundreds of thousands of seed packets we’ve sent to happy gardeners across
the country, have helped develop this section! Please see page 8 for our flower seed index.

ALYSSUM
Alyssum: Sow indoors Feb.15th-Apr.1st for May blooms. Do not cover seeds. Use well drained soil that
is not too high in pH. Sow outside in late May. Allow 6-9 weeks from seeding to flower. Grow plants
cool 50°F/10°C for deeper colours.

EASTER
BONNET® MIX

WONDERLAND
WHITE

(4-10 in/10-25 cm) Formula
blend of 7 colours. Plants are
compact, very early flowering
and fragrant. They stay tidy
making the series excellent for
borders or massed beds.

(4 in/10 cm) The seven
Wonderland colors and mixture
are bred to complement each
other in growth habit, earliness
and color intensity. Earlier
blooming.

Item# 438M
Packet (250 seeds)
1,000 seeds

Item# 427B
$2.25 Packet (250 seeds)
$4.66 1,000 seeds

Bees

Butterflies

Edible

Containers

Small Pot

Hanging

Dried

Cutting

Shade

Fragrant

Full Sun

Hummingbirds
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www.StokeSeeds.com

ANGELONIA

GIGA WHITE

SERENA® MIX

As the name implies Giga
White is big. Big flowered
and big garden performance.
Plants are slightly larger than
regular Wonderlands, reaching
a height of 6 in/15 cm.

(16-20 in/40-50 cm) Compact
care-free plants in a mix of
colours spread 12-14 in/3035 cm. Excellent choice for
mid-height bedding plant for
hot and humid areas.
Pelleted seed only.

Item# 426G
$2.25 Packet (250 seeds)
$3.04 1,000 seeds

FLOWER SYMBOL KEY

Thousands of
flower varieties
online!

Item# P623
$2.25 Packet (10 pellets) $4.95
$3.81 100 pellets
$41.05

USDA PLANT HARDINESS ZONES
for Perennials and Biennials
° Celsius    
Below -45.6
-42.8 to -45.5
-40.0 to -42.7
-37.3 to -39.9
-34.5 to -37.2
-31.7 to -34.4
-28.9 to -31.6
-26.2 to -28.8
-23.4 to -26.1
-20.6 to -23.3
-17.8 to -20.5
-15.0 to -17.7
-12.3 to -14.9
-9.5 to -12.2
-6.7 to -9.4
-3.9 to -6.6
-1.2 to -3.8
1.6 to -1.1
4.4 to 1.7
Above 4.5

Order Toll Free: 1-800-396-9238

Zone
1
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a
4b
5a
5b
6a
6b
7a
7b
8a
8b
9a
9b
10a
10b
11

° Fahrenheit
Below -50   
-50 to -45   
-45 to -40
-40 to -35
-35 to -30
-30 to -25
-25 to -20
-20 to -15
-15 to -10
-10 to -5
-5 to 0   
0 to 5
5 to 10
10 to 15
15 to 20
20 to 25
25 to 30
30 to 35
35 to 40
Above 40

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

AGERATUM - ASTERS
Asters: Sow outdoors in early May after danger of severe frost, as possible. Asters bloom from late Aug. until frost.
Ageratum: Sow outside May 1st in a warm sunny location. Do not cover seeds. Amaranthus: Sow outdoors in a row
during May in a dry sunny location. Transplant to hot dry location.

TALL ASTERS

CREGO FINEST MIX

HULK

MATSUMOTO MIX

(20 in/50 cm) This old
favourite features large, shaggy
curled blooms composed of six
different colours.

(24 in/61 cm) This unique
pale green aster has a yellow
central disk. It's well branched
plant habit of sturdy stems
creates a perfect cut flower
bouquet. Grow in partial shade
for best colour.

(30 in/76 cm) Popular 2 in/
5 cm semi double, flat, spray
type blend of 10 coloured
blooms with contrasting
yellow centers. Upright strong
stemmed heat tolerant plants.

Item# 630
Packet (50 seeds)
1/4 oz/7 g

Item# 631
$2.50 Packet (50 seeds)
$3.50 1,000 seeds

MIXED
POWDERPUFFS
(24 in/61 cm) The whole
plant can be cut to make
a complete bouquet. This
mixture contains: white, shell
pink, rose, peach, crimson,
azure and mid blue.

Item# 637X
Item# 660
$3.25 Packet (100 seeds) $2.50 Packet (50 seeds)
$47.19 1,000 seeds
$17.24 1/4 oz/7 g

AGERATUM

$2.50
$6.40

AMARANTHUS

ALOHA BLUE

HIGH TIDE® WHITE

HIGH TIDETM BLUE

CAUDATUS

(6-8 in/15-20 cm) F1 hybrid.
Early flowering vigorous
type with excellent garden
performance.

(14-16 in/36-41 cm) F1 hybrid.
Taller, more vigorous than other
ageratums. Provides a dense
mounded hedge of colour. Self
cleaning large Blue Mink type
blooms - outlasts standard or
hybrid ageratums as a bedding plant.

(14-16 in/36-41 cm) Hybrid.
Periwinkle blue flower on very
strong branching, self cleaning
plants with a garden height
of 24 in/60 cm or more. Well
suited to mixed containers.
Single pellets only.

(3 ft/91 cm) Love-LiesBleeding or tassel flower. Ropes
of 12 in/30 cm red blooms
trail from light green oval
foliage. Flowers work well for
dried arrangements.

Item# P429B
Item# P437B
Item# P437A
Packet (100 pellets) $2.95 Packet (10 pellets) $5.95 Packet (10 seeds)
1,000 pellets
$28.18 100 pellets
$41.05 100 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 608D
$5.95 Packet (300 seeds)
$41.05 1/16 oz.

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$2.50
$3.70
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A WORLD OF BEGONIAS
Begonia: Seed is pelleted for convenience. Not an easy crop to grow as it requires constant
moisture and strict temperature regime. Detailed instructions on every packet.
Bacopa: Suggested as part of container planting to drape over container edges.

NONSTOP® MIX
(12 in/30 cm) A dwarf
plant that has green foliage
and produces 100% double
flowers, 3.5 in/9 cm across
in nine different colours.
Perfect for window boxes
or containers.

BOSSA NOVATM NIGHT ILLUMINATION® MIX
FEVER PAPAYA
Long flexible, cascading
F1 hybrid. Boliviensis type.
Red blooms, bronze pointed
leaves. Unique species - use
for hanging baskets or garden
landscapes in semi-shade or
full sun locations.

stems up to 31 in/79 cm
long are crowded with longlived double 2-3 in/5-8 cm
flowers in a formula blend
of six colours. Makes for a
spectacular display in hanging
baskets.

NONSTOP® MOCCA MIX
(12 in/30 cm) A dwarf plant
that has bronze foliage and
produces 100% double
flowers, 4 in/10 cm across in
seven different colours. A truly
stunning contrast.

Item# P704J
Item# P720Z
Item# P719
Item# P705G
Packet (50 pellets) $5.95 Packet (10 pellets) $9.75 Packet (50 pellets) $5.95 Packet (50 pellets) $5.95
$33.45 250 pellets
$21.90
250 pellets
$21.90 250 pellets
$104.15 250 pellets

BEANS (ORN. CLIMBER) BACOPA

BADA BING® SERIES
P672M Bada Bing Mix
P672B Rose
P672D Scarlet
P672E White

(8-10 in/20-25 cm) Coloured
blooms on mounded plants
with green foliage. Ideal for
mass planting and borders as
all the colours bloom together.
1,000 pellets
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SCARLET RUNNER

SUN CITIES
COLLECTION
SANTA CRUZ®
(12 in/30 cm) Begonia
Boliviensis. Plants spread 1620 in/40-50 cm; dark green
arrow shaped leaves and large
bright red-orange conical
shaped blooms.

Item# P678
$10.36 Packet (10 pellets)

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

(10 ft/3 m) A rapid climber
covered with bright red
attractive blooms. The green
beans are edible.

Item# 698
2 oz/57 g
$9.75 1/2 lb/227 g

BLUTOPIA® &
SNOWTOPIA®
P663A Blutopia®
P663B Snowtopia®

(6 in/ 15 cm) Eye-catching
dime size flowers cover
plants that grow to a width
of 18-24 in/45-60 cm. Use
for containers and hanging
baskets. Heat tolerant.

$4.40 Packet (10 pellets) $5.95
$39.95
$7.80 100 pellets

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

CELOSIA
Celosia: See our packet backs for detailed growing instructions or
visit our website www.StokeSeeds.com

TRIANGLE MIX

NEW LOOK®

DRAGON'S BREATH®

(16 in/41 cm) Scarlet plumes,
bronze foliage. AAS Winner.
Pelleted seed.

(24 in/61 cm) Glorious vibrant (40 in/102 cm) Bombay type narrow paint brush or ribbon
red foliage and plumes. Unique shaped combs in a blend of five colours. An amazing cut flower
that lasts up to three weeks.
short daylength type which
flowers summer/fall.
Check out www.StokeSeeds.com
for more colors!

Item# 750A
Packet (75 seeds)
1,000 seeds

Item# 775Z
$2.75 Packet (15 seeds)
$15.76 250 seeds

Item# 752K
$5.50 Packet (75 seeds)
$79.55 1,000 seeds

$2.60
$11.54

CALENDULA

CARNATION

CHRYSANTHEMUM

PACIFIC BEAUTY MIX BON BON MIX

CAN CAN SCARLET

SNOWLANDTM

(18 in/46 cm) Blooming in
shades of orange and yellow to
cream these double flowers are
heat tolerant and can thrive in
poor soils. They make a great
cut flower and background for
fall mums.

(18 in/45 cm) F1 hybrid.
2 in/5 cm scarlet “knee high”
fragrant carnation for use as
a bedding plant or for cut
flowers. AAS Winner.

(10 in/25 cm) Large 1.5 in/
36 mm white, single
blooms with yellow centers.

Item# 739
Packet (100 seeds)
1/4 oz/7 g

(12 in/31 cm) Large 2.5 in/
6 cm blooms are 10 days
earlier than Fiesta Gitana.
Formula mix apricot, yellow,
light yellow and orange
blooms.

Item# 747C
$2.50 Packet (50 seeds)
$5.25 500 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 766
$2.50 Packet (10 seeds)
$7.05 100 seeds

Item# 817
$6.25 Packet (100 seeds)
$50.75 1,000 seeds

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$4.15
$8.33
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COSMOS
Cosmos: Easy to grow. Sow outside as soon as the ground is warm. Likes full sun. Centaurea: “Cornflower” sow indoors in February
for spring cut flowers or outdoors in April for summer flowers. Cleome: Seed like to be pre chilled. Sow indoors in
March or outdoors in April for August blooms.

SONATATM MIX
(20-25 in/50-64 cm) Single
2.5 in/7 cm daisy-like flowered
blooms with gold centers in
red, white, pink and rose.
Bedding or cut flower type
with good wind tolerance.
Item# 834D
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds

APOLLO
LOVESONG
(18-26 in/55-65 cm) Hybrid.
Natural dwarf habit with
large shades of Pink Picotee,
White and Pink flowers. Very
long flowering period with
unrivaled disease and heat
tolerance. Easy to grow!

Item# 832Z
$2.95 Packet (25 seeds)
$22.45 250 seeds

SONATATM WHITE

DOUBLE CLICK MIX

(20-25 in/50-64 cm) White
single blooms, wind tolerant
bushy plant. Premium
grade seed.

(36 in/90 cm) Likes full sun
and rich soil. Great fully
double and semi-double large
flowers make this variety
excellent for tall backgrounds
or cut flowers all summer long.

Item# 834C
$2.95 Packet (25 seeds)
$20.40 250 seeds

Item# 844E
$2.95 Packet (40 seeds)
$22.45 250 seeds

$3.25
$17.60

COSMOS

COBAEA

CENTAUREA

CLEOME

SENSATION MIX

SCANDENS

POLKA DOT MIX

SPARKLER MIX

(3 ft/90 cm) Sensations are
tetraploid, which produce
mammoth single blooms,
3.5 in/9 cm, in white, pink,
rose and crimson with yellow
centers, on fern-like foliage.

Popular purple climber. Sow in
pots anytime or outdoors May
20th. Must be staked.
Height: 10-20 ft.

(16 in/41 cm) Standard extra
dwarf mix for bedding plant
sales. Red, blue, white, purple
and pink color range. Heavier
blooming than taller types.

Sturdy, more wind tolerant,
3 ft/1 m plants are bushier
than standard O/Ps and may
be sold in flower in 6 in/15 cm
or larger containers.

Item# 830
Packet (25 seeds)
1/4 oz/7 g
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Item# 818
$2.35 Pkt. (25 seeds)
$3.65 250 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 795
$4.50 Packet (350 seeds)
$36.35 1/4 oz/7 g

Item# R835
$2.50 Packet (10 seeds)
$3.30 100 seeds

$4.75
$32.85

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

COLEUS
Coleus: Sow outdoors in June, repot before frost for winter house plant. Dahlia: Sow indoors in March for spring flowers or May for summer
blooms. You can save the tubers for next year planting. Dianthus: Sow indoors at room temperature for 10 days then drop temperature to
prevent stretching. Transplant five weeks later.

GIANT EXHIBITIONTM
(12-14 in/30-35 cm) Show off LIMELIGHT
WIZARD® MIX

your shady garden with this
vibrant mix of 10 colours. This
compact coleus is bushy with
neatly serrated edges.

Item# 831M
Packet (50 seeds)
500 seeds

(20 in/50 cm) Plants produce
extra large leaves that are 6 in/
15 cm long, 10 in/14 cm wide
at maturity. The gorgeous
pure lime-green leaves
make a brilliant contrast in
landscaping.

Item# 825Q
$2.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$11.65 500 seeds

(14 in/35 cm) Impressive leaf
patterns starting with a rose
center, surrounded by a deep
mahogany background and
outlined with a light green
edge. Great for planters.

BLACK DRAGON
(12 in/30 cm) The tongue
shaped serrated leaves of this
coleus are a striking red center
to a black edge. Great for
planters in both sun and shade.

Item# 831Z
Item# P824E
$4.50 Packet (10 pellets) $4.95 Packet (50 seeds)
$70.25 100 pellets
$31.50 500 seeds

$2.75
$12.15

DIANTHUS

DAHLIA

GARDEN PRIDE

FIGAROTM MIX

(15 in/38 cm) Plants are
very uniform, vigorous and
bushy with dark green leaves.
A formula blend or salmon,
yellow, pink, scarlet and
creamy white.

(14-18 in/36-46 cm) Large
2.5 in/6 cm blooms, bushy
uniform plants with dark green
leaves. A nice blend of colours.
Contains semi-double and fully
double flowers.

Item# 899
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds

CHOCOLATE
COVERED CHERRY

Item# 898
$2.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$13.35 250 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

SUPER PARFAITTM
RASPBERRY
(8-10 in/20-25 cm) Deep
rose/pink with maroon center.
Showstopping blooms with
large, showy bi-colour flowers.

Item# 875C
$2.75 Packet (30 seeds)
$15.50 250 seeds

IDEAL SELECTTM MIX
(8-10 in/20-25 cm) Bright
green leaves on plants that
spread 12-14 in/30-35 cm, in
a mix of picotee, rose, violet
and red plus white lacy-edged
flowers. Early flowering heat
and frost resistant plants.

Item# 881M
$3.75 Packet (30 seeds)
$19.60 250 seeds

Find Hundreds More Options at www.StokeSeeds.com

$3.75
$17.60
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DUSTY MILLER - GAZANIA
Gypsophila: Is easiest to grow. Dusty Miller: Slow to grow so start indoors in late March. Gomphrena: Requires warm temperatures to
germinate so start indoors. Gazania: Also requires warm temperatures to germinate and slow to flower. Start in February for July flowers.

GYPSOPHILA

EUPHORBIA

DUSTY MILLER

GYPSY DEEP ROSE

GLITZ WHITE

SILVERDUST

CIRRUS

(20 in/51 cm) Double deep
rose coloured blooms. Sow
indoors December to April
for greenhouse cut flowers.
Ideal for catalogs and mixed
containers. AAS Winner.

(10 in/25 cm) Euphorbia
graminea. Mounded plant
habit spreads 18 in/46 cm.
Likes full sun.

Cineraria (10 in/25 cm)
Leaves are finely cut, silver
white in appearance. Plants
are bushy and compact. Perfect
for container plantings.

(8 in/20 cm) Cineraria. Large,
wide, silver grey leaves are
produced on compact plants.
Use as an accent or border
plant. Excellent tolerance to
rain and frost.

Item# P959B
Pkt (100 pellets)
500 pellets

Item# 909C
$25.90 Packet (10 seeds)
$118.90 100 seeds

$6.50 Item# P788
$43.25 10,000 pellets

GOMPHRENA

GAZANIA

WOODCREEK MIX

KISSTM MIX

(24-26 in/61-66 cm) A tall
attractive bedding plant that
produces rounded heads
of bright purple clover-like
blooms. This special formula
of seven colours make great
cut or dried flowers.

F1 hybrid. A formula mix of
seven colours and two flame
colours on plants that have a
garden height of 8-10 in/
20-25 cm.

Item# 940K
Packet (50 seeds)
250 seeds
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Item# 947M
$2.50 Packet (15 seeds)
$6.25 250 seeds

Item# P798
Packet (50 pellets) $3.95
$9.19 250 pellets
$19.20

BIG KISSTM
WHITE FLAME

NEW DAY® MIX

(10-12 in/25-30 cm) Huge
rose stripes on 4.5 in/11 cm
blooms on nicely mounded
heat tolerant plants. Excellent
for containers as well as in the
landscape.

Item# 1950A
$2.95 Packet (15 seeds)
$24.30 250 seeds

We’re Here To Help, Call Us! 1-800-396-9238

(8-10 in/15-25 cm) A compact
plant with a vibrant mix of
large flowers with long lasting
blooms. Excellent performance
in containers, baskets or in the
garden bed. Drought tolerant.

Item# 942M
$3.75 Packet (15 seeds)
$40.45 250 seeds

$2.95
$21.80

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

HYBRID GERANIUMS
Geraniums: Easy but slow to grow, sow early to mid Feb. using a heat mat. Requires constant warm temperature and moisture during
germination. Helichrysum: “Strawflower” Sow outdoors in June for fall flowers to dry. Heliotrope: Slow growing plant that should be started
in doors by March 1st. Follow growing instructions for germination. Flower Cabbage/Kale: Both are cold hardy plants for fall flowering.

A

B

MAVERICKTM SERIES
A) 932E White
C) 932L Appleblossom
E) 932Z Mix

A

B

PINTOTM PREMIUM SERIES
B) 932K Quicksilver
D) 932M Orange

A) 1914B Deep Red
C) 1914H Violet
E) 1914M Lavender Rose

(14-16 in/35-40 cm) A versatile geranium for containers or
mass plantings, that are easy to grow. Large flower heads are
held close to the plants and are uniform to bloom.
Check out www.StokeSeeds.com
for more colors!

B) 1914J Orange Bicolor
D) 1914L White
F) 1914Z White to Rose

(14-16 in/35-40 cm) Flower stems are very short and well
branched, free flowering with large round beautiful 5-6 in/1216 cm blooms. Plants are very uniform and have a great heat
tolerance. Great garden performer.

$7.30 20 seeds
$25.75 250 seeds

20 seeds
100 seeds

$7.30
$54.80

HELICHRYSUM

HELIOTROPE

FLOWERING CABBAGE / KALE

FINEST MIX

MARINE
LEMOINE STRAIN

OSAKA MIX

NAGOYA MIX

(8 in/20 cm) Ornamental
Cabbage. Produces colourful
wavy-edged leaves on tightly
packed compact heads.
Vigorous and uniform
producing a beautiful blend
of red, pink and white colours
for containers or beds.

(12 in/30 cm) Ornamental
Kale. A blend of red, white
and rose savoyed centered
kales with greenish purple
outer leaves. Adds interest to
your beds or containers.

(3 ft/90 cm) Strawflower.
Extra-large flowers in crimson,
violet, white, yellow, pink and
salmon shades on tall, strong
stems. Great cut or dried
flower.
Item# 975
Packet (100 seeds)
1,000 seeds

(24 in/61 cm) Deep purple
broccoli shaped blooms with
fragrant scent. Use for semi
dwarf backgrounds or cut
flowers.

Item# 985
$2.75 Packet (100 seeds)
$4.20 1/128 oz.

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 1011
$2.95 Packet (35 seeds)
$6.10 250 seeds

Item# 1012
$2.50 Packet (40 seeds)
$8.30 250 seeds

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$2.50
$8.30
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HELIANTHUS
Helianthus: “Sunflower” Plant outdoors after last frost in hills of 3 – 4 seeds. Seeds can be collected for
planting if the birds don’t get there first. Seedless varieties provide for smaller refined flowers.
Lobelia: Slow to flower so start indoors in March for July flowers.

KONG

ROUGE ROYALE

MAMMOTH RUSSIAN

SORAYA

(12 ft/3.5 m) Sturdy 2.5 in/
6 cm thick stems and a massive
root system provide excellent
wind tolerance for the huge
6 in/15 cm gold blooms
with seeds.

(6 ft/1.8 m) F1 hybrid. Red/
dark disc. Large pollen free
4 in/10 cm bloom. Ideal for
cuttings and borders.

(6 ft/2 m) Huge single yellow
blooms grow 10 in/25 cm in
diameter. Stake tall plants,
blooms with seeds.

(6 ft/2 m) Extra-large 4-6 in/
10-15 cm tangerine blooms
with dark seeded centers
and very thick stems. Plant
produces numerous side stems
that prolong the sunflower
season.

Item# 1973A
Packet (20 seeds)
100 seeds

Item# 978C
$2.75 Packet (20 seeds)
$6.80 100 seeds

Item# 980
$2.50 Packet (40 seeds)
$6.80 1/2 oz/14 g

Item# 981E
$2.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$5.00 250 seeds

POLLEN FREE, STERILE & SEEDLESS TYPES

LOBELIA

SMILEYTM

STARSHIPTM BLUE

VINCENT’S® CHOICE
Height varies under daylength. DEEP ORANGE DMR
Short: 5-8 in/12.5-20 cm
Long: 13-16 in/33-40.5 cm.
Rich color with broad petals
that maintain excellent shape.

Item# 982R
Packet (20 seeds)
100 seeds
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(20 in/51 cm) F1 hybrid.
Deep 5 in/12 cm orange blooms Crop time 21 weeks. Dark
with brown centers have an extra blue flowers with green foliage.
Stems are wind tolerant in
ring of flower petals that create
better filled, more attractive heads. full or partial sun. Use one or
two gallon containers. Attracts
hummingbirds and blooms
summer, fall.

Item# 982M
$3.95 Packet (20 seeds)
$14.90 100 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

$3.25
$15.30

REGATTA MIX
(8 in/20 cm) Trailing Lobelia.
This multi-pelleted lobelia
flowers early, even at compact
growth of the plant in a great
mix of colours. Plants spread
12 in/30 cm.

Item# P1041D
Item# P1040M
$3.75 Packet (25 pellets) $5.65 Packet (50 pellets) $2.75
$8.95 100 pellets
$19.25 1,000 pellets
$19.34

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

HYBRID IMPATIENS
A

B

C

Impatiens: To avoid Downey Mildew that is common in North America,
plant New Guinea types or ImaraTM XDR Mix. Need to start indoors,
moderately difficult to grow but with a little tlc you can enjoy satisfying results.
Detailed instructions on every packet or on our website: www.StokeSeeds.com

D

ACCENTTM PREMIUM SERIES
Improved with large, high quality blooms. Strong weather
tolerant garden vigor, plus more uniform flowering between
colours and a better base branching plant.
A) 1852 Premium Mix
B) 1852M Premium Pastel Mix
C) 1852J Premium Violet
F) 1852K Violet Star

BEACONTM
SELECT MIX

XTREMETM MIX

(10-12 in/25-30 cm) An
Impatiens W alleriana with a
high genetic resistance to downy
D) 1852B Deep Orange mildew without the use of
E) 1852G Rose
chemicals. Brings season-long,
G) 1852F Red
fast filling colour back to gardens.
H) 1852L White
Item# 1853D
$5.20 500 seeds
$10.15 1,000 seeds

50 seeds
250 seeds

(8–10 in/20-25 cm) Large
2.5 in/6 cm blooms in a blend
of 10 colours on mounded
plants. Produce quality
blooms fast.

Item# 1032M
$5.35 50 seeds
$10.40 250 seeds

$7.15
$24.34

NEW GUINEA TYPES

SUPER ELFIN®
MIX XP
Uniform, dwarf, free flowering
8-10 in/20-25 cm plants. All
colours have been continually
updated and improved for
earliness, plant uniformity
and flower size.
Item# 1015
50 seeds
250 seeds

IMARATM XDR MIX

DIVINETM MIX

DIVINETM MYSTIC MIX

Introducing the first Impatiens
walleriana with a high degree of
resistance to Downy Mildew.
This shade bedding plant
mix has proven landscape
performance flowering all
season - May to September.
Formula blend of six colours.

(10-14 in/25-36 cm) The
best quality seed propagated
New Guinea Impatiens on
the market. High tolerance
to Downy Mildew. Flowers
perform well in beds and
containers in shady conditions.

Plants average 10-14 in/2535 cm and spread 12-14 in/
30-35 cm. Full plants, large
flowers that perform well in
beds and containers. Highly
tolerant to Downy Mildew.
Blend of lavender, white,
violet.

Item# 1857
$5.75 50 seeds
$11.20 250 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 1855M
$5.95 100 seeds
$11.60 1,000 seeds

Item# 1855Z
$16.80 100 seeds
$85.85 1,000 seeds

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$16.80
$85.85
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MORNING GLORY
Matthiola: Easy to grow with outdoor sowing. Morning Glory: Easy to grow outdoors, blooms in semi shade or sun.
Hollyhock: Slow to germinate, loves the sun. Lavatera: Sow outdoors after soaking seed.

MIMOSA

MATTHIOLA

MORNING GLORY

MIMOSA PUDICA

BICORNIS

MOONFLOWER

HEAVENLY BLUE

(12 in/30 cm) Fern-like leaves
fold up quickly when touched
and re-open 15 min. later. An
interesting novelty to amuse
both adults and children alike.

(18 in/46 cm) Evening Scented
Stock. Lilac/purple blooms
provide an intense fragrance
all night long. Plant in
window boxes or below
windows and benefit
from this attractive scent.

Huge fragrant white flowers
on a night flowering vine.
Thrives in regular soil, blooms
all summer, in semi shade or
direct sun. Can grow 1015 ft tall.

(12 ft/4 m) Ipomoea. Thrives
in regular soil, blooms sky
blue flowers all summer, in
semi shade or direct sun.
Support with a trellis or fence.
These flowers will attract bees,
butterflies and hummingbirds.

Kids Favorite!
Item# 1006
Packet (25 seeds)
1,000 seeds

Item# 1114
$2.50 Packet (350 seeds)
$9.75 1/4 oz/7 g

Item# 1118
$2.25 Packet (25 seeds)
$6.35 oz/28 g

Item# 1115
$2.50 Packet (70 seeds)
$7.00 oz/28 g

$2.50
$7.00

HOLLYHOCK

LAVATERA

LAVENDER

SPRING CELEBRITIES
FORMULA MIX

NOVELLA ROSE

AVIGNON
EARLY BLUE

BANDERA
DEEP ROSE

(10-12 in/25-30 cm) Tight,
well-branched and strong
stemmed plants produce
deeper blue flowers earlier
than other English Lavenders.
Grow as an annual in the
early cool season.

(7-9 in/18-23 cm) Blooms
first year. Tender perennial.
Compact to medium plants
offer up superior branching
and uniformity with lovely rose
flowers that cover a mounded
habit. Highly scented.

(30 in/75 cm) This naturally
dwarf Hollyhock flowers
14-16 weeks from sowing.
Plants have an excellent basal
branching habit.

(4 in/10 cm) Dwarf. Early
flowering flower with bright
rose blooms on compact
plants, ideal for pot and patio.

Item# 988D
Item# 987N
Packet (15 seeds)
$6.25 Packet (15 seeds)
250 seeds
$101.00 250 seeds
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Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 165F
Item# 165M
$2.95 Packet (100 seeds) $11.65 Packet (100 seeds) $25.40
$21.85 1,000 seeds
$50.09 1,000 seeds
$109.44

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

MARIGOLDS
Marigolds: Requires indoor sowing for July blooms but can be sown directly into soil in spring once soil is warm. They germinate so easily
outside and sprout within days in warm weather.. Tall marigolds will stretch under lights so plant a bit later than the others. We recommend
Crackerjack as a good companion plant for vegetable gardens. For additional cultural information and variety details, please visit our website:
www.StokeSeeds.com.

ANTIGUATM MIX

FIREBALL

BONANZATM MIX

MARVEL II GOLD

African. (10 in/25 cm)
Compact and bushy plants
with double 3 in/6 cm blooms.
Formula blend of Antigua
colours.

(10-12 in/25-30 cm) Dwarf
French. Enjoy multi-colour
blooms on the same plant! In
spring flowers age and change
colour slowly for maximum
contrast. In warmer conditions
colours change faster with less
contrast.

(10 in/20 cm) Dwarf Double
Carnation Flowered French.
A large flowered colour mix
with 2 in/5 cm blooms.
The bushy plants are early
flowering and provide
good hot summer garden
performance.

African Marigold. (16-18 in/
41-46 cm) Uniformity under
short and long days offers
improved branching, earliness,
flower size and brighter
colours.

Item# D1064
Packet (25 seeds)
100 seeds

Item# D1060Z
$3.15 Packet (25 seeds)
$9.95 1,000 seeds

Item# D1019F
$2.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$27.67 1,000 seeds

PROUD MARI
ORANGE

PROUD MARI
YELLOW

(10-12 in/25-30 cm) Large fully
double flower heads provide
excellent performance. Colours
have the same bloom time and
plant heights. Extra thick flower
stems provide good support for
the larger flower heads.

(10-12 in/25-30 cm) Large fully
double flower heads provide
excellent performance. Colours
have the same bloom time and
plant heights. Extra thick flower
stems provide good support for
the larger flower heads.

Item# D1067A
Packet (25 seeds)
100 seeds

Item# D1067B
$3.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$10.55 100 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# D1077X
$2.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$13.18 100 seeds

CRACKERJACK
(35 in/90 cm) Tall/Super
African. Extra-large fully
double blooms in a yellow,
orange and gold colour range.
Easy to grow, with showy
blooms all summer.

Item# 1055
$3.75 Packet (75 seeds)
$10.55 1/4 oz/7 g

$3.75
$9.95

JANIE
BRIGHT YELLOW
French. The Janie Series is a bit
more dwarfed, averaging
8 in/20 cm high at maturity - all
the colours are the same height
which makes this series a good
choice for pots or containers.

Item# D1091B
$2.25 25 seeds
$3.60 1,000 seeds

Find Hundreds More Options at www.StokeSeeds.com

$2.50
$15.52
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NASTURTIUM - PORTULACA
Nasturtium: Easy to grow. Sow outdoors in warm ground – flowers edible! Nicotiana: Can sow outdoors, slow to germinate,
need light to germinate so do not cover. Portulaca: Sow outdoors in late May/June and will flower in a month but it likes the heat and sun.
For additional cultural information and variety details, please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

OSTEOSPERMUM

NASTURTIUM

WHIRLYBIRD MIX

JEWEL MIX

ALASKA MIX

(12 in/30 cm) Flowers sit
open-faced, right on the top
of the stem in cherry, gold,
orange, scarlet and cream.
Excellent for hanging baskets,
rock gardens, flower beds and
containers.

(12 in/30 cm) A rainbow of
brilliant yellow, red, orange,
pink, chamois, rose and some
bi-coloured double blooms.
Excellent for hanging baskets,
rock gardens, flower beds and
containers.

(12 in/30 cm) Unusual
creamy-white and green foliage
plus all the popular colours.
Bi-coloured foliage is great
for rock gardens or hanging
baskets.

Item# 1124
Packet (25 seeds)
oz/28 g

Item# 1128A
$2.95 Packet (25 seeds)
$23.15 oz/28 g

Item# 1130
$2.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$6.85 oz/28 g

NICOTIANA

AKILA® SUNSET
SHADES
(10-14 in/ 25-36 cm) Flowers
in shades of yellow, orange,
salmon and apricot. Compact
plants branch without
pinching. No vernalization is
needed. Mature plants have
good drought tolerance.

Item# 1802F
$2.75 20 seeds
$16.00 100 seeds

$17.50
$60.80

PORTULACA

PERFUMETM MIX

SARATOGATM MIX

HAPPY TRAILSTM MIX HAPPY HOURTM MIX

(16 in/41 cm) Flowering
Tobacco. Highly scented starshaped mixed coloured 2 in/
5 cm blooms on free-flowering
plants. This heat loving plant
grows well in planters and as a
border plant.

(10-12 in/25-30 cm) Flowering
Tobacco. Eye catching 1-2 in/
2.5-5 cm blooms in eight
colours. An early bloomer
thrives in heat and humidity.
Nice for planters and as a
border plant.

(9 in/23 cm) Spreads, cascades
or trails, 14-18in/36-46 cm
from hanging baskets, containers
or in landscape plantings.
Unique cascading plant habit is
superior to other trailing types.
Multi-pelleted seed.

Item# 1142B
Packet (50 seeds)
1,000 seeds
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Item# P1196
Item# P1243M
$2.60 Packet (50 pellets) $2.75 100 pellets
$31.88 1,000 pellets
$37.95 500 pellets

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

(8-10 cm/20-25 cm) Large
semi-double blooms in a mix
of banana, coconut, deep red,
fuchsia, lemon, orange, rosita,
and scarlet. Great for hot, dry,
full-sun conditions. Multipelleted seed.

Item# P1242M
$9.30 100 pellets
$30.90 500 pellets

$9.30
$30.90

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

PANSIES & VIOLAS
Pansies: like the cooler weather as they will burn up in the hot summer and then return in the fall. Great fall container flower.
Check out our website for literally hundreds of different pansies and viola varieties. Detailed growing instructions on every packet.
For additional cultural information and variety details, please visit our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

PANSY

FRIZZLE SIZZLE MIX

MAMMOTHTM MIX

(6-8 in/15-20 cm) Ruffled
pansy. Large 3 in/7 cm single
ruffled blotched blooms in
six colours, on well-branched
uniform plants. Excellent for
pots or massed beds.

(6-8 in/15-20 cm) The most
uniform, extra-large pansy on
the market. Mounding plants
are compact, yet vigorous. The
large, flat flowers with firm
petals stand up to rain and
irrigation. Heat tolerant.

Item# 1989
Packet (20 seeds)
500 seeds

Item# 1735
$3.50 Packet (20 seeds)
$35.00 250 seeds

MAMMOTHTM
SANGRIA PUNCH

DELTATM
PREMIUM MIX

(6-8 in/15-20 cm) Large, flat
flowers in shades of scarlet/
yellow and picotee/wine blotch
have firm petals that stand up
to rain and irrigation.

Large 3 in/7cm blooms on 46 in/10-15 cm plants. Uniform
plants are extremely heat
tolerant. This pansy has short,
sturdy stems and holds blooms
upright for maximum appeal.

Item# 1735J
$3.50 Packet (20 seeds)
$19.00 250 seeds

Item# 1744
$3.50 Packet (20 seeds)
$19.00 250 seeds

$3.50
$18.75

VIOLA

COLORMAX MIX

SORBET® XP MIX

(4 in/10 cm) F1 hybrid. ColorMax is a giant-flowered viola
that is heat tolerant and fills pots easily. It is a superb autumn
performer and a great choice to start the season. Extremely
versatile - perfect for pots, packs, baskets and mixed containers.
Primed seed.

(6-8 in/15-20 cm) This earlyblooming viola has a mounded
plant habit. A prolific bloomer
that boasts a wide range of
colours. Withstands heat and
cold, it’s known as a standout
Visit www.StokeSeeds.com to buy any of the performer in spring and fall
10 separate colors in the ColorMax series! seasons.

Item# 1990
Packet (20 seeds)
250 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Item# 1987Z
$2.95 Packet (20 seeds)
$27.30 500 seeds

PENNYTM
ALL-SEASONS MIX
(4-6 in/10-15 cm) This viola
has a unique mounded plant
habit suitable for a wide range
of containers. It tolerates more
heat and stretches less than
other violas.

Item# 1742
$2.95 Packet (20 seeds)
$26.80 500 seeds

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$2.95
$24.85
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GRANDIFLORA, MILLIFLORA
Not the easiest thing to grow indoors but if you have never grown them, try a packet or two to start. Every packet has detailed growing
instructions or check out our website before you order at www.StokeSeeds.com

A

C

D

E

EASY WAVE® SERIES
Multiflora Trailing Petunia. 6-12 in/15-30 cm upright plants that spread 2.5 ft/77 cm. Easy Wave
offers an exceptional colour variety, plus the showstopping trio of Velour colours. Great solo or
mixed in baskets, containers and small space gardens. Pelleted Seed.
A) P1202D White
D) P1202P Plum Vein
G) P1202T Burgundy Velour
J) P1202Z Formula Mix

B) P1202F Blue
E) P1202K Rosy Dawn
H) P1202R Neon Rose
K) P1202Y Plum Pudding

C) P1202J Berry Velour
F) P1202V Red Velour
I) P1202N Burgundy Star
L) P1202X Great Lakes Mix

Larger Seed Quantities and More Colors Available Online!
20 pellets
100 pellets

A

B

C

DOUBLE
GLORIOUS MIX

(10-15 in/25-28 cm)
Grandiflora Double. Bright
mix of solids and bicolours,
including red, white, salmon,
C) P1212M Purple Tie Dye rose pink, burgundy and
F) P1212E Rose
purple. For bedding plants
or containers.

20 pellets
100 pellets
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$10.85
$34.60

D

Milliflora Spreading Petunia. The Shock Waves are the earliest to flower of all the spreading
types. Masses of small 1.5 in/4 cm flowers on lush plants that reach a garden height of 7-10
in/17-25 cm, spreading 3 ft/90 cm. Blooms recover from rain faster than any other petunia.
Great for hanging baskets or containers. Pelleted Seed.
B) P1212C Pink Vein
E) P1212H Coral Crush
H) P1212Y Spark Mix

(5-8 in/12.5-20 cm)
Multiflora. A low, spreading,
vigorous habit with a large
number of indigo blooms.
Flowers have a hyacinth like
scent with hints of rose and
honey. AAS Winner.

Item# P1172Z
$12.05 20 pellets
$38.40 100 pellets

SHOCK WAVE® SERIES

A) P1212F Denim
D) P1212J Red
G) P1212K Deep Purple

EVENING
SCENTSATIONTM

We're Here to Help, Call us!: 1-800-396-9238

Item# P1162
$12.05 Packet (50 pellets) $4.95
$38.40 500 pellets
$21.50

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

& MULTIFLORA PETUNIAS
There are many different types of Petunias. Gradiflora, Multiflora, Milliflora, Potting Petunias and Spreading Petunias.
To see our total selection of more than two hundred varieties visit our website www.StokeSeeds.com

F
A

B

C

D

G

E

DREAMSTM SERIES
Grandiflora Petunia. Early 4 in/10 cm blooms on this early flowering type. An excellent variety for pots
and hanging baskets. Pelleted Seed.
A) P1169A Red
E) P1169K Burgundy
I) P1177D Sky Blue
M) P1169Q Waterfall Mix

B) P1169B White
F) P1169L Appleblossom
J) P1177C Red Picotee
N) P1169E Pink

C) P1169C Midnight Blue
G) P1177B Rose Picotee
K) P1177E Rose Morn
O) P1169P Patriot Mix

D) P1169F Neon Rose
H) P1177A Burgundy Picotee
L) P1169 Dreams Mix

Packet (100 pellets)
500 pellets

A

B

C

$2.95
$9.00

D

FOTOFINISHTM SERIES
(10-14 in/25-36 cm) Extremely uniform, extra-early spreading series with perfectly matched plant habit and flower timing.
Mounded and branching habit is ideal for high density growing.
A) P1910A Blue
E) P1910E Rose Morn
I) P1910 Mix

B) P1910B Burgundy
F) P1910F Rose Star

C) P1910C Pink
G) P1910G Salmon

D) P1910D Red
H) P1910H White

20 pellets
100 pellets

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$9.15
$25.50
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RUDBECKIA & SALVIA

Rudbeckia: A hardy annual. Many varieties will re-seed themselves. Sow indoors in March for summer blooms or outside in June for
following spring. Sanvitalia: A dependable dwarf annual which loves full sun or some shade, is heat tolerant and requires well drained sandy
soil. Sow indoors Feb. 15th to Apr. 1st or directly outdoors May 15th. Salvia: Needs light to germinate. You can sow outdoors late May.
Statice: If you sow outdoors it needs very warm soil (June)

RUDBECKIA

SANVITALIA

DENVER DAISY

CHEROKEE SUNSET

INDIAN SUMMER

MILLION SUNS

(18 in-46 cm) Semi-Dwarf
Rudbeckia. Masses of yellow
flowers with dark centers
cover from late spring until
first frost. Strong flower stems
ensure stability in adverse
weather.

(16 in/41 cm) Stunning
double flowered mix in shades
of yellow, orange, bronze and
brown. Sturdy stems hold
blooms all summer long.

(3 ft/90 cm) Tall Rudbeckia.
Sturdy wind tolerant plants
produce huge 6-9 in/15-23 cm
single and semi-double golden
yellow blooms.

Masses of attractive golden
yellow flowers sit above deep
green foliage. An easy to grow
variety that does not require
pinching.

Item# 1258J
Packet (50 seeds)
250 seeds

Item# 1258F
$3.50 Packet (50 seeds)
$17.80 500 seeds

Item# 1256
$3.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$22.90 250 seeds

Item# 1281B
$2.50 Packet (20 seeds)
$11.95 250 seeds

$3.75
$28.30

STATICE

SALVIA

EVOLUTION® VIOLET

VICTORIA

MOJAVETM RED

(18 in/46 cm) Long dense,
deep violet flower spikes, a
sharp attractive contrast to the
deep green foliage. Plants are
frost and heat tolerant. Great
for containers, backgrounds
and mass plantings.
AAS Winner.

(16 in/40 cm) Deep violet blue
slim spikes, bushy medium
green plant. Never goes out
of flower! Hardy annual for
massed beds or cutting.

True red flowers on deep green (30 in/76 cm) This is an elite
broad leaf foliage compact
blend of white, shades of pink
12 in/35 cm plants. New
mauve, lavender and purple.
spikes cover the old, giving an
intense and prolonged display.

Item# 1291A
Packet (25 seeds)
500 seeds
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Item# 1283
$2.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$9.65 500 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 1291B
$2.75 Packet (50 seeds)
$8.50 500 seeds

PASTEL SHADESTM

Item# 1329
$3.50 Packet (50 seeds)
$12.85 500 seeds

$3.25
$19.85

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

SNAPDRAGONS
Snapdragons: Sow outdoors in sunny warm location. Tall varieties make great cut flowers. Stocks: Slow to flower so suggest
sowing indoors. Outdoor sowing after April 1 may not flower before frost. Sweet Peas: We recommend you start indoors mid-March,
prefers cooler growing conditions once germinated, but can also be sown outdoors in early spring.

TWINNYTM MIX

ROCKET BLEND

(12 in/30 cm) Exceptional
garden performance. Fragrant
semi-double azalea flowered
dwarf snap is tolerant to hot
or wet weather conditions.
Colours include violet, yellow,
bronze, peach and white.

(36 in/90 cm) Long, strong
spikes of beautifully coloured
blooms. This summer
flowering snap should
be staked in windy areas.
Beautiful cut flower or
bedding plant use.

Item# 449
Packet (50 seeds)
500 seeds

Item# 428
$2.95 Packet (50 seeds)
$19.15 500 seeds

CANDY
SHOWERS MIX

POTOMAC®
PINK

CANDY T0PS
SERIES

(39-60 in/99-152 cm) Plants
produce tall, strong stems and
long spikes with vivid color
and good flower quality. Best
production during periods of
high light, long days and warm
temperatures. Excellent cut flower

(8 in/20 cm) Strong stems with
an abundance of blooms on
dwarf plants provide constant
colour and fragrance. Works in
mixed containers.

Item# 442C
$2.50 Packet (50 seeds)
$6.25 250 seeds

$3.50 Packet (50 pellets) $2.50
$13.40
$11.65 500 pellets

STOCKS

SWEET PEAS

VINTAGE MIX

MAMMOTH MIX

HEIRLOOM MIX

(60 in/150 cm) An early
blooming climber with extralarge flowers for early spring
colour. Colours include salmon
pink, lavender, blue, deep rose,
scarlet and crimson.
Heat tolerant.

The perfect choice for oldfashioned and fragrant gardens.
This mix is composed of
heirloom varieties that are still
popular today in colours of
lavender, pink, purple, red,
salmon and white.

(15-20 in/38-51 cm) Excellent
(8 in/20 cm) First ever dwarf, base branching compact plants
trailing snapdragon from seed. are free flowering with 60%
Ideal for hanging baskets and double fragrant spikes.
mixed containers with pansies. Mix of vintage copper,
lavender, lilac, rose and white.
Strong stems hold up well in
the garden. Pelleted Seed.

Item# 1618
Item# 1337
Item# P461
Packet (80 seeds)
Packet
(100
seeds)
$2.60
Packet (25 pellets) $5.05
$12.50 oz/28 g
250 pellets
$70.45 1/4 oz/7 g

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

P462A Orange P462B Red
P462D White P462C Rose
P462E Yellow P462 Mix

Item# 1620
$2.60 Packet (80 seeds)
$15.70 oz/28 g

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

$3.50
$10.45
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VERBENA & VINCA
Verbena: They germinate irregularly so don’t panic. Sow outside mid-May. Vinca: Looks like a Impatiens but loves the sun.
Needs to be started in door by March. Follow packet directions carefully. Thunbergia and Tithonia: Should be sown indoors in March.
Strawberries: Sow indoors by January for May harvest or outdoors March/April for September harvest.

VERBENA

VINCA

TUSCANY® TWISTERTM TUSCANY® MIX
PURPLE SHADES
(10 in/25 cm) Naturally

PACIFICA XP MIX

CORA® XDR MIX

(12 in/30 cm) An early
flowering, heat loving, extralarge 2 in/5 cm blooming
vigorous vinca. Beautiful
upright and uniform base
branching plants. Superb top
selling colour mix.

(14-16 in/36-41 cm) F1 hybrid.
Large showy flowers in a wide
range of solid and bicolour
patterns all season long. Easier
to grow, improved branching,
uniformity and free flowering
than original Cora series.

F1 hybrid. Unique breeding
breakthrough provides an extra
early flowering window of
18-24 days after plants have
produced 4 to 6 leaves - long
daylength or extra light
triggers flowering.
Item# 1366N
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds

compact, well-branched
plants covered in flowers in a
formula blend of eye-catching
colours. Plants love the hot dry
weather. For pots, container
gardening and cutting.

Item# 1366
$3.95 Packet (25 seeds)
$23.00 500 seeds

Item# 1400M
$3.95 Packet (50 seeds)
$23.00 500 seeds

STRAWBERRY

Item# 1845
$2.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$12.10 100 seeds

THUNBERGIA

TITHONIA

$4.55
$14.15

MILAN

TOSCANA

ALATA SUZIETM MIX

GOLDFINGER

120 days. Everbearing
Strawberry. Perennial. Vigorous
strong rooted plant for outdoor
production. Yield is 25% higher
than current hybrids. Berries
have a high sugar content of
9.6-10.6. Excellent shelf life.

120 days. Everbearing
Strawberry. Perennial. Very
dark rose blooms. Conical,
medium size fruit are produced
all summer long. High soluble
sugar rate (brix) of 10%

(72-96 in/183-244 cm)
Contains three basic colours
- orange, white and yellow in
plain and bicolour (with black
eye) forms. Full sun. Excellent
for hanging baskets or
window boxes.

(30 in/76 cm) Huge
3.5 in/9 cm burnt orange
single blooms. Great for
hedges, tall borders or
as a cut flower.

Item# 395E
Packet (15 seeds)
100 seeds
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Item# 395G
$8.00 Packet (15 seeds)
$44.70 100 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

Item# 1350B
$8.75 Packet (30 seeds)
$44.70 1/8 oz/3.5 g

Item# 1342
$3.25 Packet (25 seeds)
$18.40 1,000 seeds

$2.25
$8.88

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

ZINNIAS
Zinnia: Come in every shape and size imaginable. From pompoms to starfish to
daisy like. Visit our website to see more than thirty interesting colors and shapes.
Easy to grow once soil is warm.

MAGELLANTM MIX

STATE FAIR MIX

BENARY’S GIANT MIX

(12-14 in/30-35 cm) F1
hybrid. Large, fully double
blooms in a mix of colours on
upright plants. For garden or
mixed containers, full sun.

(2.5 ft/77 cm) One of the
best giant flowered Zinnias
for the bedding plant trade.
This tetraploid strain produces
huskier plants and shows
a tolerance to mildew and
alternaria.

(40-50 in/102-127 cm) This magnificent mix is a formula blend
of 12 colours. Long thick sturdy stems support the extra large,
fully double 4-5 in/10-13 cm blooms. Use for cut flowers or
backgrounds.

Item# 1485
Packet (80 seeds)
1/4 oz/7 g

Item# 1462
$5.95 Packet (80 seeds)
$33.05 1/4 oz/7 g

ZAHARA® MIX

Item# 1455
$2.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$5.40 100 seeds

SUNSHINE MIX

Formula blend. Early flowering
(12-18 in/30-46 cm) Heat
dahlia flowered, powdery
tolerant plants attract bees
and butterflies and are good in mildew tolerant hybrid.
the landscape and containers. Colours do not fade in intense
sunlight, blooms average
Single mix of series coloured
4 in/10 cm across and are
blooms on disease tolerant
fully double.
mounded plants that spread
12-18 in/30-46 cm
Item# 1456
Packet (15 seeds)
250 seeds

Item# 1436M
$3.75 Packet (15 seeds)
$12.35 100 seeds

		
Quality Seed Since 1881

Separate colors of this mix
available at www.StokeSeeds.com
$2.95
$7.20

SUCCULENTS

WILDFLOWER

HIPPIE CHICKS

BEE FEED
WILDFLOWER MIX

Attractive structural plant for
rock gardens, mixed containers
and green roofs. Mixture in a
variety of colours. Succulent
leaf rosettes, non branching
flower spikes.

Item# 1303A
$3.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$15.45 1,000 seeds

A mix of annual and perennial
flowers that provide nectar
and pollen for honeybees and
other pollinators all season
long. Spring, summer and fall
blooming varieties in a wide
range of colours.

Item# 1396C
$3.25 Pkt (1,000 seeds)
$49.62 1/4 oz/7 g

$2.95
$15.35

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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PERENNIAL
For plant Hardiness zones for perennials see the USDA plant hardiness zone map on page 50 or see index page 8.

FOXGLOVE

ECHINACEA

DELPHINIUM

CAMELOTTM MIX

CHEYENNE SPIRIT

JENNY'S PEARL BLUE

florets display speckled throats
on strong stems in a mix of
cream, lavender, rose and
white. For the garden, cut
flower or large containers.

mix of blooms in purple, red,
orange, yellow, cream, white
and scarlet of strong stems.
Sow outdoors in May to fall
blooming. Drought tolerant.
AAS Winner.

POWWOW®
(3.5 ft/1 m) Biennial. Tubular (18-30 in/45-76 cm) Stunning WILD BERRY

Item# P1540
Item# 903C
Packet (20 pellets) $3.50 Packet (10 seeds)
100 pellets
$16.15 100 seeds

(20-25 in/50-63) Beautiful
(16 in/41 cm) This coneflower branched sprays of 1.5 in/
3.8 cm blue flowers for use in
has large 3-4 in/7.5-10 cm
flowers that are a unique deep pots, bedding or as a cut flower.
rose-purple colour with dark
rose centers bloom continually
without deadheading.
AAS Winner.

Item# 903W
$6.95 Packet (10 seeds)
$59.25 100 seeds

Item# 855A
$5.95 Packet (25 seeds)
$32.50 100 seeds

MONARDA

RUDBECKIA

HOLLYHOCK

LUPINS

PANORAMA MIX

GOLDSTRUM

GALLERY® MIX

(30 in/76 cm) Bee Balm.
Fragrant scarlet, red, pink,
and salmon flowers have mint
smell and attract humming
birds, bees and butterflies.
Blooms July/Aug.

(28 in/71 cm) Golden, single
blooms with dark disks.
Blooms Aug. - Sept.,
Zone 4. Primed seed.

CHATERS DOUBLE
TRIUMPH MIX

Item# 914
Packet (25 seeds)
250 seeds
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Item# 1302
$2.75 Packet (25 seeds)
$13.10 250 seeds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

(7 ft/2.1 m) Biennial. Fully
double blooms in rose,
salmon, red, buff, yellow,
maroon, white and scarlet.

Item# 990
$3.95 Packet (35 seeds)
$34.85 1/4 oz/7 g

$15.60
$50.30

(11 in/28 cm) Best dwarf
strain of Lupins for gallon or
quart containers, perennials or
wind tolerant commercial cut
flowers. Full 6 in/15 cm
flower spikes. Five beautiful
colours.

Item# 1047
$2.50 Packet (40 seeds)
$6.35 500 seeds

$4.95
$54.85

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

FAVORITES
All of our packets have detailed growing instructions, or please visit
our website: www.StokeSeeds.com.

CHRYSANTHEMUM

ROBINSON'S GIANT
SINGLE MIX
(30 in/76 cm) Single, daisy
flower with strong stems.
Bright green, fern like foliage.
Nice contrasting yellow-eyed
center with crimson red, white
and pink shades.
Item# 1260
Packet (250 seeds)
1/16 oz.

Larger Seed Quantities
Available Online!

GALLARDIA

SNOW LADY

ARIZONA SUN

MESATM PEACH

(10 in/25 cm) The first
F1 Hybrid dwarf Shasta daisy.
For 5 in/10 cm pots.
Blooms the first year. Pure
white flowers with yellow
centers. AAS Winner.

(12 in/30 cm) An abundance
of 4 in/10 cm bright yellow
and red flowers. An early
blooming first year perennial
ideal for mixed containers
or perennial borders.
AAS Winner.

First year flowering bicolour
peach and red perennial, on
upright, well-branched
16 in/41 cm plants that
perform well in landscapes
and mixed containers.

Item# 846
$2.50 Packet (25 seeds)
$4.90 250 seeds

Item# 922F
$3.95 Packet (25 seeds)
$21.65 100 seeds

Item# 922P
$3.25 Packet (25 seeds)
$11.50 250 seeds

$4.95
$41.40

PEROVSKIA

SWEET WILLIAM

ORNAMENTAL GRASS

BLUE STEEL

SWEETTM MIX

FUZZY

PONY TAILS

Upright 18-36 in/46-90 cm
aromatic silver foliage produces
a mass of small lavender-blue
flowers on strong silver stems.
Heat tolerant. Blooms first year.

(18-36 in/46-76 cm) First
year blooming, tender wind
tolerant, single flowered
perennial. Produces high
yields of strong, upright stems.
Fragrant cut flower.

Pennisetum (24 in/61 cm)
Upright narrow 4-6 in/1012 cm dense pink/purple
feathery heads atop fine
green leaves.

(16 -24 in/41-61 cm) Excellent
for 4 in/10 cm pots, gallon
containers for patios or
ornamental backgrounds for
annuals in parks. Plants grow
to 3 ft/1 m in second year.

Item# 1275E
Packet (10 seeds)
100 seeds

Item# P1822
Item# 1702B
$4.95 Packet (30 pellets) $4.95 Packet (25 seeds)
$15.45 250 seeds
$42.55 100 pellets
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Item# P1717
$3.50 Packet (10 pellets) $5.95
$18.30 100 pellets
$25.05

Find Hundreds More Options at www.StokeSeeds.com
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SC STOKES SPECIAL
COLLECTIONS

A CUTTING GARDEN

BUTTERFLY GARDEN

HERBAL TEAS

Bring summer indoors by arranging
bouquets of fresh cut flowers from
your very own cutting garden. Plant
this collection of Aster, Cosmos,
Silene, Calendula, Carnation and
snip away guilt free.

Entice graceful butterflies to your
special flower garden. These delicate
winged creatures will visit your
colorful garden for the sweet nectar
in this collection of Aster, Godetia,
Butterfly weed, Centaurea and
Cosmos.

For centuries herbal teas have helped
alleviate many medical conditions.
This easy to grow collection of
Stevia, Chamomile, Spearmint
and Cinnamon Basil will have you
clipping fresh herbs all summer long.
Brewing instructions included.

SC107

SC104

SC119

$12.95 ea.

$11.95 ea.

$13.75 ea.

POLLINATOR PARADISE

SPLENDOR IN THE SHADE

MAJESTIC SUNFLOWERS

Helping the environment is all the
buzz! This collection of Cosmos,
Zinnia, Sanvitalia, Stocks and Salvia
attract non-aggressive pollinating bees
which live on the sweet nectar found
in these beautiful flower varieties.

Add color to your garden with this
collection of shade loving flowers.
Lobelia, Coleus, Alyssum and Pansy
will brighten shady areas with splashes
of color until frost.

This show-stopping collection
highlights the hottest garden flower
going. A collection of four sunflower
varieties that range in height from 10
in/25 cm to 12 ft/3.5 m. Also enjoy
indoors as a cut flower.

SC125

SC101

SC111
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$14.25 ea.

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

$10.95 ea.

$11.95 ea.

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

THE QUICK AND EASY WAY TO BUILD
BEAUTIFUL THEMED GARDENS!
Whether you would like to grow show-stopping varieties, create focal points, or attract pollinators to the garden, we have a collection
for you. Plant a hand-selected Special Collection today! Save up to 20% when buying Special Collections, rather than individual
variety packets.

NATURAL FABRIC DYE
Throughout history, flowers,
vegetables and spices were used to
dye fabrics, and we can still use them
today. It’s exciting to see what rich
colors you can simply get with what’s
growing right in your own backyard.
This collection of Carrot, Beets,
Lavender, Spinach and Marigolds will
produce beautiful rich colors.
SC127

$12.75 ea.

NON-EDIBLE
ORNAMENTALS

FRESH SMOOTHIES
AND JUICES

An ornamental plant is grown for
decoration, rather than food and
provides us with visual delight.
This collection includes Flowering
Cabbage, Ornamental Oregano,
Ornamental Mint and
Ornamental Corn.

Replenish vitamins and increase
your nutritional intake with fresh
ingredients. Blend some water with
2 cups each Kale and Swiss Chard
and then add half a cucumber and a
couple beets till smooth. Add your
favorite protein powder and reap in
the impactful health benefits.

SC128

SC124

$15.75 ea.

$11.75 ea.

SIZZLING SALSA

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES

FRAGRANT GARDEN

Finally - salsa the way you like it!
Become the expert as you mix and
match Spanish Onion, Hot Peppers,
Tomato and Cilantro. Hot or mild,
raw or cooked, the choice is yours.

Place this assortment of decorative
grasses into new or existing
landscapes. Collection includes;
Spiky Blue/ Corynephorus (8 in/
20 cm), Pony Tails/Stips Tenussama
(16 in/41 cm), Red Rooster/Carex
Sedge (24 in/2 ft) and Fuzzy/
Pennisetum (24 in/2 ft).

Let your sense of smell stimulate your
imagination and emotions with this
collection of Lavender, Sweet Peas,
Cynoglossum, Lemon Balm and
Matthiola (Evening Scented Stock).
Grow a garden that will not only
please the eye, but delight the nose.

SC121

SC117

SC102

$11.25 ea.
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$19.75 ea.

$11.95 ea.

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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ACCESSORIES
MINI-GREENHOUSE

JIFFY SEED STARTING
GREENHOUSE

22x11 in/56x28 cm (LxW)
Includes sample pack of
Superthrive Plant Vitamin
Concentrate!

Includes Heat
Accelerator!

This seed starting tray includes
50 pellets, resin tray and a
clear greenhouse dome. Jiffy
pellets are made up of sterile
sphagnum peat with balanced
fertilizer added. The pellets
expand from its compressed
size making it really easy to
transplant directly in the soil.
J1642

$14.95 ea.

Set includes:
» 72 Cells (1.5 in/4 cm)
» Individual seed or cutting
compartments
» Waterproof tray
» Clear Humidity Hood

$14.95 ea.

18 POT
TRANSPLANT KIT

Kit includes: 110 volt heat
accelerator pad, deluxe
thermal insulated enclosure,
72x 1.5 in/3.8 cm cell
paks, reusable carrying tray,
professional humidity dome,
instructions and tips.

Kit includes 18x 3.5 in/
9 cm grower pots, reusable
carrying tray, growing tips
and instructions. Tray is
ideal for transplanting plants
from the second to final
stage of plant growth.

K722

M1405

$49.99 ea.

T9014

C2081 50 pellets
$6.95
C2082 100 pellets $13.45
C2083 250 pellets $26.95
Z1807 & Z1808 ►
▼G1802 & G1803

Made from 100% biodegradable
coir fibre, promote better
drainage and a stronger root
system. Included are 10 x
Wonder Soil® instant potting
mix wafers that magically
expand to fill each of the 10
pots when water is added.
M730 10 pack

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

$9.99 ea.

PRODUCTS

The Jiffy-7 peat pellet made
up of sterile spaghnum
peat with balanced fertilizer
added. Pellet expands to seven
times its original compressed
size. Lukewarm water causes
the pellet to expand faster.

$11.95 ea.

PLANTABLE
COIR POTS

$12.95 ea.

®

Comes complete with 100%
peat-free renewable coconut
coir pellets, a 72 cell pack,
reusable carrying tray and
professional greenhouse
dome. Growing instructions
included.
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A050

DELUXE GROWER
SEED STARTER KIT

PREMIUM 72 CELL
GREENHOUSE KIT

3 in/7.5 cm (Dia)

Inside-the-home greenhouse
with leakproof, flat,
professional rooting trays
and clear humidity roof.
Designed by horticulturalists
for rooting cuttings and
geranium seeds.

PLANTABLE
COCONUT FIBRE &
BIODEGRADABLE
SEED STARTERS
Plant containers when seedlings
mature directly in the garden.
Decompose as the plant grows.

100% organic

Z1807
Z1808
G1802
G1803

15 pack $2.50
23 pack $3.50
32 pack $9.95
50 pack $10.95

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

ACCESSORIES
JUMP START®
LIGHT SYSTEMS

TYPE A - LIFETIME
WHITE PLASTIC
MARKERS

High output T5 fluorescent bulb
w/reflectors, seedlings grow faster
with 15-20% more light intensity
than other grow lights.
2 ft system (24" W).
Details online!

4.5 in/11 cm white plastic
marker for labelling your
seedlings.

H1109 2 ft unit $89.99 ea.
H11A Bulbs (2pk) $17.95 ea.

G703 20 pack

DIAL SEED SOWER

SUNBLASTER™/
NANOTECH
LIGHTING SYSTEM
The Sunblaster T5HO
Lighting Kit with NanoTech
Reflector is everything you
need to get growing fast. Full
Spectrum 6400K Light is
ideally suited for leafy green
production and seed starting.
F1204

$59.95 ea.

Control flow rate of
different sizes of seeds.
More seed starting
accessories at
www.StokeSeeds.com
Link up to eight fixtures
together using one outlet!

H1618 12 ft/3.5 m
H1619 48 ft/14.5 m

$39.95
$55.99

2 Sizes Available!
12 ft/3.5 m
cable heats
3 sq ft.

48 ft/14.5 m
cable heats
12 sq ft.

SEEDLING
HEAT MAT

$5.45 ea.

A high quality, light weight
mix containing sphagnum
peat moss, horticultural
vermiculite, perlite and
a wetting agent for seed
starting and potting plants.
Z1900

$9.95 ea.

8 qt/8.8 L bag

PROPAGATION MAT

Improve seed germination and
keep young seedlings thriving
with gentle heat under their
roots. Place your seed tray
on the waterproof mat and
plug in for radiant heat about
10°F above ambient. CSA/
UL approved. Single flat size:
9x19.5 in/23x49 cm.
HF417

L1008

NATURAL &
ORGANIC SEED
STARTING MIX

SOIL HEATING
CABLES
Gently warm your plants for
faster germination and better
growth. Use indoors or out,
in containers, cold frames,
or right in the ground. The
flexible cable can be arranged
to fit any growing area.
Instructions included.

$4.95 ea.

$34.99 ea.
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This mat warms the
rooting area approximately
10°F-20°F above ambient
temperature which is perfect
for placing two standard seed
trays end-to-end and ideal for
placement under fluorescent
fixtures. Comes with a
6 ft/1.5 m power cord.
Power cord: 6 ft/2 m (L)
H1617

Mats can be daisychained (up to 10 mats!)

$49.95 ea.

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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ACCESSORIES
ROOT BLAST

RAPITEST® 4-WAY
ANALYZER
This multi-purpose electronic
meter allows you to monitor
the conditions of soil pH,
soil moisture, light intensity,
total combined nitrogen,
phosphorus and potash
levels.
Easy to use
instructions included!

12 oz/340 g jar
L9020

$34.99 ea.

RB212

SEA MAGICTM
ORGANIC SEAWEED
CONCENTRATE

M718

$7.95 ea.

SUPERTHRIVE
PLANT VITAMIN
CONCENTRATE

4 oz/ 120 ml

If you have unique planters
or various basket sizes "cut to
suit" with this high density
coco liner with a latex
coating. It will provide you
with the same ease of use as a
traditional fitted liner.

20x60 in/50x152 cm (WxL)

Z1711

$6.99 ea.

HORTICULTURAL
PERLITE

Superthrive is a plant
heallth promoting vitamin
solution that contains kelp,
vitamin B1 and 36 beneficial
ingredients that works
with your existing fertilizer
programs. Concentrate.

Perlite is mined and then
heated until it 'pops' into a
round, white material that's
used in seed-starting and
potting mixtures. It lightens
the soil, allows for more air
around the roots of plants,
and to help retain water and
improve drainage.

Z1902

Z1903

$17.95 ea.

SOIL TEST KIT
Test soil before planting to
ensure that your plants needs
will be met. Kit contains 10
tests each for soil pH, nitrogen,
phosphorus and potash,
for a total of 40. Comes
complete with instructions
and recommendations for
amending soils based on
test results.
L715
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$5.59 ea.

COCO LINER ROLL

Promote better growth,
blooms and bigger, better
tasting crops. Natural growth
substances in this elixir help
plants resist insects and
disease. 1.05 oz/30 g
of cpncentrate makes
250 qt/237 liters

Micronutrients in Rootblast
create a bigger root system,
helping flowers bloom
earlier; fruits and vegetables
ripen sooner. Strong, deep
roots mean strong healthy
plants that are better able to
withstand the elements and
need less watering.

$23.95 ea.

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

$12.95 ea.

ORGANIC
POTTING MIX
Greenhouse quality mix,
100% organic. Contains
sphagnum peat moss, coir
pith, perlite, and lime for
PH balance. Fertilizer must
be added.

G806

$13.95 ea.

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

ACCESSORIES
HOT HATS

KOZY COATS®

Protect your plants from snow,
frost, hail, wind, drought, birds,
insects,chemical spray and
excess moisture. Increase your
harvest up to 30% on most
crops. Plant earlier and harvest
earlier too! Cover plant with
Hot-Hat and put some soil on
rim to hold in place. Can be
used year after year!

Frost protection for an
earlier growing season. Give
your vegetables and garden
blooms a jump start by
guarding them against the
outdoor elements as early as
March.

PH10 10 pack

9.5 x 12.5 in/24 x 26 cm (H x W)

MT310 10 pack $24.75 ea.
B804 repair sleeve $5.45 ea.

$19.95 ea.

GARDEN
COLD FRAME
Light-weight greenhouse takes
up little space, but gives plants
a great early start! Waterproof
transparent cover creates
optimal growing conditions
and the roll-up zipped panel
enables ventilation, humidity
control and easy access to
plants. Very sturdy.
Z1614

FLOATING
VEGETABLE
ROW COVER
UV stable, spunbonded
white poly covers are porous
to water and self-ventilating.
Unique fabric insulates
by trapping air in spaces
between fibers and increases
frost protection.
Easy to assemble!

$40.45 ea.

A0251150 ft/15 m $39.99 ea.
A0251 250 ft/75 m $65.50 ea.

MINI DIBBER

TUNLCOVERTM

For delicate thinning out
or transplanting of small
seedlings. Two different sized
rounded tips prevent small
plants from being damaged.

Protect plants from frost,
wind chill and pests. Two
layers of UVI stabilized
polyethylene are supported
with 12-gauge wire hoops
spaced at 24 in/61 cm
intervals. Push hoops into
the ground as plastic is
stretched out. Reusable.

6.5 in/ 16.5 cm (L)

E1304

$2.99 ea.

18 in/45 cm (H)

J712

$22.99 ea.

THRIFTEE WHITE
PLASTIC MARKERS

12" PLANT
MARKERS

5 in/13 cm White Plastic
Marker for labelling your
seedlings.

Produced from color coated
New England Birch wood,
these biodegradable labels offer
a smooth writing surface and
great durability. Five separate
colors included.

Expands like an accordion in
seconds to 18 ft/5.5 m long!

12 in/30.5 cm (L)

G701 100 pack $7.99 ea.
G702 1000 pack $60.48 ea.
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D1818 50 pack $9.99 ea.

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com
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ACCESSORIES
PLANTPALTM

GARDEN BANDIT

The capillary wick acts as
a valve, releasing water from
the reservoir globe to the soil
until the soil and wick are
wet. The flow then stops. The
process is repeated until all the
water has been released from
the globe. Green globe
3.5 in/9 cm dia., water
capacity 13 oz, 9 in/23 cm (L)

Sever roots and weeds
underground without
disturbing good plants.
The comfortable power
grip handle and sharp
curved stainless steel blade
are key to the Bandit’s
precision.

A1907

EB305

$6.99 ea.

PLANT HALOS
A new and unique 'all in one'
watering and vertical crop
support solution for tomatoes,
peppers and beans. Plant Halos
can be used on pots (10 in/
25 cm dia. plus), raised
beds, as well on traditional
vegetable plots.

The ultimate multi-functional
gardening tool! Use it for
planting, create furrows
and then complete small
transplants. Great to break
up hard soil piles, excellent as
an edging device or use as a
weeder for paths, pavements
and rock gardens.
B1703

TOMATO CLIPS

HANDY CAMEL
BAG CLIP

L1920

$3.95 ea.

JOHNNY'S 520
BROADFORK
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CULTI-MATE
WEEDER

B1817 3 pack $28.95 ea.

The large, easy to use, "figure
8" style plant clips attach
plant stems and branches to
plant supports, garden wires
and trellises. Color: Green.

Five 20 in/51 cm wide x 10.5 in/
27 cm long curved tines,
spaced four inches apart.

$12.95 ea.

$11.99 ea.

The Handy Camel creates a
tight seal on open bags using
a side hinge opening and
ratchet locking system that
grip bags without tearing.

H1508

$4.99 ea.

EZ LEAF HAULERTM

This deep-tillage tool deeply
aerates your soil. Smart in
design, it makes tilling your
garden feel effortless as you
use your full body weight to
maneuver the tool rather than
your back and arms.

Better than a wheelbarrow
- this hauler holds 4x more
leaves, dirt or other yard
debris! Tend to yard cleanups with this cleaner, quieter
option and get back to
enjoying the outdoors by
simplifying your yard chores.
6 ft/1.8 m (W)

J1443

M1710

$199.79 ea.

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

$23.99 ea.

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

ACCESSORIES
MOLE CHASER

YARD GUARD
ULTRASONIC
REPELLER

A sonic pulse of 300 Hz covers
up to 11,250 sq ft /1045 sq.
m. The 4x D batteries (not
included) can be changed
without removing the unit.

Tunnels

Z9060

$15.99 ea.

B9003

Sonic Molechaser

BIRD CHASER
Uses a built-in motion sensor
to trigger two types of audio
repellents. The first is a
recording of predatory bird
sounds (hawks, falcons and
owls) that is loud enough to
frighten away invaders. The
other setting is an ultrasonic
sound that is irritating to birds
and inaudible to humans.
Z1604

$19.99 ea.

FLOODLIGHT
CANOPY

3 pack

$18.99 ea.

EZ READ
THERMOMETER

$54.95 ea.

TRANSONIC PRO
DUAL SPEAKER PEST
REPELLER

Easy to install.
3xD Batteries (not included)

Ultrasonic and sonic sound
waves repel small rodents as
well as flying and crawling
insects. Unit disrupts the pests'
nervous systems, affecting their
feeding and communication
habits. Works up to
3,500 sq ft/325 sqm.
B9002

$54.95 ea.

9 different settings, quiet for
indoor and audible for outdoor
pests. Harmless to humans and
household pets. Do not use in the
presence of rodent pets.
Plugs in, no batteries.

Practical and effective way
to lock cords together in a
dry connection. The simple
clam-shell design allows to
close around each end of the
cord and then a twist locks
the cords together for a watertight connection. Tapered ends
ensure smooth pulling. Safe
and virtually indestructible.
F1040

$4.99 ea.

SOLAR BATTERIES

This thermometer is great
for both indoor and outdoor
applications. The temperature
tube contains blue colored
alcohol to contrast against
the red background for EZ
reading.
H1602

Use AC adaptor (included) or
4x C batteries (not included).

CORD CONNECTTM

A cost effective way to
beautifully landscape your
yard and reduce the harsh
glare from floodlights. Protect
and prolong your landscape
lighting with this one piece
easy to install canopy.
Z1513

Choose between continuous or
motion-sensor. Target specific
pests by adjusting the powerful
sonic/ultrasonic sound
frequencies. Built-in motion
sensor is activated within
the 4000 sq ft/37
1.5 sq m coverage zone.

$2.99
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Four 600mAh NickelCadmium rechargeable
batteries (AA). Compatible
with most solar powered
garden accessories.

A1100

4 pack

$4.99 ea.

Find Hundreds More Options at www.StokeSeeds.com
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ACCESSORIES
FLEIXBLE GRILLING
SKEWERS
This food-grade stainless steel
cable-style skewer holds twice
as much food as traditional
skewers. Simply marinate foods
right on the wire inside of a bag
and place directly on the grill.
The wire skewer remains cool to
the touch. Dishwasher safe.
S1545

$6.99 ea.

BARREL IN A BOX

Finished barrel is 18.5x18.5x
15.5 in/47x47x39.5 cm (LxWxH)

S17C

$19.99 ea.

HAND SPIRAL
SLICER

TROPICAL
JUNGLE CUBE

This sharp stainless steel slicer
makes restaurant quality
julienne strips in two sizes.
Use for carrots, radishes,
cucumbers and other firm
vegetable easily. Includes
finger guard for safe cutting.
Dishwasher safe.

This kit comes with three
exciting quick growing
tropical plants. Colorful Polka
Dot Plants, Delicate China
Doll trees, and Lobelia will all
thrive under the 15 powerful
micro LED lit terrarium.

Z1542

$7.99 ea.

Includes growing medium
and instructions.

Kids will take this magical
journey from seed pollination
to plant growth, learning
about what plants need to
thrive and grow.

H1515

$2.99 ea.

FARMERS MARKET
CREATE & PLAY
ACTIVITY BOOK

K1633

$19.49 ea.

STOKES SEEDS
HERITAGE NOTE
CARDS

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC KIDS:
SEED TO PLANT
BOOK
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Build this planter in minutes
with just a screwdriver!
Made of white pine
using tongue and groove
construction this planter is
functional, eye catching and
the perfect size for any front
porch, patio and garden or
even at the cottage.
Color: Yellow.

Folded size is
4.25x6.25 in/10.5x6 cm

Write your note on a piece of
Stokes History. This unique
boxed set of eight note cards
with envelopes makes a
perfect gift. Stokes catalog
covers are featured, dating
as far back as 1889. Blank
inside.
B1016

8 pack

$2.99 ea.

GARDENING WITH
LESS WATER

Help kids learn while they play
and teach them where food
comes from! Use more than 100
stickers and nearly 150 punchout paper pieces that kids can
set up for a pretend farm. Other
games and activities included.

This book offers simple,
inexpensive, low-tech
techniques for watering
your garden much more
efficiently. Easy step-by-step
illustrated instructions make it
easy to put techniques to use
and works for garden beds,
container gardens and trees.

S1714

W1905

$9.99 ea.

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-396-9238

$9.99 ea.

Stokes Seeds Ltd.

ACCESSORIES
FIREGLOWTM ROUND
COPPER LANTERN
Add a cozy feeling to any
space inside or out. The
warm white LED light
inside has FireGlow™
technology for an authentic
flame movement. Turn on/
off manually or use the
5-hour timer feature.
G1819

$19.99 ea.

WARM WHITE
MICRO LED
STRING LIGHTS
Add atmosphere indoors or
out, with this trendy copper
wired mini LED string light.
Comes with timer or simply
use the ON/OFF switch.
10 in/25.4 cm (H)

Requires 3x AA batteries,
not included.

G1601

$11.50 ea.

BABY LADY
BUG SPINNER

SCROLL WALL
SCONCE

Cute and whimsical, this
wind spinner is the perfect
size for adding movement and
colour to gardens. The fabric
is stain, mildew and UV
resistant and has beautiful
silk screened graphics.

The scrolled design sconce
is handcrafted from forged
iron. Inside, an illuminated
flameless, battery-operated
candle is equipped with a
timer feature that lights up the
candle for either four or eight
hours at the same time each day.

B1824

$4.99 ea.

17 in/43 cm (H)

F1105

$19.99 ea.

RED SUNFLOWER
SPINNER

4 INCH
CONNECT-A-CLIP

Cute and whimsical, this
wind spinner is the perfect
size for adding movement and
colour to gardens. The fabric
is stain, mildew and UV
resistant and has beautiful
silk screened graphics.

Instantly connect decorations,
flags or banners to your home’s
exterior without the use of
tools. This innovative clip
connects using a friction-fit
design that eliminates the
need for screws, nails or other
adhesives so you can quickly
and easily decorate.

B1826

$4.99 ea.

17 in/43 cm (H)

Quality Seed Since 1881

Requires 2x C batteries
not included.

$12.79 ea.

This decorative 42 in/107 cm
snow gauge is a fun way to
keep track of seasonal snowfall
right in your own backyard.
Place the snow gauge outside
before the ground freezes in
a flat open space, away from
potential drift areas.

Cute and whimsical, this
wind spinner is the perfect
size for adding movement and
colour to gardens. The fabric
is stain, mildew and UV
resistant and has beautiful
silk screened graphics.
$4.99 ea.

4.5x8.5 in/11x21 cm (WxH)

SNOW GAUGE

BABY BUTTERFLY
SPINNER

B1825

G1507

10 ft/3 m long. 3x AA
batteries not included.

17 in/43 cm (H)

T1518

$12.99 ea.

42 in/107 cm (H)

Order Online: www.StokeSeeds.com

STOKES SEEDS LIMITED
296 Collier Road South, PO Box 10
Thorold, Ontario L2V 5E9
1-800-396-9238
www.StokeSeeds.com

1681655

~ Quality Seed Since 1881 ~
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